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CHAPTER I
IN1'B.ODUCTION

Should foreign langu.age be an. integral part of
instruction in a school system?
If the above question cannot be anm'l"ered in the
~ffirmative,

there is no basis for this study.

If the

answer is not negative but positive in relation to the
beneficial results to be obtained from the study of foreign
languages, then it is incumbent upon the school administra.tors to insure that the greatest benefit be derived in
the limited time allotted to this important discipline.
For those living in the Un:Lted States, almost every
facet of daily life is permeated by foreign cultures and
foreign languages, particularly since the advent of
television and economical air travel.

It is also evident

f'rom data provided by the United States Department of

h-----

IJabor that the number of vocational offerings requiring
foreign languages -has greatly :Ln·:;reased ln the past fifteen
years.

In a publication sponsored by the Association for

Supervision and Curriculum Developm.ent, an affiliate of
the National Education Association (NEA), the following
statement \vas made regarding foreign language study and
vocationc:tl opportunities:
Career opportunities including employment abroad
will lead to increased enrollments in foreign

---------

§__

~ -~-=--- ~

languages. Possibilities for such employment and the
need for more intercultural understanding underline - 1
the importance of stressing communicat1on skills . . .
-,.--,--

Anderson quotes William R. Parker, who has examined the
place of foreign languages tn the United States as it
pertains to international tension.

Parl\:er contends that:

. . . foreign language study speeds and increases
understandi.ng when the desire to understand is there-speeds and increases sympathy when the germ is present
. . . foreign language study may~ and often does,
create the desire to understand . . . It may, and
often does, prevent misunderstanding . . . foreign
language-study makes possible, through bet~er
communication, the discovery of good will.
~Jhile

the importance of fore1gn language study has

b-een recognized by national leaders in government and
industry and by educators, a tremendous problem is to be
faced.

The public schools are, for the most part, not

producing students who have atta.ined a mastery in one or
more foreign languages.
~

- - -

Dr. James B. Conant was one of the first educators
to draw attention to the deficiencies t:n foretgn language
.study in the public school system.
The main purpose of studying a foreign language is
to obtain somethtng approaching a mastery of that
language, and by mastery is sur-ely meant the ability

1 Edward Allen, Leona Glenn, Frank Otto, The Changing

Curriculum, Modern Foreign Languages (NEA; Wash-ingt-on,
D.C., 1968,) p. 47.
2 Theodore Anderson (Editor), The Teaching of Modern
Languages (lTNESCO; Amsterdam, Holland, l95b), p. 12.

~

-

~

~

3
to read the literature pu.blish'ed. in the language and
in the case of a modern language, to conveJ~·se ·with
considerable fluency and ac3ur~wy with an inhabitant
of the country in question.
He also went on to state that a two-year study of a
foreign language, as it is taught in the publj_c schools, is
not sufficient time to achieve any degree of mastery.
I have met no teachers of foreign language who felt
that anything approaching mastery could be obtained by
the study of a foreign language for only two years in
high school . . . Four years of study . . . will yield
dividends 1+for those capable of handling foreign
language.
William R. Parker swns up the inadequacy of foreign
language instruction in the United StateP vlith the statement that" . . . never have so many Americans encountered
so much foreign speech with so little equipment for
communication and so much depe:mling upon communication.
The California State Department of Education has
conducted a. series of research projects in the field of
f·oreign language.

The most recent survey, which was

conducted in 1965, revealed the following:

3James B. Conant, The American High School Today
(New York: McGraw Hill, Inc., l9S~p~.
·4Ibid.
5Willia.m Riley Parker, The National Interest and
Foreign Languages (Third edition; Washington, D.C.:
Department of State Publications. International Organization and Conference Series 26, 1962), p. 107.

)_~

In CD.lif'ornia schools about seventy per cent (of'
the students) end their enrollment in a foreign
language wi t.hin two years. N:Lnety per cent of' the
foreign language ~:tudents who begin thei.r gtudy in the
ninth grade drop out by the twelfth grade.
Conant makes the following administrative
recommenda,tion:
The school board should be ready to offer a third
and fourth year of a foreign language, no matter how
f'ew students enroll.
'l'he gu:i.clance officers should urge
the completion of a four--year sequence of one foreign
language if the student dem,9nstrates ability in
handli.ng foreign languages. I
William R. Parker makes a plea for foreign language
instruction as an aid to international well-betng in the
following manner:
Gtven an atmosphere of good w:U.l., an i.ndi.vidual
11
0
~-'bi~oad c"an
;r~ '-' ~, 0 ,..'"'
nac."or· ncret
.• '
-'-••..,
J.Q '-"''
(""_:) \..; LJ by
c:d.on.gn with English~ ~1r, for that matter with sign
language .
. But given an atmosphere of-global
tension, which is the atmosphere in which we live
today, it would seem that no nation, particuJ.arly
not a nation with frightening power and enviable
wealth, can long 11 get byn without even trying to talk
the other fellows language. One language makes a
wall; it takes two to make a gate. That is why
Americans praying for peace and seeking an increase
in-international understanding, now often discusS
foreign language study as a means to these ends.
·t·-r~•rr.:·J.-lncr
,l_ •• c-...:
I

•..N

'-•

,._.!~
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U

~
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Q

'
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There appears to exist a wides[Jread agreement that
the foreign language offerings in the

~mblic

school system

6John P. Dusel, "Why the F'oreign Language Dropouts?"
Foreig_Q_ Language_ Newsletter, Vol. XIV, No. 5rl, p. 5.
7conant, loc_. cit.

8 Parker, _s:>p. cit.,

p. 103.

..

.
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should extend to at least a fourth ~ear of study for each
language.

Yet, it has been found that in California 90 per

-~--

;

cent of the students elect not to continue their study of
a foreign language through the fourth year of instruction.
The factors that contribute to this high attritior.. rate
must.be questioned.

Assuming that the foundation for

instruction exists in the administrative policies and
practices of the local school district, this researcher
believed that an investigation of policies and practices
relating to the foreign language program ought to be made.
It is recognized that the answers to the high attrition
rate in foreign language enrollment cannot be found easily.
Administration is perhaps only one facet of this complex
;.

problem, but it is anticipated that this study will result
in some fruitful observations and recor:omendationB.

I.

THE PROBLEM
'

Statement of the problerrt. The primary purpose of
this study is to investigate administrative policies and
practices which appear to be most effective in maintaining
high pupil retention in foreign language programs.

More

narrowly, _to accomplish the primary and secondary purposes
it will be necessary to establish criteria with the use of
survey instruments by which administrative practices of
foreign language instruction

~ay

be evaluated.

·'

-----

6
Pu_rpo?es.

The purposes to be accompli shed will

include but not be limited to the following:
1.

Establish administrative criteria that relate
to high pupil retention in foreign language
instructional programs.

2.

As~ertain

those administrative variables that

adversely affect retention in foreign language
study.

3.

Develop means of discovering those facets of
administration which lead to high pupil

l.
j

retention in foreign language instruction.

1

l

4.

Prepare a list of criteria which may be used
as a model for leadership ln foreign language
administration.

5.

Derive conclusions based on findings of this
study which may be the foundation for posstble
administrative decisions.

6.

Develop a list of recommendations which will be
based on the findings of this study and which
may be utilized by personnel who are directly
involved in administrative decisions affecting
foreign language instruction.

'[.

Develop an instrument that can be used by
administrative personnel in the evaluation of
variables affecting foreign language instructional programs.

§

i

""

---
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I

Imp_?rtan~

_of

th~

study.

'I'h·e advance in technology,

as exemplified by the orbiting of Sputnik by the Soviet
Union in 1957, forced the educational community of the

~--:----

------------

United States to reevaluate the entire educational system.
Attention became focused upon the a.reas of mathematics,
science, and foreign language.
In 1958 the National Defense Education Act (hereafter referred to as NDEA) provided economic and
administrative support for updating the teaching of foreign
languages in our American schools.

Much money was spent

by schools for language laboratories, materials, and
additional personnel to i.mplement an extended foreign
language instructional program.
Instructi.onal objecti.ves he,ve changed over the past
ten years brought about in part by the federal-impetus to
increase foreign language proficiency as exemplified by
the NDEA.

The introduction of the audio-lingual method of

instruction stressing verbal. communication in addition to
reading and writing has called for a mastery of skills
requiring a longer sequence of study.

The change in

instructional objectives to accomplish the requirements
of the audio-lingual method of instruction necessitates
extending this sequence of foreign language study to four
~

or mare years.

======

The educational sign:Lficance of the above changes
indicates that the administrative policies and practices
=-~--~~-----
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relating to a foreign 1anguage program play a major role in
providing an instructional progrrun that will bnprove the
low enrollment retention at the advanced levels.
The NEA publication_, The
Mo~c=rQ. ;F~reign Lang_u~ge~,

_9h~E~.g~r~_g. £~:cri~~-~~~-

includes a discussion of the

importance of the role of the adrrdnj_stra tor:
Foreign language educators and teachers realize that
planning and implementing a successful foreign language
program depend more upon the degree and consistency of
top level administrative support than upon any other
single factor.9
The ab6ve statement is concerned with a successful
foreign language program and, to this researcher, a
successful program implies profic:Lency.

Frank M. Grittner

supports this theory by saying:
A rather high level of language proficiency is
deemed necessary if foreign language study is to have
significanfo educatio.t'1al value according to contemporary
standards.

If the California public schools are losing over

90 per cent of their language students before four years
of continuous study is completed, then it is necessary to
investigate the administrative reasons for the attrition
and to provide school districts with methods for evaluating
their present administrative

polici~s

and practices in

9Edward Allen, Leona Glenn, Frank Otto, op. cit.,
p.

~-1.

· 1°Frank M. Gri ttner, Teachino· J:i'ore io-n Lano-qao·e
(New York: Harper and Row, T969)~-p-.-7f-:-_::_g_ _ ___<;;;>..::.~-

!i------

9
foreign language study.
--

It will also be necessary to investigate the results

F--:

of administrative policy as it applies to the classroom
teaching methods in order to ascertain if there is any
correlation between high retention in foreign language
classes, administrative policy, and classroom technology.
Limitations.

'.rhis study was concerned only with

the administrative policies and their effect on the foreign
language programs; it omits the s.ignificance of other
interacting variables, such as detailed qualifications of
the ins true tional personnel and the amount of c omm:. mi ty
support for the program.
Other limitations concern the district personnel
who answered the study questionnaires and vJho may not have

been

~bjective

l~mitations,

in providing answers.

Because of these

there was no feasible means within the scope

of this study to determine the validity of the responses.
Some of the survey questions called for an interpretation
on the part of the interviewee, such as an assessment of
the quality of the program and pers onn.el.
The findings and conclusions·of this study cannot
be validly transferred to districts outside of the hventytwo that were selected for investigation.

However,

officials in other school districts will be able to
investigate their own administrative structure with the
guidelines herein provided ..

..

'
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II.

RESEARCH DESIGN

An investigation of the literature and of current
research related to the probJ.em and the need expressed by
the great amount of foreign language enrollment attrition,
attested to by California State Department

o~

Education

survey results, provided the basis for the development of
the survey questionnaire instruments.

'I'hese instruments

were designed to elicit information from those three
administrative positions which had a direct influence on
the implementation of policy and procedure of the forei.gn
language instruction program.

The district administrator

was selected because of his proximity to the poli.cy·-ma.king
Board of Education and the manner in which he interpreted
and implemented the Board's policy.

The policy established

by the Board and implemented by the district administrator
wc;mld appear to be a reflection of the administrati.ve
desires of that particular district.
The foreign language coordinator is responsible.for
the implementation of district procedure to carry out the
intent of the policy·-making echelon as it pertains to
foreign language instruction.

If

t~e

district administra,_::

tive level desires in foreign language were expressed
either overtly or covertly, then the procedure to
implement those desires would <:1.ppear to be incumbent upon
the foreign language coordinator.

The marmer of procedural

'

11

tmplementation wa.s sought by the questionnaire instrument.
The head counselor is. charged with. advising and

i

--

F':----

counseling students in course-content selection.

It is he

who would appear to be the person responsible for the

'·
r_;

[2~------

guidelines for student selection or non-selection of foreign
language.

'l'he influence expected by this advising portion

of the school district administrative hierarchy would
appear to be highly responsible for final implementation
of school district foreign language instructional policy.
To elicit school district policy interpretation,
to ascertain school district administrative procedural
methods, and to discover means of administrative implementation of interpretation and procedure was the design to
which this research was conducted in the hope of providing
some assistance to the increase in enrollment retention in
the field of foretgn language instruction.

The comparative

data to be obtained from those districts wj.th a high
enrollment retention and those districts with a low
enrollment retention were sought as the basic mear1s of
analyses, conclusions, and recommendations.

A criteria

instrument was constructed for use as an evaluation device
of district-wide programs.

III.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

In this study certain terms have been used within
--

the meaning given below.

-- --

-

~~~~~~§;~
.,.,___~~~

r-- - -------

----
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_!?_3-::_opc?_~ts.

Denotes those students who, once having

started the study of a foreign language, failed to continue
in sequence the entire progression as offered within the
school system.
J-Ii.gh _retention district.

A unified school district

with a foreign language continuous enrollment retention for
four years in excess of 10 per cent of beginning ninth
grade students.
Low retention district.

A unified school district

with a foreign language continuous enrollment retention
for four years with less than 10 per cent of beginning
ninth grade students.
!iortaltty, educational. 11 The extent to which
students failed to complete four years of foreign language
~tudy

once it has been ini.tia ted in the ninth grade.
Elementary school.

~----

Kindergarten and grades one

through eight, inclusive.
Secondary school.

Grades nine through twelve,

inclusive.

llcarter V. Good (ed.), Dictionary of Education
(New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 195~ p. 353.

.,.....::....::_

_______

...--.::..___

__

~-=-~~~

;,;~~=~~~~-

----

---

~,

J..)
Continui~y.

"Experience fre'e of dead endings or

blocks that remove potential of later enriching

~-~-

r::::: -----

experience. " 12

'l'he unbroken line of successive foreign

language instruction expertence.
Articulation.

.----------

The continuous and sequential progress

of pupils as well as the interlocking ancl interrelation of
successive levels of foreign language instruction from
elementary through secondary schools.
F'LES.

Abbreviation for "Foreign Language in the

Elementary School,

11

and pronounced as a word in forei.gn

language publi.cE.ttions.
Denotes those school personnel
~nvolved

with the interpretation of school policy.

Refers

to either the superintendent or assistant superintendent of
the school district.
Foreign language coordinator.

Designates the

person responsible_for the administration of the foreign
language program and for the method of operation of the
foreign language instruction program within the district.
This person is also responsible for interpretation of
admLnistrative decisions affectLng foreign language
instruction.
12

Ibid . , p . 127 .

------

].2-).

Head cou.nselor.

'l'he person responsible for the

foreign language counseling which is given to students
preparing for or engaged in foreign language programs.
The head co"Lmselor is responsible for interpretation of
district level policy on continuity and need for foreign
language

~nstruction.

Audio-lingual_.

Also known as the audio--oral and

aural-oral method of instruction and is the term applied
to the hearin$-speaking sequence of foreign language
instruction and learning.
Trad it:i..onal.

Refers to those methods of foreign

language instruction in which greater emphasis is placed
on reading, writing, and translation of language in contrast
to the audio-lingual method.
Patter~

practice.

An oral drill wherein students

are required to make changes in person, number, and tense
and in which the teacher must be the model for imitation.

IV.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE DISSERTATION
Chapter II discusses the

lit~rature

and research

directly related to the problem in this study.

It deals

primarily with present administrative practices affecting
foreign language instruction in general and with those
methods and ptocedures specifically connected to the

h------

1 :J
C'
.....

schools in the State of Cc.;_llfornia..

.F'oreign language
.

~

administrative methods rather than a chronological
bibliography of foreign language publications are emphasized
in this chapter.
Chapter III discusses the

p~ocedures

utilized in

this· investigation which include the design, distribution,
and analysis of the survey instruments used for data
collection.
In Chapter IV the results of the data analysis are
presented.
Chapter V is devoted to the D1terpretation of the
finding::; with conclusions drawn and recommendations
offered.
A bibllography and appendix complete the study.

..

REVIEW OF RELL\'rED LI'l'ERA TuRE

This chapter will be devoted to selected sections of
books, articles, periodicals and dissertations which are
concerned with administration of foreign language
instruction in general and the administrative reasons for
1'ore ign language enrollment retention in particular.
Special interest will focus on the sta.tj_stical
dropout rate in California public high schools> continuity
of

foreign language classes, need for eontinutty of study

and articulation of foreign language classes, and reasons
w·hy foretgn language courses should be a required part of
the curriculum rather than elective.
The statistical record of the foreign language
dropout rate in California, nForeign Language Offerings and
Enrollments in Public Secondary Schools, Fall l968,n

i

Appendix N, which is gathered by the California State
Department of Education each year, indicates that less
than 10 per cent of the beginning students complete a
four-year sequence of foreign language stud.y of one
language at the high school level.

The dropout rate

continues in spite of the fact that many schools have a
regularly scheduled four-year sequence of foreign language
study in one language from the ninth through the twelfth
year.

,

_ __

~···
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'Phe lack of continuity in foreign language study
an.d the administrative decisions influencing the continuity
of study are the basic reasons for this investigation and
to which the review of research is directed.
Robert Lado puts emphas ts on the stt1.dy of foreign
lang~age

when he states:

We are witnessing in our time the greatest changes
in the history of language lea.rnin.g--changes that
reach into every aspect of this time honored field of
study. Formerly known by a few as a work of education,
languages are now studied by people from all walks of
life. More J.anguages are studied than ever before~ and
methods of learning them are changing radically.l3
Nelson Brooks implies that foreign language
i11struction should not be a "decodj_ng 11 process where "
language symbols are decoded from cme system to anothe:r
and comprehension, meaning and value are all in terms of
the student's first language . . . n 14 He does not state that
decoding does not have a place but goes on to opine that a
student in advanced studies may find that he must get
certain facts from books, periodicals, and articles that
may be found only in a foreign language, and he·may not
have the time to learn that language.

Under these

conditions, the decoding process appears legitimate,
efficient, and desirable.

13RobertJLado, Language Teaching (New York: McGrawHill, Inc.,

196l),

p.

3.

lL~Nelson Brooks, Lan~~g_~ ~nd }.;:::mgu.age Lea£_ning-Theory and Practice (Second edition; New York: HarcourtBrace -a·ncr-·worlct;·-rnc., 196L~ L p _. 106.
.
.
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'rhere is a need to establish objectives in language
learning.

'l'he objectives then become the working parts of
~

F.-

the goal set by the student.

If the study of a foreign

language is a part of a need or a means of reaching an
objective of advanced study where t_ranslation is a
necessity, the decoding process appears to be the correct
choice.

Nelson Brooks includes the follm.,ring staternent

concerning decoding and objectives:
There should be no illusions about the nature and
results of such learning. Above all, there should be
no confus.ion between this type of course and one that
presumes to lead the student along the linguisti.c
paths of a new language. Rather tb.ere must be the
sharpest distinction between a course whose avowed
objective is decoding and one whose goal is the
,5
.
0.1~ a new l anguage . .l.
l earnJ.ng

!~

- ----

Nelson Brooks maintains that:
. . .

foJ:~e:tgn

l.a·.ngua,ge learning is a. tl1reefc)ld.

process, an interplay between hearer, speaker, and
situation . . . making only slight use of the mother
tongue and . . . resolutely avoiding the tradi U.onal
analysis of grammar as well as tranf.~ation from the
foreign language into English
. .

,·
i -_
~------

Although Brooks stated that there was a place for
"decoding," if the student needed it to continue his
advanced study, he later says:
To see language only in its utilitarian function,
to consider it only as a tool, a response to a need
or a means to an end, is a mistake. Language is
rather a product of the incessant symbolization
process with which the mind occupi11 itself, whether
for some practical purpose or not.

l5Ib:b_~., p. 107.

17_Ib_id., p. 227.

16 Ibid., p. 118.
..
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C. C. Fries does not decry the use of the u.tilttar:i.an
function of language when he outlines his reasons for the

~-

!--:
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1

necessity of speaking a foreign language:
No matter if the final result desired is only to
read the foreign language the mastery of the fundamentals of the language--the structure of the sound
system with a l.imi ted vocabulary--must be thror1.gh
speech. The speech is the language. 'l'he wri.tten
record is but a secondary representation of the
language. To 11 master 11 a language is not necessarily
to read it, but it is extremely doubtful whether one
can really read the language without first mastering
it orally. Unless one has mastered the fundamentals
of the new language as a language--that is, as a set
of habits for oral production and reception--the
process of reading is a process of seeking word
equivalents in his own native language. n''I'ranslation 11
on a.n exceedingly )_§w level is all that such nreading 11
really amounts to.l
The size of a school appearc to be one of the
variables affecting foreign language as an elective.
Grace J. ·vJright and Edith S. Greer in a study conducted

,··
l

under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Health,

!-

- - · - -

Education and Welfare found that:
. . . foreign language, business education,
agriculture, and vocational education are usually
electives and consequently their appearance . . .
is in terms of small percentages--5 per cent or
less . . . . Most notable j,s foreign language
which was offered for ninth grade pupils in threefourths of the large junior and junior-senior high
schools and less than half of the small schools.
Pupils.attending a small junior-senior high school

18 C. C. Fries, 'reaching and Learning English as a

Foreign Langua~ (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan
Press, 1948), -p. 6.

I
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were mo!'e frequently able to elect a foreign
language than were pupils attending a small junior
high school.l_.,0
Again_, in an NEA Research Bulletin a report on
"Sub,jects in Small High Schools'' offered the j_dea trmt
although 71 per cent of the schooli studied offered a
course in foreign langua.ge it was discovered that:
. . . the availability of this course depended on
the size of the school--foreign languages were
offered in only 54 per cent of the smallest schools
but in 85 per cent of the largest schools . . . a
course in a foreign language was more often available in accredited than in non-s.ccredited small high
schools--four-fifths of the accredited and two-thirds
of the nap-accredited high schools offered a. foreign
language. 2 0

in a productive manner be accompl:Lshed, it i.s necessary
that there be continuity in course sequence.

Continuity

cannot be accomplished without an articulated program with
the progression that follows a pattern from incipiency to
the termination of the foreign language offered to the
students.

In this study_, the term "course 11 is used to

1 9arace J. Wright and Edith S. Grier, The Junior High
School: A Survey of Grades -8-9 in Junior and Junior- - - -

·r

Senior Htgh School8; U. S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare_, U. S. Government Printing Office_, Washington,
D. C., 1963, p. 58.
20 .National Education Association Research Bulletin,
"Subjects in Small High Schools, 11 Vol. 40, May 1962
(Washington, D C.: Educational Press Association of
America), p. 56.

-
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denote that; the foreign language d:i:scipline is divided into
a sequence of one-year periods of instruction within a fouryear continuum.
Emilio Guerra, in writing about the problems of
schools in relatj_on to the population explosion, guidance,
and foreign language, has this to say of continuity and
articulation:
Amo.ng these problems_, the one offering the greatest
challenge, and also the greatest frustration, has been
that of articulation. In the language of the
educationist, articulation means the adjustment of
relationships between the elementary and the junior
high schools . . . junior high schools and the senior
high schools . . . between any two schools and among
the grades and subjects of those units, which will
permit p-~~i~s -~o m~,ki:; t~e greates~~_,pr~gress p~r_sible
along a rJatd OJ. um.nter:rupted conL.J.nu1.ty . . .
Birhnaier appears to sv.ppo:!:'t, the above when she
says:
Once committed to a basic sequence or system, a
teacher does not have the right to change in the
middle of a course. Today every student can expect
a carefully articulated progression in the process
in which he learns the language of his choice.22

21Emilio L. Guerra, 11 The Problem of Articulation
Between the Junior and the Senior High School, 11 Hispania,
Vol. XLVIII (September, 1965), Number 3. American
Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese.
22 Gladys G. Unruh ( ed.) 11 Foreign IJanguages, 11 New
Curriculum Developments, Association for Supervision and
Curriculum D-.;velopment, Washington, D. C., 1965, p. 29

L

---- .

Again, Emma M. Berl\:ma.ier streroses the need for
uniformity in procedure whe.n she states " . .

the problem ·

of articulation when longer sequences of study are under-

taken is a crucial one. " 2 3

Others v.rriting on the topic,

such as Allen, Glenn, and Otto, stress continuity when
theyrefer to the break in language instruction as ".
comparable to studying a musical inst:rmnent for four
months and then abandoning it until eight months later.

"2)-J.

The administration of a foreign language program is
usually· initfated by high level administrators of the
school district.

. .

The articulation and continuity plus

planning and implementing a successful foreign

language program depend more upon a degree and consistency
of top level administrative support than \J.pon any other

single factor. " 2 5
The necessity for articulated teaching i.s stated
clearly by Allen, Glenn, and Otto when they emphasized
the need for uniformity in teaching and techniques or

2 3rb id . , p . 30.
2 4Allen, Glenn, and Otto, op. cit., p.

337.

25Ib id. , p. 41.

--·.
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facing the fact that rr • • • only confusion can result when
students are required to change from an audio-lingual to
. a traditional approach. rr26
In this connection, the chief concerns with regard
to continuity are that the skills of hearing and speaking
must not be permitted at any point to become dormant, that
the learner be given full credit for accomplishment in
these skills (traditional measurement in terms of grammar
and translation are wholly inadequate for this), and that
these acquired skills be fully integrated with those of
reading, wTiting;. and structure control that will of course
r;•?

be encountered as learning proceeds. c:. 1
The dangei' inherent in lack of continuity is
stressed by Meriam Goldstein as she gives emphasis to the
idea that learning only to perfect speech has drawbacks:
r_rhe structural linguists, with their emphasis on
the primacy of speech, on the direct approach to
learning a language by speaking it, have opened the
door. If the child has a chance to speak the
language, he can become a fluent conversationalist.
Unfortunately, if he stops there he is just as handicapped as the one who can read a printed page p~t cannot
speak or follow a talk on radio or television.2

~-------

1-

26rbict.
0~

p.

27Brooks, op. cit., p. 117-118.

28Meriam B. Goldstein, The Teaching of Language in
Schools, (New Y rk: The MacMillan Company, 1966),

31.

The public might well be made cognj_zant of the need
for foreign language planning.

This may be done by use of

such pamphlets as the one published by the National

,.

Education AssoC'iation Department of Foreign Languages. 2 9
Use of such material at Parent-Teacher Association meetings
will help explain the nature of the foreign. language
program and its objectives.
Foreign language teachers and guidance counselors
should have access to such publications as.the·one by Ilo
Remer which provides guidelines to selection and continuity
in foreign language.3°
Articulation is such an impo:rtant factor that it
was brought to the attention of educators by recommended
policy statements of the California Lj_aison Committee on
:B'ore ign Language where in they stated that:
. . . California schools and colleges must adopt
common objectives in the teaching and learning of
foreign language and that there must be acceptance
of a curricular continuum which would serve as the
basic guideline for language instruction from the
earliest level of study through the teache.r-training
program. 3

29National Education Association, "Should My Child
Study a Foreign Language, 11 Washington, D. C.
3°rlo Remer, "A Handbook for Guiding Students in
Modern F'oreign Language, 11 Bulletin EO 27018, No. 26
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1963).
3 1 John P. Dusel (ed.), What Nex~ in Foreign
La~tTUage? ·Proceedings of the Santa Ba.rbara Conference,
San Diego, Foreign Language Council of San Diego, 1968,
p. 51.
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F:i.nocchi.aro relies on structure to regulate the
foreign language program.

Structure, according to

Finocchiaro, will be established by situation, frequency
of use, demonstrability, simplicity, and contrast with
English.

She believes:

. . a careful plan will make prov1s1on for
teaching all the important structures at, some logical
point in the four-year program. It will provide for
continuity and the reintroduction of situation,
vocabulary, and grammar at each succeeding level of
learning.
It will take into account the language program at
the secondary school to which the children will
probably be admitted. If the children will enter an
advanced level at the secondary school, it is
imp~rative that teachers and administrators at both
levels be aware of each other 1 s programs.32
Administration.

In a study wherein comparisons are

used for control and experimentation and submitted to
statistical methods of analysis, it should be. remembered
that this nation is composed of fifty states, each with

,.
=----------

its own right of control over education.

Within the state

there is control at the county level with its own board of
education, and at the district level through the district
board of education.

Administration, then, would appear to

be of prime concern with regard to the direction of the
foreign language program according to the sources hereafter
quoted.

3 2Mary Finocchiaro, Teaching Children Foreign
La;0-gua.ges (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1961-t), p. 57".

~----.
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In an article written by

Eug~ne

Youngert entitled

"V.That Makes a School Good? 11 33 the question :raised by tr.te
title is answered in part by the following testing of three
factors considered significant:
1. Consistently good schools tend to be in
communi ti.es that know the value of good education,
that want good education positively, and that are
willing to pay for good education whether or not
they are well off financially . . .
2. Communities that have consistently had good
schools have consistently elected able citizens to
their boards of education . . .
3. Communities that have consistently good school
systems have consistently provided able executive and
administrative leadership of their schools . . . 34
Using Y:)Lmgert 1 s third criterion of a "good school"
it would appear that the administrator is the leader and
,-

decision-maker ctnd that any extrapolation of foreign
language mortality indicates that it is the result of
poor executive and administrator leadership.

This

assumption would be erroneous, according to the following
authors who believe that educational success is a combined
effort toward common go<ils.
For instance, Donald D. Walsh states

11

•••

admi.nis-

trators at all educational levels throughout a single
geogra~hical

area should agree on which foreign language

33Eugene Youngert, 11 \.Vha t Makes a School Good?", The
Atlantic, October 196L~, (Boston, Massachusetts: The Atlantic
Monthly Company) p. 72-73.
3 ~-I.b l~
'd

.
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should be offered at each level . .

n35

Walsh goes on to say that this agreement is
n.ec~essary
11

in order that one junior high school will not

institute instruction in a neglected language that
the senior high school v.Jishes to neglect. n3 6 .Although the
•••

above quote deals with articulation, Walsh indicates there
must be agreement among the various administrators in
order that articulation and continuity exist.

The chief

administrator could not be blamed entj.rely if a subordinate
chose to disregard the other schools in the· system and
instead initiated his own method of foreign language
in e. true t i.o:n.
•
..T....:n ,nls

:~nvestigation

of articulation of foreign

language programs, Parrot found that administrative
support was composed of three groups:

the opposed, the

disinterested and disheartened, and the proponents.
conclusion was

11

His

the efficacy of a foreign language

program was in direct proportion to the administrative
support it received. 11 37

35Joseph Michel, Foreign Language Teaching--A~
Anthology (New YJrk: MacMillan Company, 1967), p. 349.
36rbid.
37Arthur Granville Parrott, "Criteria for Evaluating
Foreign Language Program Articulation Between Elementary
and Secondary Levels" (unpublished doctoral dissertation,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, 1967) p. 151.
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The leader::;hip of adrnin:i.strators must be a coordinated effort instead of regulation.- Grieder, et. al, states
tha,t "the leadership function includes ( l) planning;
(2) research; (3) advice and consultation; (4) coordination;
and (5) public relations."3S
It is coordination that is important vvithin
administrative positions.

The interpretation of program

policy that the foreign language coordinator receives
from the district administrator may be reinterpreted by
the head counselor who will in turn institute a foreign
language advisory service that may or may not be in
l~eeping

with the achievement goal as establtshed in the

policy set by the local bo-::1.rcJ. of ed:uca tion.

'l'hi.s point is

ii

L

subsequently elaborated.

I

Grieder states:
. . . even today some super1ntendents do not think
of curriculum as an appropriate subject in school
administration and they consider supervision and
improvement of instruction as lying outside their
sphere . . ,39

=
' ---------

3 8calvin Grieder, Truman M. Pierce, William E.
Rosenstengel, Public School Administration (New York:
'I'he Ronald Press Company, 1961), p. 52.
39rbi.d., p. 190.

~
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11 he . superintendent needs help and many

11

;

•

prefer

employing eurriculum and instructional officers and retain-·
ing t:r.temselves .
While the

. . t ra t.1on. nltO
o th er aspec t·s or~ a dm1n1s
preced~ng

statements by Grieder may

explain some J.ack of administrative continuity, it should
be stressed that

coord~nation

and policy interpretation

should be understood by all employed personnel.

There

should not be a lack of coordination because of democratic
leadership.
A statement from the school principal level which

may apply in all areas of administration is that '' . . .
abdication of responsibility or laissez-fa.ire leadership
results in anarchy or chaos."

41

According to Kenneth R. Brown, Instructional Services
Executive of the California Teachers Association,
Burlingame, California, in discussing Senate Bill l

(1968 Legislative Session), and quoting Senator Miller:
11

•••

the state doesn't have them (local boards)

strait-jacketed any more;" therefore, it would appear that
boards of education have some prerogative relative to
change and some leeway in determining curricular continuity.

40ibid.

41 Paul B. Jacobson, William C. Rines, James D.

_??e ~~fe?~i~~ f.~chool .Principal (En~lewood Cliffs,
New Jersey. Pr ent1.ce Jall, Inc., 1963) ~ p. G8.

Logsde~,
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He also noted that

11

•••

district boards are not required

to introdlJ.ce curriculum change . . . but that now the

- - ,-~

~
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claim cannot be made that state curriculum la·w prevents
change . n 4·2
At the district level,

ther~

is usually an

administrati.ve position which di.rects the i.mplementation
of' all pupil personnel activities.

The person in that·

position is an administrator of gu:Ldance, he is the "head
counselor" and as such is responsible for the interpretation of district policy relating to the guidance field.
Guidance facilities in the school setting can be
design~d

for j_ndividual attention or as a blanket to

cover all counseling situations.

In actuality the

guidance program is the result of dtstrict policy and its
purpose will be regulated by the administrative personnel
in charge.

The guidance program should reflect the policy

of' the district a,nd perform its function on that basis.
Guidance is 11 . . . vitally related to every aspect of the
school--the curr:Lculum, the methods of instruction, disciplinary procedures . . . and community relations. 114 3 As

42-Kenneth R. Brown, "A New Challenge in Curriculum
Development, 11 CTA_ Journal, October 1968, p. 4-2.
43Arthur E. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance
(New York: Harper and Brothe'rs, 1945), p. 3.

~--
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counselors are part of instructional methods, they are
vitally concerned with placement of foreign language

fc ______ _
~
~---------

students and should work closely with foreign language

F
[

coordinators and other administra ti.ve personnel..
The chief or head counselor is in an administrative
position, and his interpretation of district policy will
affect placement articulation, continuity, and coordination
of the foreign language program within the district.
The position of the foreign language coordinator

,......,

is also an administrative position which requires interpre-tation of district policy.

The coordinator of foreign

langl). ages shoul.d be responsible for coordinating the
programs throughout the district to obtain the maximum
of articulation and continui.ty on a district-·wide basis.
It is up to the coordinator to insure that language,
instruction, program, and policy are coordinated.
The foreign language coordinator is an administrator
who should have a background that will enable him to
provide assistance when needed.

Emilio L. Guerra states:

Forej_gn language instruction is a highly specialized
field, requiring the kind of supervision that supervisors without a foreign language teaching background,
are unable to give. Every school should be able to
avail itself of adequate on-the-spot superviaary
assistance for its foreign language program.

4ltauerra, op. cit., p. 511.

i
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The foreign language coordinator i.s faced with many
problems of administration including staffing.

His problems

are magnified by the shortage of qualified personnel.

'rhe

shortage of teaching personnel is one category problem which
appears to face most foreign language administrators.

One

way to get around this, according to Roman C. Pucinski, is
to utilize trained teachers from other lands.

He goes on

to say, "I doubt that we can trai.n enough teachers to staff

all the various classes demanded by our soctety in coming
years. n 4 5
California has., by legislative action (Assembly Bill

206, 1968 Session) instituted a program which follows the
advice of Puc inski.

'I'his program, called the Sojourn 'l1eacher

Act (California Education Code Section 13273.5, added by
statutes :.;.g68,

C~apter 141~7)

speclf'j_es that school districts

may contract with qualified teachers from foreign countries

tb teach as regular teachers in the district.

The contracts

are for one year; however, the foreign teachers may renew
the contracts for an additional year.

These teachers must

retur.n to their own countries at the end of two years.
The Bilingual Education Act, introduced by Senator
Ralph Yarborough (Senate Bill 428, 1967 Session), which
amended the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
(Public Law 89-10_, amended by Public Law 89-750)

LJ.5

Roman C. Pucinski, "Using Foreign-Born 'reachers
in Language Instruction," Phi Delta Kappan~ Vol. XLIX,
...Tanua.ry, 1968 _, p . 277.
--·
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was designed to

11

••

provide assistance to local educa-

tiona1 agencies- in establishing bilingual American education
programs . . . 114 6 In time, this Act will assist in the
preparation of bilingual students as future foreign language
teachers; however, at present it is of little help to the
foreign language coordinator as

rec~pients

of the Act will

not be employable until they have completed their education.
One federally financed program that may have an
immediate effect and be of assistance to the foreign
language coordinator is the NDEA.

Under the provisions

of this Act an institute was held at the University of the
Pacific in

Sto~kton,

California, in 1964, at which Spanish-

speaki.ng teachers were exposed to foreign language
instru~tional

material and

tr~ining.

Observed results

indi.cate that the participants were very responsive to
the procedure and are a potential source of Spanishlanguage teaching personnel.

Administrators and foreign

b-----!_;

language instruction planners should recognize that
II

. it is evident that not nearly enough attention has

been accorded to this already existing pool of human
resources. " 47

46Francesco Cordasco, "The Bili.ngual Education Act,
Phi Delta Kappan, Vol. II, October, 1969, p. 75.
4r{ John P. Wonder, "The Bilingual Mexican American
as a Potential Teacher of Spanish," Hispania, Vol. XLVIII,
1965. 'rhe American Association of Teachers of Spanish and
Portuguese, 1965, p. 97-98.

11
~-,
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'I'he foreign language coordinator has a position
which indicates that his entire function i.s the fulfillment
of foreign language needs.

~---

------

He must realize that memory is

involved, that a break in continuity will perhaps break
the chain of retention.
A theory of David Kretch is that learning is a
two-stage memory process and involves chemical reactions
to make it a long term memory.

The first stage brings

about a short-lived electro-chemical process which decays,
but if the learning process continues, the second stage is
chemical in nature and serves as our long-term memory. l..J-8
If there is any credence in this theory it further enforces
the idea that there should be ht least four years of
:foreign language instruction to assure vJhat Kretch calls
the second stage--that of learning process being chemical
in nature and serving as our long-term memory.

Kretch

envisioned a future which might possibly curtail the time

k---1

p-------.1"

needed for effective language instruction when he stated,
"in the not too distant future (educators) may well be
talking about enzyme-assisted instruction, protein memory
consolidators, a.ntibiotic memory repellers. n49

Kretch

48navid Kretch, "The Chemistry of Learning, 11
Saturday Review, January 1968, p. 48.
J.t-9rbid.
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speaks of the future, but foreign language coordinators
must p1an for the present.
Innovation in administration can be an answer to
some of· the problems of foreign language programs.

The

United States Office of Education under provisions of
Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of 1965 finances innovative programs.

Many foreign

language programs throughout California are funded under
this Act.

The administration of standardized tests is

one means of evaluating foreign language instruction.
TrHO

such standa;tdized tests were created and instituted

in Iviodesto, California, and are an example of innovation·
in foreign language study funded under this Act.5°
According to some authoritative sources, innovation
in administration can answer some of the problems, although
there must be willingness on the part of all members of a
team to make an attempt to change.

If administration is

to be a contributing factor to the decrease in foreign
language mortality, it will have to be in the areas of
coordination, articulation, and effort at cohesive
continuity.

The thought is summed up by J. Lloyd Tri.J..mp

5°Melvin I. Smith (Director), "The Development of
County Wide Articulation in Foreign Language Instruction
through Common Measurement Procedures," Stanislaus County
Schools Office, Modesto, California (under P. L. 89-10,
Title III), 1967.

t~--
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in the follov1ing quote:
A given innova ti.on or experiment can succeed only
to the degree that related limiting factors are
eliminated. You cannot a.l ter one part of _a spi.der 1 s
web without changing the rest of the web.~l

books and articles which refer to the foreign language
programs have alluded to the lack of specific means of
administrative direction in foreign language instruction.
A comprehensive view of the problems of foreign language
articulation may be perused in Parrot's dissertation,5 2
which, however_. only refers to the need for adminis tra. ti ve
responsibility to insure program suCC!fSS.
'I'he majorl.ty of relevant studies have .neglected the
specifj_c role of the administ.ratc.r in all. as.pects of foreign
language

~nstruction.

Rather, they have stressed the short-

comings of foreign language programs with regard to such
a~pects

as continuity, articulation, and teaching procedures.

Emphasis has been placed on the need for language as a base
of international understanding, and most writers are adamant
in their insistence that there is a great need for increased
foreign language instruction.

The literature does not

clearly identify the administrative procedures necessary to
increase the retentive povver of foreign language programs.
'-'

- --------------
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51Richard T. Miller (ed.), Perspectives on Educational
(New York: Appleton-Century Croft, 1967 r,-p. 61.
C::2

.) Parrott, op. cit., p. 25-45.
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Nowhere in the literature has this researcher found
means or criteria for an assessment of foreign language
program administration--an assessment which could result
in possible correction of ineffective district level
administrative procedures responsible for reduced foreign
language enrollment.
Summary.

There appears to be unani.mi ty of opinion

in the quoted research that the study of foreign languages
has an important function in providing a. means of increasing
communication, if the concentration is placed upon the
listening_~

language

speaki.ng, reading and writing sequence of

learnir~g.

no place for the

11

~rhis

is not to i.ndice.te that there is

decoding 11 process--the learning to read

and write without previously learning to speak the language.
It is brought out that continuity and articulation are
necessary, if efficient and productive learning is to be
accomplished.

In order to insure continuity and articula-

tion ta.kj_ng place, there must be administrative leadership
that spans policy making to classroom program implementation.
One source states that the efficacy of foreign language
programs is in direct proportion to the administrative
support they receive.

There is a preponderance of
---

---

literature that indicates the need for close cooperation
and coordination among those administrative positions which
are directly responsible for the implementation of school

--

~----

r---

district policy.

There is a plethora. of literature that

-~

testifies to the importance of the 'district office level,
the foreign language coordinator level, and the head
-----------~

counselor level.being

adm~nistratively

'

responsible for the

decisions that affect continuity and articulation of
foreign language instruction and, therefore, are directly
invo;Lved in the administrative reasons that affect enrollment retention and attrition in forej_gn lat:J.guage instruction,

=----- ----
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METHODOLOGY

:=

In this chapter, an overviewof the methodology of
the io.V('':-:>tigat1on will be presented and will be follmlied
by a d:Lscussion of instruments used "in the questionna:i.re

sv.rvey a.nd the method of data analysis.

An explana t :Lon cf

the criteria to be developed from the results of the
questionnaire survey

1-~Ti.ll.

be given.

In addition to -che

s ta tis tical analysis of the survey instn).ments ·' there is
an a.naly3is of intercor:t.'elRted questions of the tln;§e
i.nstruments used.

Finally, there is a description and a

statisticc:tl analysts of

~lassroom

ots~Srvati.on

by the

investigator, which is used. as an evaluation. of
answers given. by r:=;f;portdE:nts to the

·i~nree

sub;Je~.:~tivc

survey instruments.

1'he rationale for the :reBearch herein reported was

infl.uenc eel by the fo:lm·:-1_ng .:'.e.c to::--s which attempt to verify
tbe i.nvestigator r s choice of sub,ject matter· c-md his reasons
and e.b:i.lity for the selection thereof:

1.

A background in forej_gn languages of the
in. ves tigato:r·

2.

A background of foreign language teaching of the
investigator

3.

An expressed need for the investigati6n by
representatives of the California State
Department of Education

p-------

ho

4.

An offer of a partial financial grant from the
Office of the National Defense Education Act
,----:-----/-=

(NDEA)
Schools to be included in the research

w~re

sc:J:ected

following perusal of data gathered by the Foreign Language
Office of the California State Department of Education and
two groups of eleven school
study.

distr~cts

were chosen for

Group I required the fol Jowj_ng c:ri teria;
l.

Districts with a rate of attrition of

90

per

,'

_ __

,'--=

--

cent or less in the continual study of one
foreign le. nguage from grade nine throri.gh grade
twelve.
2.

Those districts with an enrollment of 400 or
more students in the ninth grade.

3.

Those districts which had a continuous and
progressive fore i.gn language program in grades

r---

nine through twelve for four years preceding
the 1966 state survey.

4.

Those districts which were so geographically
l.ocated that their selection would give area
representation to the entire state.

5.

Those districts which were unified districts in
existence for four years or more.

r:~).

Those districts which employed a foreign
language supervisor or coordinator.
~L
!2~-=-:----:-:-·

. . -________
-

~-1

Group II was selected for a comparison study according to the same criteria.as Group I with the exception of
item 1 which is as follows:

,.
!~

1.

Districts with a rate of attrition of more than

9C':

.E~E

cent in the conti.nual study of one foreign

language from grade nine through grade twelve.
The go per cent cutoff criterion was determined from
data received by the California State Department of Education
in 1966 which reported the mean rate of attrition

~n

continuous foreign language study throughout the state to
be 90 per cerit.
I.
As previously

RESEARCH DESIGN

s~a.ted,

thi.s study was designed to

ascertain, by me:::ms of questionnaires and observation_, the
foreign language instruction policies and procedures
devised and implemented. by district administrative personnel
in 22 selected school districts within the State of
California.

Comparative data gathered from the districts

involved "';ere analyzed in order to obtain conclusions that
may

indi~ate

some administrative variables responsible for

the high forelgn language attrition in some districts and
hi.gh foreign language retention in other districts.
Conclusions reached were used as the basis for recommendations found in Chapter V.

included the development and administration of three
instruments.

A questionnaire was developed for use 1·1ith

personnel in each of the following administrative positions:
l.

School district administrator, which included
the distri.ct superintendent or a person delegated
by him to complete the questionnaire

2.

F'oreign :Language coordinator

3.

Head counselor

Each questionnaire was developed by the researcher.
The methods ut:Llj_z.ed for +.he development of the questions
in each inst:c1J..Y;l.2.nt were a.s follows:
1.

Q11estions identified and/or elicited from
research of the literature.

2.

Information gathered by consulting with experts
in the field of foreign language study.

3.

Suggestions offered by faculty members at the
University of the Pacific.

4.

Professional experience on the part of the
investigator.

'I'he questionnaire developed for the district
administrator consisted of 25 items; the one for the
foreign language coordinator contained 26 items; and the
third instrument, for the head counselor, included 13 items.
Each questionnaire was directed toward identified areas of
concern in policy and procedural practices.

r:

i,_
'
r~---_-

1

1

11")
'.)

data gathered from the three questtonnai.res
according to each item respo.nse.

wen~

analyzed

'J:lhe statistical treatment

,.
...

'

~

~-------

used to determine critical response items was the test of
Significance of the Difference Between Mea.no for Independent
r-3
r•c:qnp les _)
1 he level of s :tgnj_fica.n·c e v.ras :noted. when :L terns
1

0 0... 1....

....

..

reached the .05 level and above.

The comparison groups

were designated as high retention group and .low retention
group.

The data in Chapter IV are so organized.

L

:.

of each item in each questionnaire, a

E~tatistical

analysis

i

was completed of correlated questions in the three
questicnne,ire instruments.
degrees of

freed~m

analysis used.

The Chi Square with varied

(DF) was the statistical method of

The varied DF was necessitated by the lack

of a uniform nwnber of items.

These data pertain to items

eliciting similar content responses and were compiled to
ascertain continuity of response.

The items vary with

comb ina ti.ons of responses from the district administrator,
the foreign language coordiGator, and the head counselor.
Classroom observation.

A statistical analysis of

the classroom observation was made on the responses recorded

c· -;,
?~Henry E. Garrett,
:Ed_~-~at:Lon_ (David McKay Co.

Statistics in Psychology and
,-·Inc., 1966).; p-.-223-.--- ---

i~

Mathie~ instr~ment

by the writer on the

(Appendix M).

These

data were analyzed usjn.g Chi Square analysis \'lith one (l)
degree of freedom.

The Chi Square ftgures v.;ere then cornpa,red
l=)h

to the Chi Square Distribution Table.-

Where personal

observation was impossible questions were not marked.

'l'he

.05 level of confidence was considered the min.:Lnmm for
statistical reliability.
Item analysis.

The initial set of questions in each

of the previously described instruments were validated by
four respondents in each of the three categories:

district

administrator, f:)reign language coordinator, and head
counselo.r.

'I'he:Lr reactions and S'...lggestions relative to

the val::Ldity .::;f the instruments were incorporated.

The

h--------

completed questionnaLres were then subm:Ltted to the chairman
,-

of the researcher's doctoral committee and the coordinator
of foreign languages for the State of California, for
additional critique.
On the basis of the preceding each instrument was
again revised and resubmitted to four administrators in
each category for final evaluation.

The instruments, as

shown in Appendices D, F and H, were approved by the
chairman o:f the doctoral committee and the state coordinator

54Henry L. Alder and Edward B. Roessler, Probability
and Statistics (San Francisco; London: W. H. Freeman and
Company, 1900}, p. 280-281.

L

i

of foreign language programs prior to the actual research
herein reported.
II.

ME'rHOD OF' DA'l'A ACCUMULA ~l:'ION

Selection of respondents was based on the criteria
as outlined on page 40 and this investigator utili~ed the
prerogative of choice in selecting geographical areas that
appeared to give representation on a state-wide basis.

The

selection of counties submitted to committee representatives
and state employees for final approval were Alameda, Contra
Costa_, Fresno, Imperial, Kern, Los Angeles, Marin, Napa,
·ore.nge, Scccru.n:ent.o, San Diego, San Francisco, San Mateo,
Sr:wta Barbara, S::mta Clara, and Stanislaus, as indicated
on the stn.te map in Appendix C.
Questionnaire items were selected according to the
procedures set forth on page 42

Each item

~n

each

questionnaire was selected to elicit information that would
meet the following criteria:
1.

Would come within the job scope of the individual.

2.

Would elicit responses that would reflect present
practices or beliefs.

3.

Would need no elaborate additional explanation.

4.

Covered policy practice and procedure
envisioned by the respondents.

5.

Called for responses

reflect~ng

administrative

,judgment and decisions.

i
_j
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6.

Elicited interpretation

7·

Required knowledge of practice and procedure.

Df

policy and procedure.

Selected districts were contacted by telephone and
official letters (Appendix B) from the State Department of
Education.

Districts which agreed

contacted by telephone and

a,

~o

participate were then

schedule, mutually agreeable

to the school district personnel and the researcher, was
established in order to conduct interviews with all
participants and to arrange for class visits without need
for recourse to a return visit.
The preceding was then followed by an actual on-site
visitation.
es tin~<:;,. +.:.ed

Travel was by automobile and airplane with an

figure of 6,000 miles needed to complete the

research.
On-site interviews were conducted in person with
the respondent in possession of a questionnaire.

The

researcher asked the questions and recorded the answers.
In many instances the respondent used documents to verify
answers.
Twenty-two foreign language classes of 50 minute
duration in'grades nine through twelve were visited with
the express purpose of recording the subjective impressions
of the researcher.

The form used to record these

impressions was one developed by G. Mathieu entitled
"Checklist of What the Audio-Lingual Teacher Should Not
Do" (Appendix J).

In addition to the recorded subjective

imprer.;sions, two ancillary purposes of the visitations were:
1.

To

r~cord

actual conditions of classroom

operation as an example of the results of the
particular district administration of the
foreign language program.
2.

To form the basic background material for the
development of a new checklist which might be
used as a criteria or evaluative :Lnstrument for
classes of foreign language instruction.

The rationale for the classroom visits, the recording
of observation data, and the development of a criteria or
checklist is to provide an added means of evaluating the
results of ad~inistrative policy and ~ractice with respect
to foreign language programs.

This evaluation should, in

addition, provide a means whereby administrators may
instigate reforms where necessary :.:Jf present classroom
practices and generate administrative policies that reflect
improved for8ign language instruction methodology.
III.

SWMARY

In this chapter the rationale for the subject matter
selection was explained by the expressed need of the Foreign
Language Department of the California State Department of
Education; the federal interest, as evidenced by the
guidelines for financial assistance under the NDEA; and the
investi.gator 1 s background in foreign language and foreign

J'
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language teaching experience.

Data sought w=re elicited by
,__..;_

means of three survey instruments designed by this

-------

~-------

c ____________ --~

investigator fa~ the purpose of ascertaining those

,,
~

-------

administrative variables which may be responsible for
high enrollment retention in foreign language instruction.
The actual investigative means are explained as a personal
interview vli th the selected administrators involved.

An

explanation is given for the inclusion of classroom
observation as producing insight into the actual practice
that is performed as a result of administrative decisions
in the discipline of foreign language instruction.

The

methodology., as outlined. in this chapter., was the basis
uced for tl;.e acquisition of data that produced the findings
and. resultant .:;on.clusions.

~---

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF

~'HE

S'l'UDY

Findings of the study are presented in
in three sections.

thj_fJ

chapter·

'l'he f:Lrst section deals with the

statistical results of the recorded data of the three
research questionnaires.
\.

discus~ed

Each of the questionnaires is

separately and the subsequent data are organized

according to the questions asked of the district administrator, the foreign language coordinator, and the head
counselor.
..

Inamnuch as the sample numbered less than 30, the

statistical tool used in the first part of the chapter is
·the Significance of Difference Between the Means of Small
I

Samples.

l.

The second section of this chapter presents a
statistical analysis and discussion of the intercorrelated
questions of the three study questionnaires.

Questions

concerning the responses given by the district administrators, foreign language coordinators, and head counselors
are not all included in each of the intercorrelations.
Inasmuch as the three questionnaires did not always contain
similar items; the statistical tool used was the Chi Square,

_.

__

----

using Yates correction because of the small sample, and one
degree of freedom.
~--

-
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The third section of this

ch~pter

deals with the

statistical findings of classroom observation in which the
Mathieu checklist was used as a recording device.

'rhe Chi

Square formula, with Yates correction and varied·· degrees
of freedom, was used to ascertain correlation among question
items.

Items not used, due to lack of opportunity for

observance, were recorded as 0.000.
I.

ITEM ANALYSIS OF SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES

The statistical results, listing only affirmative
responses and subquestion heading replies to each question
of the three instruments, are included in Appendix E for
the district administrator; Appendix G for the foreign
language coordinator; and Appendix I for the head counselor.
The above procedure was utilized to eliminate the .r.ecessity
of including 64 separate tables which, in the opinion of
the researcher, would have added difficulty
and continuity.

rrhe

discu~s

i~

readability

ion and analysis of each i tern

are presented in the orcl.er of questions.

.The statistical

results included in Appendices E, G, and I may be used for
verification.

Statistical s ignifj_canc e will be mentioned

only when it is a.t or exceeds the .05 level.
District Administrator Questionnaire
Twenty-one administrators responded to the .
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questionnaire, ll from the high retentlon sample and 10
from the low retention sample.

In some cases, j_tems on

the questionnaj_re were not completed by respondents in the
other sample groups, which resulted in the number of
responses to some questions being less than the total of
twenty-one.

'I'he items and responses follow:

Board of

Educatio~

policy.

Item 1 of the question-

naire read:
Does the distrlct have a written Board of Education
policy on foreign language instruction? Yes
No
If yes, does it encourage a four-year sequential
program (grades 9-12) for all students who may
benefit? Yes
No
Approximately 50 per cent of the respondents in
~-------------

both the high and low retention districts gave affirmative
responses to the first part of the question.

Of those

'

~---~-

giving an

~ffirmative

answer to part two, approximately

75 per cent encouraged a four-year sequential program.
The responses to item l indicate a majority of the
districts with a written board of education policy on
foreign language instruction also believed a four-year
sequential program to be necessary.
Qualifications of foreign language teachers.
of the questionnaire read:
Is there a district policy on foreign language
quaiifications? Yes
No

Item 2
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If yes, what are the qualifibations?
(Example: Fluency, Major, etc.)

Please list
~ __-__-~_:-_::___:___

Approximately 30 per cent of the districts surveyed

~

did have a policy on foreign language teacher qualifications.
The majority, 54.5 per cent,

~f

~

[------

the high retention districts

required fluency and a major in foreign language.

-------

F

The, low

retention group favored a majo1· in foreign language vv'ith
a minor in foreign language as the second most popular
requirement.
the only

Fluency in the language taught appears to be

distinguish~ng

point between those districts with

a high retention and those with a low retention in foreign
language instruction.
r1

~

questionnaire read:

!__ ________ _

Does the district policy provide for foreign
language continuity and articulation by a
uniform method of instruction in all schools
within the district? Yes
No
If yes:
audiolingual
-traditional
-.-combination

If no:

K-8

9-12

audio lingual
---traditional ----combination -..--

Approximately 80 per cent of the high retention group
and 70 per cent of the low retention group had policy provisions for a uniform teaching technique.

As the responses
:-:-

indicate, 70 per cent of the high retention groups and 60
per cent of the low retention groups used a uniform teaching
technique . . For those districts that did not have a

'

------

---

----
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policy for a uniform teaching technique, the "audioltngual"
method was the most popular.

In the elemen.tary schools

(K-8), 20 per cent of the high retention group and 30 per
~-------

cent of the low retention group used this method.

In the

L

secondary school (9-12) program, the rrcombination 11 method
(audiolingual and traditional approach) was most frequently
used at 30 per cent in both the high and the low retention

•
Of interest is that
neither the high nor the low

groups.

retention groups with a policy on continuity and articulation selected the

11

traditional 11 method of instruction.

For those districts without a uniform teaching procedure,
there was a scattered use of the

11

combination" method at

both the K-8 and 9-12 grade levels.
Item

4 of the questionnaire

read:
Has one person been delegated the responsibility
by the superintendent for the foreign language
program at ll grade levels? Yes
No

'~-:----

If yes, please answer the following:
a.
b.
c.

Title
Qualifications required (Fiuency, Major, Minor)
l.
3.
2.
l+.
Other duties, if any (teaching, curriculum
coordinator, etc.)
l.
per cent of time
2.
per cent of time

Approximately 1+5 per cent of the high retention
districts responded in the affirmative (as did 30 per cent

~-

--

--

----
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of the low retention districts) concerning item number

4.

In other words the figures indicate that more than half of
the districts did not delegate foreign language :cesponsi·L=---------

bility to a person on a full time basis.

'

Titles for the position were varied, with "Supervisor
of Foreign Language" and
as f'requent designations.

11

j

!

Coordinator of Foreign Language"
Qualifications required for the

position indicate that 45 per cent of the

~igh

retention

districts (compared to 20 per cent of the low retention
districts) placed the most value on "fluency".

r_::

A "majorn

in foreign la.nguage ranked second with the high and low
rete.htion districts approximately th'2 same at 36 per cent
for the high and 30 per cent for the low retention groups
respectively-.

In summary, there appear to be more districts

without one designated person in charge of the foreign
language program and when one person is assigned, the
. ma,jority of the districts require "fluency" in a language
and a

11

\;::;::

---------·--

major 11 in the field of foreign language.
Policy related tc:: language selection by students.

Item 5 of the questionnaire read:
Is ther~ a district policy which allows students
to elect foreign language instruction in the
ninth grade? Yes
No
If yes, please indicate:
All students with a passing grade in eighth
- - grade foreign language?
__ Only students with an A or B grade'?

~--

5r:.)

==

Only those students in a college preparatory
course?
At the discretion of the program counselor?
Other (explain)

A unanimous agreement (100 per cent) is revealed from
both the high retention districts and the low reterition
districts which allow students to elect foreign language
instruction at the ninth grade.

'l'he second part of the

question reveals the actual meaning of the allowance to
select.

In other words it reveals the restriction.

per cent of both groups allowed

:r students

Fifty

with a passing

grade 11 in eighth grade foreign langlJ.age instruction.

The

''

second criterion to question number 5 concerned those
nstudents 1,vi th an A or B grade 11 in foreign language.

This

cri.terion was significant at the . 05 level with 54.5 per
cent of the high retention districts compared to 10 per
cent of the low retention districts.

This indicates that

tJ;le high retention districts were more in favor of a high
letter grade as a basic requirement for continuing foreign
language instruction.

It is interesting to note that

criterion three, which referred to "students in college
preparatory course,n was selected by 10 per cent of the
low retention group and by none of the districts with a
high retention.

The last criterion in this item referred

to leaving the matter of a student's electing to enroll in
a foreign language to the ndiscretion of the counselor.n
For example, several of both the high and the low retention

k-----·-

districts relied on the counselor to make the decision.
F'rom the response to this item, it could be said that in
the high retention districts a student could elect a
f:

foreign language at the ninth grade, if he passed the

--------~-

'--

eighth grade course with an A or B and ha,d the permission
of the school counselor.
Instructional time.

Item 6 of the questionnaire

read:
Is there a district policy on the m1n1mum amount
of class timefor those students taking foreign
language instruction? Yes
No

1-

If yes, please indicate:
A.
B.
C.
D.

If daily, how many minutes per day? K-8, 9-12
If not daily, how many times per week? K-8,
9-12. How many minutes per day? K-8, 9-12
Do they meet each semes~er?
Alternate semester?
Other (explain).

Both high and low retention districts favor a
minimum amount of class time with 100 per cent for the
high and 90 per cent for the low retention districts.

The

average time spent daily in foreign language instruction
was approximately 37 minutes at the K-8 level for both
high and low !'etention districts.

Grades 9-12 averaged

approximately 51 minutes for both groups.

There '\oiTere no

recordable amounts registered in response to parts B,
and D of the above question.

c,

It may be noted that each

district favored less than 40 minutes daily for grades K-8
and approximately 50 minutes for grades 9-12 with daily

------

-

-----
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class time :r·equired by both groups.
Teachers in-service provisions.

Item '7 of the

questionnaire read:

,_

-----------

Is there a district policy permitting foreign
language teachers to travel at district expense
to meetings, seminars, workshops, etc.? Yes No
If yes, does this include?
Inter-district
- - - .A.
B. Inter-county
- - -c.
Inter-state
- - - D . Out-of-state
·----E. Foreign eountries
F. All of the above

Who may authorize?

---

Travel at district expense is favored by 100 per
cent of the high retention districts and 90 per cent of
the low retention. districts.
The second part of the question concerns the travel
distance permitted.

More than 'TO per cent of the high

retention districts allowed "inter-district," "inter~ounty,"

and "intra-state" travel; 9.1 per cent of these

districts permitted "out-of-state" travel, and 18.2 per
cent permitted travel to "foreign countries."

Respondents

in the low retention group indicated that 90 per cent of
the districts allowed travel to "inter-district" and
"inter-county" regions; 60 per:- cent allowed "inter-state"
travel.

None of the districts represented in the low

retention group allowed travel to "foreign countries, 11
although

~·0

per cent allow "out-of-state" travel--300 per

cent more than the high retention group.

In summary, it would appear that both groups favor
travel withjn the state.
allow more

11

The low retention districts

out-o1'-state 11 travel than do the high

retention districts, but do not approve of travel to
"foreign countries."
Teach~!~

j_n-service

_trainj~g

Qrovisions.

Item 8

of the questionnaire read:
Do the foreig.n language teachers in the district
meet regularly to discuss problems of instruction'?
Yes
No
If yes,

_____Do all teachers attend (when
possible)?
Do all department heads attend
--(when possible)'?
L

If yes, do the elementary teachers meet separately
from secondary teachers? Yes
No
Approxim.:J~tely

!

90 per cent of both groups had pro-

visions for foreign language teachers to meet on a regular
basis to discuss problems of instruction.

In 81.8 per

cent of the high retention districts, all of the teachers
of foreign language and 100 per cent of the department
heads attended such meetings.

In the low retention group,

90 per cent of the teachers and 90 per cent of the
department heads attended the meetings.

Approximately

80 per cent of both groups responded that the elementary
and secondary teachers met separately.

In summary,

response to the question indicates that foreign language
teachers meet on a regular basis, generally with the

f----
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department heads, and that separate meetings are held for
elementary and secondary staff members.
Student placement.

Item 9 of the questionnaire

read:
When the students enter the ninth grade, is
there a district policy for their placement
~nto foreign language courses according to
level of proficiency? Yes
No
If yes, please indicate the method(s) of placement.
A. Standardized tests
B. Teacher recommendation
---C. Other (explain.)
Statistics indicate considerable variance in
response to the first part of the question on placement
according to proficiency.
at the

There is significant difference

.o:;; level between the high and the low retention

districts, with 63 per cent of the high and 100 per cent
of the low retention districts stating that such a policy
exists.

The second part of the question concerns method

of placement; 9.1 per cent of the high and 20 per cent
of the low retention districts use
11

11

b - - - - -..-

standardized tests; 11

teacher recommendation 11 ranks highest at 5l.J-.5 per cent

for the high and 80 per cent for the low retention districts.
It would appear that those

district~

with a low retention

record have a policy for placement according to proficiency
as rated and recommended by the teacher.
were listed
11

11

Under

11

other 11

grades 11 for the high retention districts and

counselors 11 for the low retention districts as third-

choice selections.

-- ·----------P'!

-

~--

-
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Class size.

Item 10 of the questionnaire read:
I

Is there a district policy on the mlnlmum class
size to continue foreign language instruction
grades 9-12? Yes ___ No _ __

----------

If yes, what is the minimum'? Please indicate amount.
:B,ourth yea.r
year
----- First
----- Fifth year
Second year
Third year
Sixth year
Thirty per cent of the high and 30 per c:ent of the
low answer in the affirmative with regard to existence of
a class-size policy.

The second part of the question,

concerning minimum class size indicates

littl~

difference

between the ·two groups with an average of 16 minimum for
the first four years in the higr1 and a 17.5 minimum for
the low.

The difference comes at the fifth and sixth years

when the low retention group did not list size of classes
held, while the average for the high retention was 19 for
the fifth year and 20 for the s j_xth year.

'l,he main

comments received by the researcher on this question were
that the cost of classes with fewer than 15 students did
not sufficiently benefit en()ugh students to justify teacher
expense.
Administrative effort to continue classes below
minimum enrollment.

Item 11 of the questionnaire read:

Will the administration provide transportation
from one school to another to combine classes
if a school falls below the minimum at a
particular level in a foreign language class?
Yes
No

~-

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~
--

--

---
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Approximately 50 per cent of each group would transport students from one school to another.

For those

districts that would not transport students to combine
..

classes, the reason given most often was lack of
justification for transportation costs.

Money, then,

appears to be the motivating reason for dropping foreign
language classes when there is insufficient enrollment.
Teacher salary provisions_.

Item 12 of the

questionnaire read:
Do foreign language teachers receive added
remuneration? Yes
No
If yes, check basis.
Ratio Index
"""I~n....,d'e_x_-c_l_s_e"'ci'

Rate
----B'latAmount

given

There was no district in the high retention group
and only 10 per cent in the lov.r retention group that
allowed added remuneration for foreign language teachers.
In some of the low retention districts team teaching was

I.

F------_-

,-

the basis for an increase in salary.
Shortage of teachers.

Item 13 of the questionnaire

read:
Is there a foreign language teacher shortage in
this district? Yes
No
If yes, indicate the reason.
A. Lack of funds
B. Lack of available qualified employee
applicants
_________C. Other (explain)

-----------

J
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Data indicate 9.1 per cent of the high and 20 per
cent of the low retentibri districts had a
foreign language teachers.

sho~tage

of

Both groups gave the reason

for the shortage as a lack of

11

qualified 11 teachers;

neither group selected "lack of fundsn as the reason for
the shortage.

Asked if they had considered increasing

the salary of foreign language teachers, the consensus
among the respondents was that to do so would cause
"teacher trouble.n

Added duty was the only criterion

stated which would increase teacher salary.
fo!_~ig.J2

Item

_language as added duties !or K-8 teachers.

14 of the questionnaire read:
Is foreign language instruction a part of the
duties of the teacher in the classroom in
grades K-8 (where offered)? Yes
No
If yes, do the teachers receive special in-service
education in preparation? Yes
No
If no, does the district employ a traveling foreign
language teacher specialist within a school?
Yes
No
District? Yes
No
Sixty per cent of the high and 7'7.8 per cent of the

low retenti.on groups have foreign language instruction as
part of the r$gular classroom duties at the K-8 level.
The second part of the question asks whether their
teachers received special in-service preparation.

All

of the respondents in the low retention group answered
affirmatively while the high retention affirmative
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response was 87.5 per cent.

F'or those districts in which

teachers at the K-8 level did not teach foreign language,
100 per cent of both high and low retention districts had
specialists within the school.

While 100 per cent of the

lmv retention group had specialists within the districts_,
only 83.3 per cent of the high retention group were thus
staffed.

It may be observed that if a foreign language is

taught, it is taught in the majority of schools by the
classroom teacher or a traveling specialist.

One of the

~-

most frequent reasons given for the above practice was
11

we satisfy the requirement but could do a better job with

added pay o.n an A.D.A. (average daily attendance) basis. 11
It would appear that there is a shortage of foreign language
teachers at the K-8 level or a lack of effort to provide
them without remuneration from the state.
Use of paraprofessional personnel.

Item 15 of the
,·
~------

questionnaire read:

.

Does the district employ paraprofessionals
(aides) to assist the foreign language teachers in
K-8? Yes
No
9-12? Yes
No
If yes, please indicate the reason.
A. To assist in instruction
----·-B. Fluent in the language being taught
C. Used only for mechanical assistance
(setting up equipment, etc.)
D. Other (explain)
Over 50 per cent of the high and only 33 per cent

~1

~

!'!-

!j

of the low· retention districts used para.professionals at

.-

For grades 9-12~ over 50 per cent of

at the K-8 level.

the high retention and 40 per cent.of the low retention
groups used them.

How these people were used is asked in

sLJ..s

the last part of the question, and

per cent of the

hlgh retention districts using this help did so for
"instructionn and "mechanical assistance" vJhile only
20 per cent of the low retention districts using this
personnel did so to ''assist in instruction" and used
50 per cent for "mechanical assistance.rr

It would appear

that those districts in the high retention group that
use paraprofessional aides made greater use of the aides'
ability t.n j_nstruction than did the districts in t:1:1e low
retention group.

When the aides were used fo:r instruction,

L
!

it was reported to this researcher that the aides were of
the ethnic group represented by the language being taught,
I

and that the aides had added cultural nflavor
instructional method being used.

11

to the

The aides were als.o.

,.F - - - - !--

I

I•

I
I

able to assist in individual instruction on a one-to-one
basis.

"Mechanical assistance" included setting up

equipment and doing routine clerical work to relieve the
teacher.
Effect of the Casey Law K-8.

Item 16 of the

questionnaire read:
Would the repeal of the mandated (Casey Law)
foreign language requirement affect the foreign
language curriculum in grades K-8? Yes
No
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If yes, would it:
Eliminate foreign language?
---A.
B. Offer foreign language on an elective basis'?
---c. Restrict foreign language to an ability
basis?
D. Curtail the amount of time allowed?
---E. Other (explain)

rei-------h---------~

-

~-------

!_

Indications are that repeal of the mandated foreign
language instruction law would certainly affect the K-8
curriculum.

Tvw-thirds of the high retention districts

and 100 per cent of the low retention districts responded
affirmatively.

How the repeal would affect the foreign

language program in the districts surveyed is suggested
in the response of 45.5 per cent of the high and 60 per
cent of trw low retention groups that the program would be
removed f::com the mandated curriculum and offered as an
elective.

Only 10 percent of the low group would eliminate

the subject; none of the high group would do so.

At least

40 per cent of the low retention districts would "curtail
the amount of time" devoted to the subject, while only

9 per cent of the high retention districts would follow
suit.
Repeal of the mandated foreign language program
would bring a"t?out a change but not eliminate the program
in its entirety.

Repeal would place the program on an

elective basis, with student choice being the determining
factor.

Statements were made to this researcher that

~

------------

"foreign language is not for everyone," and more time could

•

I

_j

------
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be devoted to "needed subjects."
adequate funds was a

determ~ning

Again, the subjeet of
factor in desire .for

~------

[;;

b-------------

repeal of the mandate.

questionnaire read:
Would the repeal of the mandated (Casey Law)
foreign langua.ge requirernent affect the foreign
language ci..rriculu.m at the secondary level (9-12)?
Yes
No
If yes, would it result in:
A. More classes?
------B. Smaller classes (per teacher)?
C. More languages?
-----D. More teachers?
:=_-::=--=-._E. Other (explain)

I

Fifty-four and one-half per cent of the high
retention group t::t"nd ll.l per cent of the low retention
group believed that repeal of the Casey Bill would affect
the foreign language program in grades 9-12.

Response to

the second part of the question reveals that 36.4 per cent
of the high retention districts felt that repeal of the
Casey Bill would result in more classes in foreign language.
The low group had no recorded response to this question.
1'his item was significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Those districts whieh have a record of high retention of
foreign language students evidently believe that the
removal ofthe mandatory foreign language program in the
elementary. schools would result in greater emphasis at
the high school level.

Some administrators remarked that

the students were

di~couraged

by the language at the lower

level and thereby lac'ked incentl.ve to select it at the
higher level.

This question supports the desire indicated

in question 16 to make foreign language an elective in
kindergarten through grade eight. ·

level.

Item 18 of the questionna:L:re read:
Does the district advocate increased foreign
lanauaae opportunities in the elementary school
(K S) ~:n an elective basis'? YeB
No
Thirty per cent of the high and 50 per cent of the

low :retention districts would allovJ increased elective
prerogative at the K-8 level.
nu.r.nber 16 where

~)oth

'This coincides with question

high and low groups believed that a

repeal of the m2.ndated program of·foreign language
instruction would result in having the program on an
elective rather than a mandated basis.

It must be noted

that, as in question number 16, the high retention districts
were less in favor of foreign language in the elementary
school being an elective, or as in this question, as
increasing the elective opportunities.
Endorsement of mandated foreign language programs
at K-8 level.

Item 19 of the questionnaire read:

Does the district administration endorse the
provlsl.ons of the mandated foreign language
program in the elementary school? Yes
No

---

-

-
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If no, what are the objections?
A. Insufficient number 'Jf qualified teachers
-·-·-·--B. Excess fj_nancial burden
C. Crowded .curriculum (required· subjects)
--D
.. Unnecessary at the elementary level (K-8)
Other (explain)

==--=--·E.

•·'c
L--1
!"'--

L _____

Only 36 .1~- per cent of the high retention districts
were in favor of the mandated program; 44-.4 per cent of the
low group endorsed the provisions ')f the mandated program.
The reasons given for lack of endorsement shows "crowded
curriculum" to be the most popular respons·e for the high

(63.6 per cent) and "excessive financial burden" as second
most popular reason.

L.

The reason given most often by the

low retention group was "excessive financial burden" (33.3
11

per cent) and

crowded curricu1um 11 was the second most

~reauer+
~ 3 ven
lv rca~nn
........ 1>-.#._...l ... t:.~-L
. .t.
,J...·

......

•

(22 .c...° per cert)

Of interest may

~·.Li"

be that the high retention districts again desired a greater·
amount of restructure at the K-8 level than di.d the low
retention districts.

eo----

Within the high retention districts,

· 36 .lJ. per cent declared foreign language unnecessary at the
K-8 level, whereas only 12.5 per cent of the low retention
districts considered it unnecessary.

The recorded main

objections of the high group to the K-8 foreign language
program were listed under "other" as
"unrealistic,

11

11

and "object to mandate,

not for all,"
11

while only

11

object
~-

to mandate" was recorded for the low group.

The high

retention districts appear to place more emphasis on the
foreign language progcam at the 9-12 grade levels.

Item 20 of the questionnaire read:

~-------

Would the district administration advocate
increased :foreign language instruction at the
elementary level (K--8) if there were greater
flexibility Ln choice of subject matter allowed
at the district level? Yes
No

:~--------

If yes, what subject(s) would be deleted or
restricted to permlt increased forei.gn language
instruction?
A.
C.
B.

D.

----

The low retention groups were significantly in favor

( .05 level) of increasing foreign language instruction at
the K-8 level, if greater flexibility were permitted in
subject matter selection.
lovJ at

'Ihe high at 30 per cent. and the

8".5. 7 per cent indicates that. the low retention group

believe ,n choice of subject matter would alleviate their
condition as expressed in question number 19 where the low
retention group selected nexcess financial burden 11 and
11

crowded curriculum 11 as their main objections.

In the

F.------

second part of the question, referring to subjects that
'l,"l'ould be deleted or restricted to increase foreign language
instruction, there were isolated responses listing
nphysical education,

11

11

life science, 11 and

11

shop. n

Enhancing the mandated program if financial aid
r:: ----

were available.

Item 21 of the questionnaire read:

Would the district advocate enhancement of the
foreign language program under the present mandated
law if financial aid were furnished by the state?
Yes
No

"~-.

If yes, what change(s) would be implemented?
Please indicate.
A. Additional teachers
- - - - B . Added class time (minutes per day)
------c. Added days per year
.D. Additional classes (grades not now
included)
E. Additional realia (supplementary
materials, audio~visual aids, etc.)
.____F. Other (explain)

~---------------

1

Both the high and low retention districts would
increase the foreign language program if financial aid
were furnished by the state.

In 70 per cent of the high

retention group and 80 per cent of the low retention
group the response was in favor of an increase in the
benefits of foreign language instruction.

The most

popular response to the i.tem regarding changes that would
be :Lmpleme:nted v.ras "additional teachers;" 60 per cent of
the high and 80 per cent of the low retention groups gave
affirmative responses to that item.

The second most

r-·--·-

popular response was in favor of 11additional classes; n
60 per cent of the high group and 70 per cent of the low
retention group so responded.

Although nteacher shortagen

was not listed as critical in question number

Y(

by either

the high or the low retention groups, it now becomes most
important as a change to be desired.
Extending foreign language at the secondary level
with additional financial aid.

~---

Item 22 of the questionnaire.

read:
·-'-

r< ~-- ~- -._ ·--- -·--

-~-

·----··
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Would the district advocate, and put into effect,
greater- foreign language opportunities at the
secondary level (9-12) if additional financial
aid were available? ·Yes
No

I

r

If yes, would the change b~ implemented by:
________A. Greater flextbility as to those allowed
in foreign language study?
B. Increase j_n teacher pay?
C. Employment of more teachers?
·-----D. Smaller classes?
E. Increased supervision?
-----F. Increased articulation between elementary
---(K-8) and secondary (9-12)?
_____G. Other (explain)
The maljori ty of both groups would extend the
secondary foreign language program; 90.9 per cent of the
high and 100 per cent of the low retention districts gave
affirmative responses to th:Ls question.

In explaining

hen'./ they i'rould extend the .secondary program, the high

'

I

r

retention group indicated that they favored "smaller

!'

classes, 11

I[_

11

increased supervision, 11 adding

11

greater

flexibility" to student enrollment criteria, and "employment of more teachers."

The low retention group indicated

very strongly that they would make classes smaller (80 per

r--·-~-

i.

[ --_,-·

-

__

-

i:

I

cent compared with 36.4 per cent of the high retention
group).

Their other choices of the low retention group

were "employing more teachers,

11

"increasing supervision, 11
:-=

and

11

adding greater flexibility" to student enrollment.

'l1 he least popular choice for both groups was "increase in

I

~

~---

----

-

---

--- - -
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teacher pay.n

- --

~=----

·r2
Cost for for:-;igr:!:_ language iristruction.

Item 23 of
~-·

the questionnaire read:
What is the estimated cost per A.D.A. for foreign
language instruction (including administratj_on)
in the district? K-8__ 9-12__
Would the above A.D.A. funds be sufficient to
implement an improved foreign language program?
Yes
No
If yes, would the district advocate increased
opportunities in foreign language if the amount
were provided? Yes
No
If no, on the cost being sufficientJ what amount
would you recommend per A.D.A. to continue or
increase the benefits of foreign language?
K-8
9-12

------

Average figures from only 30 per cent of the districts
of the high retention groups were received and these figures
range from nineteen to seventy-four dollars per A.D.A. at
the K-8 level and sixty to ninety-eight dollars at the
9-12 level with the average for K-8 at forty-six dollars
and 9-12at seventy-nine dollars per A.D.A.

The rest of

the question was not answered as all the remaining
districts reported that their districts did not calculate
instructional costs per discipline on this basis.

There

were no estimates available of the cost of increasing the
benefits of foreign language instruc:tion at either the
K-8 or 9-12 levels.
.....,

Restricting the number of
2L~ of

the questionnaire read:

l~nguages

offered. -Item

___ _
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Does the administrati.on believe that a more
productive and efficient foreign language program
would result from a restriction of foreign
language instruction to one language? Yes
No

h---------

If yes_, what language would be advocated?
Indicate the reason(s):
Availability of teachers?
-----A.
B. Ethnic environment?
- - - - -c. Greater possi.bility of actu.al use?
- - - - D . Increased articulation from eleme:ntary
to secondary?
E. Increased possibility of foreign
·--- language instruction continuity and
proficiency?
F. Other (explain)
If no, how many languages does the administration
advocate to constitute a desirable foreign language
program? Please list in order of preference.
A.

D.

B.

E.

c. - - - - - - - - - - -

---------------------

F.

Statistics indicate a negative attitude in respect
to restricti.on of the foreign language program to one
I

language.

Only 10 per cent of the low retention group
p-~~-

named the Spanish language and gave as the reasons the
Havailability of teachers" and "increased continuity and
• •
pro f lCJ.ency.

If

In the third part of the question, which

requests order of preference for language instruction,
90 per cent of the high and

So per cent of the low

retention group listed Spanish as a first choice.

French

and German are second and third choices for both groups;
of the high group 90 per cent named French and 100 per cent
named German as third choice.

In the low retention group,

So per cent selected French and 70 per cent selected

German second and third choices, respectively.

Although

L

,-,t-o
j___:_

neither group advocates restriction to one language, they
are unanimous in selecting Spanish as first in choice.

9-12.

Item 25 of the questionnaire read:
What is the district philosophy for the instruction
of foreign language i.n the secondary schools ( 9-12)?
Check any that apply:
A. Preparation for college entrance?
B. Preparation for college study?
----c. Improvement of human relations among the
various ethnic groups in the community?
________D. Improvement of human relations among the
various ethnic groups in the world?
E. Improvement of world understanding?
---------F. Ra:Lsing the cultural h;vel?
Other (explain)

----------=----=G.
~'his

item

show~::

how the district administrators

perceive the district philosophy on foreign language
instruction.

All of the choices were selected by at least

6.0 per cent of the respondents in each group.

The order

of preference was as follows: (A) high retention groups-to "raise the cultural level, 11 100 per cent; "preparation
for college entrance," 90.9 per cent;
college study, 11 r{2.7 per cent; to
around the world,

11

11

11

prepara tiot1 for

improve human relations

72.7 per cent; t'o "improve human

relations in the community," 63.6 per cent; (B) low retention
group--to "improve human relations around the world,"
90 per cent; to "raise the cultural level," 70 per cent;
to "improve world understanding," 70 per cent; to "improve

' ='---1
1;:;

~-----

r:
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human relations in the

C~)mmunity,"

70 per cent;

tion for college study, 11 ··yo per cent.

"pre para-·

'I'he high retention
;:-::-

districts selected "raising the cultural level 11 as first
choice (100 per cent) with

11

.

~-------------,~

prepa.ration for college 11 as

second choice (90.9 per cent), showing a. preference for
the academic virtue.

The low retention group placed more

emphasis on the "improvement of human relations around the
vwr1d 11 (90 per cent).

All other categories selected by

the low retention group placed in the 70 per cent bracket
which would appear to relegate the academic aspect to

,-

being less important than do those districts who have a.
higher retention of foreign language students.
_,.Su:tp.]Ild:_!'X.

of~

district a.dm:Lnistrato:t: _questionnaire_.

L_

L_______
1-1

'lrwre is unanimity of opinion of respondents in both high

l

and low retention districts that there should be a foury.ear sequential foreign language program that would
specify foreign language teacher qualifications.

Both

r----

groups agree that continuity and articulation of the
foreign language program is enhanced by the use of the
audiolingual method and that there should be one person
at the district level responsible for the instructional
program.

Both groups support teacher in-service training

provisions and travel within the state.

r:= --

Teacher in-service

training sessions should be attended by teachers and
supervisors.

Student placement at level of proficiency
-

---------------

appears to be generally determined by teacher recommendation.

Response to questions relating to minimum cla:::ls

size is not conclusive, nor is there unanimity of efforts
to combine classes of low enrollment; with regard to the
latter, personnel and finances are the regulatory agent.
Neither group indicated any desire to recruit foreign
language teachers by increasing their salary; they
registered no concern regarding a great lack of qualified
personnel.
At the K-8 level, it is generally assumed that the
regular classroom teacher will provide foreign language
5..:nstruction in t::,ddition to other duties.

The mandated

foreign language program has not been a benefit to ei.ther
group_,

f.~,nd

:i..ts repeal would result in foreign language

being made an elective at the K-8 level and would result
in more classes at the 9-12 level.

More classes are not

advocated at the K 8 level by either group because of
crowded curriculum and excess cost, nor would either group
increase the instruction if there was more flexibility in
subject matter costs.

Both groups would enhance the

foreign language program in grades .K-8 and 9-12 if
financial aid were provided by the state by hiring additional
teachers, increasing the number of classes, making smaller
classes, and i.ncreasing supervision.

Both groups are vague

with regard to A.D.A. costs of the foreign language program,
but neither group wants to attempt improvement of foreign

TT
language by restriction of the program to one language.
~-

-

Although both groups list Spanish as first cho:i.ce, there
is a close agreement on French and German in that order
of preference for second·and third regard.

'·'

Even though

district philosophy on foreign language instruction was
subjective, it is noted that the high retention group
places value on the academic aspect of foreign language
to a. greater degree than does the low retention group,
who, instead, rate the "improvement of human relations
around the world" in first place.
Y...?.~~~j_En L~ua~.

Coordinator Questionnaire

Twerd:;y foreign language coordinators responded to
the qv.estionnaire, 10 from the high retention sample and
10 from the low retention sample.
~dministrator

As in the district

questionnaire, there are some items which

were not completed by respondents in one or the other
·sample group, and the resulting number of responses may be
less than the amounts listed above.

The items and

responses follow.
Title.

Item l of the questionnaire read:

What is your title?
~
~-----

----

-

---

This question brought varied responses ranging from
"department head" to "coordinator of foreign languages."
'There appears to be no uniform designated title given to

--~-----

.,.~~~~~~

-

-------~

-··-·

·--·-

--

'(8

this position.
Additional duties.·

Item 2 of the questionnaire·
~--

--------- - - - -

read:
Do you have other duties in addition to
coordinating foreign language instruction?
Yes
No
If yes, please indicate:
______A. Foreign language teacher? Per cent of
time?
B. Other instruction (class time) duties?
Per cent of time?
C. Other supervision duties? Per cent of
-------time?
_____D. Other (explain)
Foreign language coordinators in both high and low
retention districts have other duties, with the high group
responding affirmatively at the 60 per cent level and the
low group at 70 per cent.

There was unanimity in the

ansvJers given by both groups as to what the duties
consisted of:

"other supervision," 40 per cent; and

".foreign language teaching," 30 per cent.

Even the most

affluent district had other duties for the coordinator to
perform.
Method of instruction.

Item 3 of the questionnaire

read:
What method of instruction is used in the foreign
language program? Please indicate.

----------------

E-:_-='-=-_--:__- _,--_---,- --=------

""--

K-8

Audiolingual
---Traditional
_____ Combinat:i.on

----

9-12

---·-(Grammar - 1rrans la t ion)
____ (Both A and B)

~---------
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Eighty per cent of both groups indicate use of the
"audioli.ngual" method of instruction at the K 8 level.

At

the 9-12 grade level, 70 per cent of the high and 80 per
cent of the low retention sample sa,id they used the
11

audiolingual 11 approach.

It is interesting to note that

no district in either sample used the

11

traditiona1°

approach at either the K-8 or the 9-12 level; however,
there was slight use made of a "combination" of the two
methods at the K-8 level in 20 per cent of the high and
10 per cent of the low retention groups, and, at the 9-12
level, the same figures of 20 per cent high and 10 per
cent low prevailed.

questionnaire read:
Is there an automatic placement to the second
year in the high school program after two or
more years of elementary school foreign language
instruction? Yes
No
If no, do you coordinate for proper placement
into secondary level by:
·
A. Standardized test?
---------B. District-made test?
C. Teacher recommendation?
- - - - . D . Other'?
(explain)
Statistics indicate that 66 .'t per cent of the high
retention districts had automatic placement to the second
year of language after two or more years of elementary
language instruction; only 30 per cent of the low retention
group had such a placement procedure.

For those districts

,.

"
1.

b___ _

So
with no automatic placement procedure, "teacher recommendation, 11 at 33 per cent high and 70 per cent low, was the
most popular placement method.

"Standardized tests" were
I

used by 30 per cent of the low retention districts for this
purpose.
Different instructional methods used in K-8.

Item

5 of the questionnaire read:
If there is a different method of fdreign language
instruction used in elementary and secondary
schools, are all nintb. grade students assigned to
the same year of foreign language instruction?
Yes . No
Results indicate that if different instructional
methods are used at the elementary level, only 25 per cent
of the high retention districts and 57.1 per cent of the
low retent.:Lon districts place them at the same level.
This response indicates that consideration of background
is given credance.
I:ncomipg transfer process.

Item 6 of the question-

naire read:
Are incoming (out-of--district) transfers processed
the same as students concerned in question
number.5? Yes
No
If students are not processed in a like manner,
what method is used? Explain.
Affirmative answers to this question were received
from 70 per cent of the high and 77.8 per cent of the lm'V
retention groups.

When transfer students were not

\=___ _
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processed in the same way, the method
of the high and 10 per cent low
recornmendation.

wa~3

used by 20 per cent

by counselor

'reacher recommencia tion was used by 10

per cent uf both groups.

b
p -------------

In general, it might be said

that incoming transfers are processed on the same basis
as students from within tll.e district.

of the questionnaire read:
Is the foreign language program coordinated within
the district so that an inter-district transfer is
automatically placed at the same level with little
or no loss? Yes
No
Inter-district transfers are placed at the same
level in 100 per cent )f the higtJ. retentj_on districts and
in 90 per cent of the low retention districts indicating
that both groups believe that they possess a coordinated
articulated program of foreign language instruction.
Shortage of foreign language teachers.

Item 8 of

the questionnaire read:
Do you have enough qualified foreign language
teachers to meet the demand of enrollment in the
elementary schools? Yes
No
If no, what procedure is used to limit the enrollment at the various levels of secondary foreign
language instruction? Please indicate.
A. Letter grades (A,B,C, etc.)
---minimum
B. Achievement test. Standardized
District-made
--C. Teacher recommendation
·----D. Track (college preparatory)
- - - - E . Other (explain)
j _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Recording of the item lists the responses regarding
enough teachers to meet the demand with a 60 per cent
affirmative response from the high group and 0 20 per .cent
cl,ffirmative response from the low group.

When asked what

I'
,---------

methods were used to limit enrollment in those districts
without a sufficient number of teacheJS, there was a
significant difference at the .05 level between the high
and the low retention groups in two of the four methods
selected.

Selection of "letter grades 11 (20 per cent for

the high and 70 per cent for the low) and

11

teacher

recommendation" (30 per cent for the high and 80 per cent
for the low) indicates that the low retention districts used
th.ose tr.w method;=:: as th.e means of limiting enrollment when
there was an insufficient number of teachers available.
_9,ualifica"Gions of foreign language teachers.

Item 9
,.

of the questionnaire :read:

1-

What are the qualifications required by your office
for a forei~n language teacher in the elementary
program (K-b)? Please indicate.
Major in foreign language
·----A.
B. Minor in foreign language
-----c.
Native speaker
D. Fluency
- - - E . Other (explain)
----~

Qualifications required for foreign language
teachers at the secondary level (9-12)?
A. Major in foreign language
B. Minor in foreign language
--------C. Native speaker
D. Fluency
·---E. Other (explain)

---

~--------
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~:he

most popular response r'or teacher quali.ficati.ons

in the high retention group in the elementary grades was
a "major in foreign language" at 30 per cent.

"Native

speaker" and "fluency" are listed second and third
respectively at 20 per cent each. · The low retention group
c h ose a

II

'
•
f ore1gn
•
1 anguage II as mos-t popu ..
J ar,
m1nor
ln

1 • ..J e
Wll

"fluency" was second at 30 per cent, and a "major in
f'oreign language" was selected by 10 per cent.

The same

question for the secondary qualifications finds a

11

mi.nor

in foreign language'' listed at 60 per cent for first
choice of the high retention districts with a "major 1n
forej_gn language" in second place at 50 per cent and "flue.ney" third. B.t 30 per cent.

'I'he low retention group gave

eq·u.al weight to a "major" and "mino!' 11 at 50 per cent each
and

11

fluency" as third choice at 30 per cent.

It may be

noted that the low retention group placed a "minor" ?-S
first choice for grades K-8 while the high retention
districts did the same for grades 9-12.

There appears

to be a correlation between this item and item 2 regarding
additional duties.

Other qualifications are necessary due

to foreign language being only part of the duties of the
teacher .
.Program continuity.

Item 10 of the questionnaire

read:
Does your foreign language program move
sequentially through elementary and into

84

secondary with the same type of material for
each foreign language off~red (same book series,
langu.age lab, etc.)? Yes __ No__
If yes, are the teachers included in the
selection? Yes
No

~---P _ __

b __

If no, please indicate method of selection:
A. By your office?
-----B
.. By the district administration?
C. By out-of-district personnel (county)?
- - - -D.
individual schools?
-----,E. By
By teachers?
---------F. Other? (explain)
This item shows the response regarding sequential
use of materials for each foreign language offered.

~---------

The

high retention group indicated that 80 per cent use the
same type of materials for different levels of instruction.
The low

~etention

districts indicate that only 40 per cent
(

coordi.nate their foreign language program by sequential
materials.

'The second part of the question, regarding

teacher inclusion in the selection of materials, shows

..- - - -

that 90.9 per cent of the high retention group and 50 per
cent of the low retention districts do include teachers in
the materials selection process.

In the third part of the

question, regarding methods of selection used when teachers
are not included, the registered response (by the low
retention group) "choosing teachers" was eliminated by the
statement, "If no".
this.

There was a 50 per cent answer to

"District administrator" was selected by 20 per

cent of the low retention group, and "foreign language
coordinator 11 by 10 per cent.

Both high and lew retention
------

------- ------ - -

groups appear to believe that there is coordination and
sequential material selection throughout the districts,
and both groups believe teachers should be included in the

,-----6-----\

~

-

r=- -- ----

material selection.
Class size.

Item 11 of the questionnaire read.:

What ts the maximum and mlnlmu.rn class size for
foreign language instruction?
K-8
9-12
Maximum number
Maximum·number
_ __,Minimum number
--Minimum number
Other? (explain)
---Statistics show a 31.8 average class size at the

K-8 level as a maximum and a 16.5 minimum for the high
retention districts.

The low retention districts shov.r

· a.n average of jll.. 5 maximum and 22.3 min:Lmum.

F'or the 9-12

program, the average maximum was 30.9 for the high and

32.11- for the low retention groups.

The minimum number for

the high retention group was 17, while 17.8 was indicated
for the low retention districts.

It would appear that

there is no great disparity between these figures and
those of the district administrator questionnaire which
lists 16 minimum for the high and 17 minimum for the low
retention districts.
Procedures when-enrollment falls below minimum.
Item 12 of the questionnaire read:
When, and if, a foreign language falls below a
minimum does your office:
---·~-==---=----::'-=----=-:__:_--:_--

__-

.
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to transport students to
---,---A. Arrange
another school to combine classes?

r=; -

---B.

Continue below mintmum to insure that
the students acquire the necessary
instruction?
-----.c' Drop the class?
D. Other (explain)

5- - - - ------·r:----------!

Seventy per cent of the high retention districts
prefer to continue the class when enrollment faLLs below
the minimum and/or "combine classes" (50 per cent).

Of

the low retention districts, 60 per cent preferred to
''combine classes," 30 per cent to "conttnue the class,"
and 30 per cent to "drop the class."

It will be noted

that none of the high retention districts chose "drop
the class. 11

Transportation would be arranged to another

school by 30 per cent of the high and 10 per cent of the
low retention districts.

Reasons given usually involved

finances and efficient use of teacher time when combining
classes and/or dropping the class.
Instructional time allotted for K-8 program.

Item

13 of the questionnatre read:
Do all elementary (K-8) schools in the district
allot the same amount of time to foreign language
instruction? Yes
No
If yes, what is the schedule? Please indicate.
A. Minutes each day
-----B. Minutes per week
_ _-.,-C. Alternated with another subject(s):
1. Weekly
------2. Monthly
3. Semester

----

==-
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If no, which office regulates the time schedule?
Please indicate . .
A. District office
----B. Your office (Foreign Language Coordinator)
------C. School principal
D. Teacher
---E
.. Other (explain)

i---:-

b=-==~=

Eighty per cent of the high and 60 per cent of the
low retention groups allotted the same amount of time in
K-8 schools throughout the district.

The number of minutes

per day was approximately the same for both groups, 30 per
cent of the high and 31 per cent of the low group.

This

does not vary a great deal from the amount reported by
the district administrators (37 minutes).

Only a few

responded to. thE: tb.ird part of the question regarding who
regulated a time schedule.

If there was a time allotted

difference within the district, "school principal" was
selected by 10 per cent of the high group and 20 per cent
of the low while 10 per cent of each group also chose
"district office."
Teacher in-service provisions.

Item

14 of the

questionnaire read:
Does your office arrange for district-wide
in-service education, coordination, and
articulation for foreign language teachers?
Yes
No
If yes, please indicate:
A. Regular schedule of foreign language
teacher meetings (other than social)?
B. Workshops on a distritt-wide·basis?
·---c. Expert consultants?
D. Sper.ial college-credit classes?
===--~-=._-_-E. Other (explain)

~==-.._-____:_-~-:=--~"--"

~-=-=-:o=----:.--=-:_-=-=--=--:_:::=--=-=----

Answers recorded show that 100 per cent of the high

~---

retention districts and 90 per cent of the low retention
districts arranged for in-servi.ce education.

Of the high

retention districts 100 per cent arranged regular teacher
meetings; of the lovJ retention districts, 70 per cent.
"Wor·kshops 11 and

11

expert c onsultan tn were arranged by

90 per cent of the high retent i.on dis trie:ts, while the
same items were arranged by 80 per cent and 70 per cent,
respectively, of the low retention group.

"Special

college credit classes 11 were rated higher by the low
retention districts (40 per cent) than that of the high
retention group (20 per cent).

There is agreement on what

constitutes order of importance for in-service training
of teachers.

'I'here is some indication that "special

college credit classes" for the low groups could give
incentive to improvement of abilities in the foreign
language instruction area.
District arrangements for in-service.

Item 15 of

the questionnaire read:
Does your office or the district make arrangements
for foreign language teachers to observe other
teachers and methods of instruction? Yes
No
Permitted at district expense? Yes
No-If yes, please indicate:
Inter-school
---.A.
B. Inter-county
---c. Intra-county
-----D. Inter-state
E. Out-of-state
F. Other (explain)

F--------- - - · - -

!.,.

Ninety per cent of the high and 80 per cent of the
low retention districts· provided opportunity
to observe other methods of instruction.

±~or

teachers

Of those, 80

per cent of the high and 60 per cent of the lmv groups
had expenses paid by the district.

Travel was limited to

the state with further breakdown as follows:

11

i.nter-

school," 80 per cent for the high and 60 per cent for the
lmv;

11

inter-county,'' 50 per cent high, 60. per cent low

retenti.on groups; ''intra-county," 40 per cent high
retention and 50 per cent low retention; "inter-state, 11
10 per cent high and 20 per cent of the low retention

cUst:ricts.

Neither group was represented in the "out-of-

state 11 category.

The only noticeable di.fference between

this item of' this questionnaire and that of the district
administrator questionnaire (item ntunber 7) is i.n the
"out-of-state'' question where the high group had 9.1
per cent and the low group registered 40 per cent.

These

answers may reflect direction from the district level to
the coordinator level on actual practice to be followed.
Financial aid for teacher improvement.

Item 16

of the questionnaire read:
When teachers attend workshops or classes for
professional improvement are they assisted by
financial aid from the district?
Yes
No
Responses

reg~rding

whether teachers are assisted

- - - - - -

by

the district with financial aid for professional

.improvement indicate that 60 per cent of the high
districts had such a

policy~

L-.:.

retentio~

while in 37.5 per cent of the

low reten.tion districts teachers received such assistance.
1~eacher

profess i:..or~l improvement.

Item 1'7 of the

questionnaire read:
Are the foreign languae;e teachers encouraged to
attend professional improvement institutes
(NDEA, etc.)? Yes
No
I.

If yes, do they receive advancement on the salary
schedule for professional improvement?
Yes
No
Item results present the responses regarding
whether teachers are encouraged to attend professional
improvement institutes; 90 per cent of the high retention
districts and lOG per cent of the low retention districts
answered this question in the affirmative.

The percentages

are reversed for the second part of the question, regarding
advancement on salary schedule for institute attendance-100 per cent for the high retention group and 90 per cent

for the low retention districts.

Both groups appear to be

willing to encourage and acknowledge professional improvement gained by institute attendance.
Number ?f foreign language teachers.
the questionnaire read:

Item 18 of

L

------
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How many foreign language teachers do you have
in the district?
Pull-time:
·Part-time:
Per cent
Elementary
---·-secondary

~_::;

t: _________ _

i-'

Statistics reveal that the high retention districts
employed·an average of

44.6 full-time teachers of foreign

language at the elementary level, while the low retenti.on
distri.cts employed an average of 83 teachers.

'l'hese figures

are deceptive as full-time teachers include those who had
duties in addition to foreign language instruction.

An

average of 43.1 foreign language teachers were listed for
the high

ret~ntion

districts at the secondary level with a

42 .''"( teacher average for the low retention group.

These

figures are also d·2ceptive as this iB an average given and
the range recorded is from 17 to 63.
listed are averaged at
retention groups.

Part-time teachers

4 for the high and 15 for the low

It would appear that more teachers in the

I.

low retention districts had foreign language instruction as
an added duty than have the high retention districts.
Number of native speakers.

Item 19 of the

questionnaire read:
How many foreign language teachers in the district
are native speakers of the language they teach
(ethnic background, lived in foreign country,
etc.)? Indicate;
Elementary system (K-8)
========·Secondary system ( 9-12)
Responses on this item indicate that 17.4 per cent

.: :.
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of the K-8 teachers and 23.2 per cent

~f

the 9-12 teachers

in the high retention districts are native speakers of the

,_

r-------

~-

- - - - - - - - - ------ --

!-~

language they teach; 23.7 teachers at the K-8 level and

2-------------

30.5 teachers at the 9-12 level in the low ret en t j_on

b----=--=-=~==-- ----------

districts are native speakers.

i'"""'

rt· is noteworthy that the

greater percentage of native speakers are at the secondary
level.

Some professionals believe that the greater emphasis

should be placed on beginning instruction in order to
imprint correct pronounciation at the earliest opportunity
in the study of foreign language.
Em_.eloyment of paraprofess iC?;_1].als.

Item 20 of the

questionnaire read:
Does the district employ paraprofessional
to assist the foreign language teachers?
Yes
No

(~ides)

If yes, indicate those which apply:
A. Native speakers assisting with
instruction
B. Native speakers who do not assist
- - - with instruction
C. Used only on a non-teaching basis
---(setting up equipment, etc.)
D. Other (explain)
Thirty per cent of the high and l-J.O per cent of the
low retention districts employed

p~raprofessionals.

Neither group used "native speakers to assist with
instruction."

c-·----

Twenty per cent of the low retention

districts reported using native speaking paraprofessionals
vfho did not assist with instruction.

These figures are

-----

--------
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at variance with those gathered from the district
administrator questionnaire, where we note

(i~em

5) that

L

!-:

~-

----

the high retention districts reported that 54.5 per cent
used paraprofessionals at the K-8 level and the low

I
L___. _ _ _

--------------

retention districts reported that 33.3 per cent of them
used paraprofessionals.

Although this item recorded zero

percentage for both groups using native speaking paraprofessionals for assistance in instruction, those
percentages recorded for a like question on the district
administrator instrument are at 54.5 for the high and
20 per cent for the low retention districts.

The

discrepancy may be accounted for in that policy is
reflected in the responses of the district

adm~nistrator,

while practice is reported by the coordinators.
Destrc:_ employment of paraprofessionals_.

Item 21
:·

qf the questionnaire read:
If you were able to employ paraprofessionals,
would you do so? Yes
No
If no, indicate those which apply:
A. It is not desirable.
----··B. It would increase supervision time.
C. It would reduce money available for
-------other ·needs.
_ _ _ _D. Other (explain)
Would you use paraprofessionals if by doing so it
would not cause the district, or your department,
to lose needed budget allowance? Yes
No
rfhe response shows that 70 per cent of the high
retention and

So

per cent of the low retention groups
-

-- - - --------------------

would employ paraprofessionals j_f they could.

For those

,,-__

districts responding that they would not employ them, the
reasons given by high retention districts were:

11

it would

reduce money available, 11 20 per cent; and. that it was "not
desirable,rr 10 per cent.

The low retention districts gave

the follow:Lng reasons for not wanting to employ paraprofessionals:

"it would increase supervj_sion time,"

20 per cent; and "it would reduce money available,
cent.

11

20 per

i,,

With regard to the third part of the question,
'I
----

90 per cent of both groups agreed that they would use
paraprofessionals if such use would not cause a loss in
budget al1ov.n3.nce.

It would appear that the main reason

for not using paraprofessionals is one fiscal in nature
and not an academic one.
Incluston of cultural aspects.

Item 22 of the

questionnaire read:

r.----

-----

'

Are the cultural aspects (customs, habitation,
etc.) of the language part of the regular
instruction? Yes
No
If yes, please indicate method.
A. Special films
------B. Dtsplay of realia (articles of dress,
etc.)
.
C. Supplementary reading matertal
---.D. Visits to ethnic surroundings (trip
to Mexico, ethnic restaurants)
E. Role playing
- - - - F ' . Other (explain)
Recorded answers show that in 100 per cent of both

sample groups the cultural aspects of the language are part
· of the instruction.

Other affirmative responses were as

~ ~--==--==-:-=--===-~--=- =-=

r;
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follows:

the use of flspecial films," 100 per cent of both

groups; "display of realia," 90.9 per cent for the high and

100 per cent for the low groups;

rr supplementary

reading

materials," 90.9 high and 100 per cent low; "visits to
ethnic surroundings,if 81.8 per cent for the high retention
group and 50 per cent for the low; and "role playing," 72.7
per cent for the high and 100 per cent for the low retention
group.

In general, it might be said that both sample

groups include every listed aspect of culture as an
additicn to the regular instruction program, although
extent of use was not recorded.
Students corresponding with forei_gn

.c~untri~s.

Item 23 of the questionnaire read:
Do the foreign language classes communicate by
"Pen Pal" or "Tape Pal" with foreign countries?
Yes
No
If yes, at what level?
Elementary (K-8)
-----A.
B. Secondary (9-12)
-----c. Both A and B

-----

Statistics show that 70 per cent of the high and

1+0 per cent of the low retention districts at1swered
affirmatively the question regarding "Pen Pal" correspondence.

The grade levels for the high retention districts

were recorded as

fol~.ows:

10 per cent at the K-8 level;

~

30 per cent at the 9-12 level; and 40 per cent at both
levels.

The low retention group responded that 20 per

cent had such a program at the K-8 level, 30 percent at
the 9-12 level, but zero per cent at both levels.

This

The significant point of the

last item appears to be an indicated lack of coordinated
effort on the part of the low retention districts.
]i'oreigr~

language clubs.

Item 24 of the questionnaire

read:
Are there foreign language clubs in:
A. Each elementary (K-8) school?
=--==-==B, Each secondary ( 9--12) school?
C. Some elementary schools. Amount?
=-=--=--==-~~~D, Some secondary schools. .Amount? - - Results from this item indicate that of the high
retention districts, 10 per cent have,foreign language
clubs in each K-8 school, 20 per cent have them at each

9-12 school, 20 per cent have them in some K-8 schools,
and 70 per cent have them in some 9-12 schools.
retention districts report such clubs as follows:
~ent at each

The low
30 per

K-8 school; 70 per cent at each 9-12 school;

20 per cent at some K-8 schools; and 30 per cent at some
9-12 schools.

The extent and scope of activity for these

clubs ·was not recorded.

Suffice to say that none were

marked at zero percentage.

<
I'

last item (both levels) was statis-tically significant at
the .. 05 level of confidence.

~---------
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Extra-curricular activities.

Item 25 of the

,.
~

questionnaire read:
~~

--

Are the foreign language classes encouraged to
participate in extra-curricular activities
(school fairs, assemblies, parades, etc.)?
Yes
No
·
Both sample groups encouraged foreign language
classes to participate in outside activities.

The high

retention group recorded 88.9 per cent and the low
retention group 87.5 per cent thus engaged.

Assistance,

coordination and financial help were not recorded.
Reasons for failure of students to continue

read:
In generaJ, in California why do most students
fail to continue foreign language in the second
year of instruction at the secondary level?
Please indicate by rank order of preference.
(1. for main reason, 2. next most important, etc.)
A. Too difficult
_;B.
Different method of instruction
C. Different type of material or lack of
material (audio-visual, books)
D. Lack of scheduled time
-----E. Advice from counselors
F. Preference for another elective
------G. Not needed for scheduled secondary
program
_______._H. Other ·(explain)

____

The most popular respqnse fro_rrt the 'high retention
dis'tricts was "advice from th6i counselorsrr (100 per- cent);
the language "difficulty" rated 70 per cent; "preference
for another elective'' at 45.5 per

cent.~

11

not needed for

~----

scheduled secondary program_," h5.5 per cent; and "different
method of instruction" vvas selected by 10 per cent.

There
r-;---

was no recorded response for the item "different type of
material."

p------=--

'H1e low retention group gave a remarkably

different set of answe:r·s with ntoo difficult 11 and
11

pref'erence for another elective" both r<:tting

eo

per cent.

"Not needed for scheduled secondary programn rated 60 per
cent; "different type of instruction" and "advice from
counselors" both rated the same at 40 per cent as did
"different type of materialtr and "lack of scheduled time"
11fith both at 10 per cent.

The notable and statistically

significa:nt item a,t the .05 level was nadvice from
counselors!! vJith 100 per cent registered for the high
retention group compared with l.J.O per cent for the low
retention group.

With the exception of the item "too

difficult_, tr ther•e is little agreement between these two
groups on this question.
Swn~ary

of

f~rei~1

language coordinator questionnaire.

The title of this position varies with the duties assigned
to it, '\.'Thich include teaching_, other ins true tion, and
other supervision.

The audiolingual method appears to be

the choice of the majority of both sample groups; neither
chose straight traditional at either level· of instruction.
Each group.appears to have automatic student-placement
procedures.

However, the per cent of the high retention
..

----------

gq

group is more than double that of the low· retention group.

g--c;~-;=-:;_=-~~

Teacher recommendation is the majority choice of
respondents that lack automatic placement, with the per

H--r------------!

cent of low retention group more than double that of the
high.

Only the low retention group used some standardized

tests for placement purposes.

Different instructional

methods used in K-8 influenced placement by some districts
in both the high and the low groups.

Procedures used to

place out-of-district ninth grade students were the same
as those used with students from the district elementary
schools who had been instructed by different methods of
instruction at the K-8 level.

There was agreement bet1,reen

both groups that inter-district transfers were placed at

the same level wi.th no loss due to transfer.
1'he low retention districts recorded less than
50 per cent as having enough qualified teachers and listed
teacher recommendation and letter grades as means of
limiting enrollment.

A major and minor in the language

being taught was the main qualification for teachers at
both K--8 and 9-12 levels·.

A sequential program of

instruction from elementary into

s~condary

was recorded

higher by twice the amount by the high retention districts
over the low retention d1stricts.

Teachers were included

in the selection of materials in 90 per cent of the high
group compared to 50 per cent in the low group.

Class

I'

100
r

size does not vary appreciably between the tv-.ro' groups,
each of which reflected a maximwn of approximately 30

r,·--~

When enrollment drops, . the prQcedures to con-

-----~-
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r ---

students.

··-·--·-~--

"
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tinue the class do not vary greatly, except that none in
the high retention group would drop the class and 30 per
cent of' the low group wm:tld.

There is little difference

between the groups with regard to instructional time.
Each group reported an average of approximately 30 minutes
per day.
Both the high and the low retention groups favor
in-service meetings and district reimbursement for inservice travel within the state; neither group favored
district payment for out of state travel.

This response

differs with that of the district administrator to the
same

j_ tem.

Finane ial aid will be furnished for workshops

or classes for tsachers by some districts, but the majority
will increase salary if improvement i$ achieved in classes
·or vTOrkshops.
te~chers v~riSs

'l'he number of full-time foreign language
greatly -at the K-8 level; the low retention·

districts had almost double the amount of' -th.e high
·'

reter1tion districts; possibly.due to f'dreign language
·instruction being only apa.rt of their duty.

Nat-ive-

speaker teachers do not account for one-half of the
instructional staff iri either group; none of the ni;l,tivespeaking paraprofessionals assisting -v.ri th instruction.
..-

-------- ---
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Both gro·ups would employ paraprofessionals_, especially if

P---~=

_it did not entail added cost to the budget.

Including

cultural aspects in the teaching process was favored by

r;

nr-- ----------

100 per cent of both groups, of which 50 per cent or more
listed cultural activities.

There· appears to be little

coordinated effort for "pen pal" correspondence; however,
there is some activity in each group, and level_, with
foreign language club extra-curricular activity encouraged.
The one significant difference between the high and the
lov.; retentio:n districts on this qu.estionna:Lre concerns.
reasons for failure to continue language study after the
second year .. Advice from counselors :l.s given by the low
retention g:r.oup in only 40 per cent of the cases but
100 per cent of the high retention group list this as
the ma·in cause of failure to continue.
,-

Head Counselor Questionnaire

1

Tvtenty head counselors responded to the
questionnaire--10 from the high retention districts and
10 from the low retention districts.

As in the two previous

questionnaires, there may be a disc_repancy in the total
number of recorded answers due to failure of respondents
in one or the other group to respond to a particular item.

~--------------- ----

--

--

-· e::------------

. 'l'he items and :r·esponses

follow~

E..::::_--=--·--·--·-o-=-·
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.AsBistance in course selection.

Item l of tbe

questionnaire read:

r['""";

-------~·

~----

··-

~

g~~-==-;-=-=:. ---:cc~.;:

Do the counselors ass:lst eighth grade students
in course seleetion pr:i.or to entrance into the
ninth grade? Yes
No
There was a: unanimous response (100 per cent of

;~-------

----

c-;-------

I'

r·

both the high and the lovJ retention groups) regarding
coun.selor assistance for eighth grade students prior to
entry into the ninth grade.
Policies for

stud~!lt

selection of foreign language.

Item 2 of the questionnaire read:
Are .1:111 eighth grade students allowed to select
a foreign language at the ninth grade level?
Yes
No
If yes, are they encouraged to continue with the
langtlage 2 tud ied at the elementary l eve 1?
Yes
No
If no, what are the restrictions that your district
places upon continuing foreign language instruction?
Please indieate.
A. Achievement level (by letter grade)
--------Minimum
B. Teac11e:r recommendation
-·c. Ability level (standardized test)
Minimum I.Q.
D. =T~r-a-ck;- selection (college preparation, etc.)
E. Parent objection
----F. Other (explain)

----

Results obtained indicate that 60 per cent of the
high retention group stated that students were allowed to
select a foreign language at the ninth grade, while 55.6
per cent of the low group said the same.

Of those

districts answering the first part of the question
----
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a.ffirmatively, 40 per cent of the hj_gh and 30 per cent of

F-

~

,-::

-----

the low groups stated that the students were encouraged to
continue in the same language.

f.::----------]--;------

The last part of the question lists restrictions
placed on continuance of a foreign' language, if the ans\-Jer
to the first part of the question w-as negative.

The high

retention group rated l!achievementll 70 per cent, low at
30 percent; llteacher recommendation,ll 80 per cent high

group, and 50 per cent low;

If

parent objections, 11 60 per

cent for the high group, 20 per cent for the low; llability
level,rr 30 per cent high group, 10 per cent low,; "traek
selection,

11

.10 per cent high group!l 30 per cent low group.

Of the districts answering negatively, ''teacher recomme.ndatio:n, 11 :'achi.eve:rnent level,'' and "parent objeetionr: were
the three main reasons for the high re-tention groups with
"teacher recommendation," llachievement level," and "teacher
selection" the main restrictions for the low group.
Student placement

proc~dures.

Item 3 of the

questionnaire read:
Do the counselors admini.ster foreign language
proficiency tests in order ~o facilitate proper
placement level at the secondary (9-12) school?
Yes
No
If no, please indicate method.
_ _ _ _A. Automatic placement at second year in
high school foreign language class
(after two .or more years of foreign
language instruction at the elementary
level).
..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

lOll-

Teacher recommendation
Level of foreign language attainment
wh:i.le in elementary school? How
ascertained? Please indicate.
1. By years of study
2~ Other (explain)

f]~===-~=-~==1

--------------------------
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None of the counselors in the high retention ·
districts use tests for placement and only 10 per cent of
the low retention districts use such tests.
used to determine placement IIJ'ere as follows:

,.

The methods
11

teacher

recolmnendation" (100 per cent of both groups used this
method); "automatic placement" was practiced by 40 per
cent of the high retention group'and by 50 per cent of the
low; and fflevel of student attainment" at the elementary
level was used as a placement determiner by 10 per cent
of' both grcups.
The1:e is a discrepancy between these figures and
those gathered in the foreign language coordinator
quest j_onnaire (item 4), which shows that 33 per cent of
the high group and 70 per cent of the low retention group
rely on'teacher recommendations" and that "automatic
placement" is practiced at 66 per cent of the high and

30 per cent of the low retention districts as·compared
with the responses given b;y the counselor to this i tern on
the questionnaire.
Information provided students by counselors.
of the questionnaire read:

Item

4

------------------

Do the counselors inform the ninth grade entrants
that only two years of foreign language at the
secondary (9-12) level is required for college
preparation? · Yes
No
One hundred per cent of both groups answered this
question affirmatively.

~~----~ ----

r _ _~_

L~-=~-=:-==~:u
~---~---------~-

(::-~---~-,

In the opinion of this researcher,

one of the main reasons for foreign language mortality may
stem from the answer given on this one question.
Counselor advisement _for

for~i.gr~ -~:e:tnguage_

study.

Item 5 of the questionnaire read:
In general., how many years of foreign language
instruction does the high school counselor advise
an entering student to take•? Please indicate.
A. Minimum of two years
------B. Three years
------C. Fov.r years
Other ( explatn)

==·===-..=:_D.

Counselor's advice to students with regard to the
number of years to take foreign language in the high
retention districts is 40 per cent "two years" with

50

per cent recommended by the low retention group.

Thirty per cent of the high retention districts recommend
''three years" study while 10 per cent of the low retention
so

state~

60 per cent of the high retention districts

recommend "four years" and 40 per cent of the low recommend
this.

The student plan may well be set when he is

informed in question

l.~

that only two years is required

even though only 40 per cent of the districts have
recommended this amount of time.
..

-------------
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of the questionnaire read:

~. •..-.c------=-·-

Is an explanation to outline benefits of continuing
a four year course of foreign language given to the
incoming student? Yes
No
Sixty per cent of the high retention

rl i.stric ts

~ _____ _
c_:
f-:i --

and

81.8 per cent of the low retention districts outlined the
benefits of a four-year course of foreign language
instruction.

Although a large majority of the low

retention group answered affirmatively to this question,
the retention figures indicate a lack of student agreement.

Item

7 of the questionnaire read:
When working with the ninth graders for a tenth
year program, do the counselors request a reason
for the student's dropping of a foreign language?
Yes
No
If yes, is the reason recorded?

Yes

No

If recorded, indicate reason{s) most frequently
given.
A. 'Too difficult
---B. Different method of instruction
--C. Different materials (audio--visual, books,
etc.)
D. Did ~ot like the teacher
E. Not interesting
-_-_-_-_-_-_._..,_F. Other (explain)
Eighty per cent of both groups do request a reason
for students dropping the course; there is, however, a lack
of majority in either group recording the reasons for such
action.

High retention districts record reasons at the

i"

10'(

at the rate of 37.5 per cent while. the low retenti.on group
rer.::ords at 42.9 per cent.

"Different methods

·~)f

instruction"

(20 per cent for both groups) a.nd "not interesting" (10 per

cent of both groups) appear to be the main reasons recorded.
Only the low retention districts record "teacher dislike"
at 10 per cent.
Number of students allowed.

Item 8 of the

questionnaire read:
Are the counselors notified of the number of
students to be allowed ln foreign language study?
Yes
No
If yes, is it for each level of instruction?
Yes
No
If yes, who makes the determination? Please
i.ndicat8.
A. Your office (1L~acl counselor)
--------B. District Administration
--------C. Curriculum CooTdinator
D. Other (explain)

-----

Statistics recorded show that 10 per cent of the
high retention group and 20 per cent of the low retention
group answered in the affirmative.

The rest of the

question is superfluous since the greater number of the
counselors did not receive notification of number of
stud8nts allowed and were evidently,not restricted on
number or entry.
Counselor grouping_ by ability.
questionnaire read:

Item 9 of the

1.08

Does the counseling staff assist in foreign language
grouping of elementary students by ability?
Yes
No
If yes, do the several classes of foreign language
taught by different teachers generally keep
together in the amount of work they cover?
Yes
No

i'
!------- --------------i~

In 88.9 per cent of the high retention districts
the counseling staff assisted in foreign language ability
grouping, while only l.J-0 per cent of the low retention
districts had such practices.

'Ihis difference was

significant at the .05 level.

The second part of the

question regarding amount of work covered by teachers
received an affirmative answer from 62.5 per cent of the
high

reten~~i.on

gr·oup and 100 per ce.nt of those in the low

retention groups who had e.nswered affirmatively on the
first part of thE; question.
Gro~ing

for j_nstruction.

Item 10 of the

questionnaire read:
Does the district use ability grouping for foreign
language lnstruction in the secondary schools?
Yes
No
If yes, please indicate method.
A. By standardized foreign language
proficiency tests
B. By district-made tests
·---c. By teacher recommendation
---.D. Other (explain)
Recorded statistics show that 60 per cent of both
groups use_ability grouping at the secondary level.

Other (D)

methods used were "teacher recommendation" (40 per cent
-

----------
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for both the high and low districts) and "standardized
tests"

u~o

per cent for the high :reten.tion group and

30 per cent for the low retention group).

Neither group

~
~~

determined grouping by "district-made tests."
Teacher

ref_~rral:

.::!.j ter~La requesting student_ .?rop,

Item 11 of the questionnaire read:
What are the indicated criteria used by teachers
for referr~ng students to the counselors to change
a student from a foreign language course to another
subject? Please indicate.
A. Lack of foreign langu.age ability
------.-B. Low grade point (c, D, F)
C. Student decision
-----D. Other (explain)
"Lack of foreign langv.age abilityrr was the criter'lon
used in 70 per cent of the high retention group and 90 per
cent of the low retention group for referring students to
counselors for a change

~n

class schedule.

11

Low arade
0

point 11 is the highest percentage for the high retention
g"roup at 90 per cent with the low group 80 per cent for
the same item.

11

Student decision 11 was used in 70 per cent

and 4-0 per cent of the high and low districts respectively.
"Low grade point" for the high retention and "lack of
ability" for the low have the same :"feight in this area.
Reason

fo~

high attrition rate at secondary level.

Item 12 of the questionnaire read:
From the counseling viewpoint, what is the reason
for high attrition in the foreign language program
at the secondary (9-12) level? Please indicate.

r

-

---- - - - - -
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A. Different method of instructio11
-----B. College p~eparatory students know that
only two years of foreign languageare
requirect
·
C. T:be advanced classes are too difficult
_____D. The noncollege pre para tory s·tudents are
discouraged from continuing
____E. Other (explain)

"i'f

---------

c= - __ =cc_-__cc_--

~

--

Reasons given for the high foreign language attrition
are

11

different methods of :Lnstruction_, tr 50 per cent for the

high and 30 per cent for the low retention group.
two years

ne~ded 11

"Only

received 70 per cent from the high group

and 50 per cent from .the low group.

11

Advanced class

!
I

difficulty

11

v.;as selected by only 50 per cent of the high

i

retention distric::ts while 80 per cent of the low retention
distri.•:::ts Sf:;lected this reason.

The noncollege category

vJas selected by 50 per ce:nt of the h.igb and 30 per cent

of the low retention groups.
Characteristics of students continuing four years.
rtem 13 of the questionnaire read:
In your experience, what do you believe identifies
the student who continues foreign language study for
the entire secondary (9-12) school period (4 years)?
Please indicate.
'I'hey have high foreign language ability
- - - - .A.
B. They are college preparatory
-----C. rrhey have been encouraged to continue
· D. They had competent command of the foreign
language prior to entry into the secondary
(9-12) program
_ _ _ _E. Other (explain)
Selections show that 100 per cent of the high
retention group and 70 per cent of the low retention group

~----
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believe the primary characteristic that identifies the

~----

~

continuing student is that he has been encouraged to do so.
•
•
Sec on d cho1ce
o f reason 1s

which was selected

11 f

• . l anguage a, b 1• l'J_ t y,
ore1gn

II

by go per cent of the high retention

districts and by 60 per cent of the low retention districts.
"College preparatory 11 ranks third with

So per cent of the

high retention group and 50 per cent of the low group.
"Competent prior language command" is the· next choice. of
50 per cent of the high retention group and 20 per cent
of the low retention group.

Encouragement appears to be

one of the keys to keeping a student in the foreign
language program for the four-year sequential program.

unanimous agreement among both the high and the low
retention districts that counselors do assist students in
course selection prior ,to entrance into the ninth grade.
Slightly more than half of the districts allowed students
to select a foreign. language at the ninth grade; less than
half of those encouraged the student to continue the
language studied at the elementary level.

In order of

preference, restrictions used to limit enrollment were:
teacher recommendation, achievement level, and parent
objection.

The response was almost unanimous not to use

foreign language proficiency tests for placement, relying
instead on teacher recommendation.

Automatic placement at

R···. -----=---:=:-- --§~-
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the second year of high school foreign language study rated
second.
All districts inform the student that only two years
of foreign language are needed for college preparation, but
more than half recommend a four-year course.

The benefits

of a four-year course are explained to the greater
proportion of the students; and although the counselors
ask to know the reason when the course is.dropped, they
do not often record that reason.
Most counselors are not notified of the number .of
students to be allowed in foreign language classes; they
do assist in abil:L ty grouping of potential students.
Ability grcup'i.ng is used by the majority of the schools
in the ser:;ondary system but most students are grouped
accordtng to teacher recommendatton.
Lack_of foreign language ability and low grade point
are the main criteria used by teachemto refer students
for course changes.

When asked for their viewpoint on the

reasons for high attrition in foreign language programs
at the secondary level, the low retention group responded
that advanced classes. were too difficult; the high retention
districts responded that students knew that only two years
were required for

coll~ge

work.

When asked what

characteristic identified the student who continued foreign
language instruction for the entire secondary school period,

113
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all of the high retention districts responded that the main
factor was that he had been encouraged.

Seventy per cent

of the low retention districts agreed.

The next two most

g~--=-~----:-=:--=
b -------------------------

,.------~

frequently stated reasons were that they had foreign
language ability and that they were preparing for college.
II.

INTERCORRELATED QUESTIONS
WHERE CONTENT IS SIMILAR

This section will compare those items in the three
questionnaires whieh request answers to i terns- of similar
content.

The 1\.ey to abbreviations used is as follows:
DA--District Administrator
FLC--Foreign Language Coordinator
HC--Head Counselor
DF----Degree of Freedom

x2 --Chi

Square

Questions which correlate in content are identified
by the computer as correlations A through T with question

correlations of two or more responses, each marked with the
above symbols to indicate questionnaire source.

"IUo-h"
0

indicates districts with a high retention of foreign
language students; "low" indicates districts with a low
retention of foreign language students.

--
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rl'able I indicates that both high and low retention
districts reimburse teachers for approved travel.

5c~~c==~
L

TABLE I

:--

-~~--~--~-~-

L___ ------

GORRELA ri'ION A - 'rEACHER 'rRAVEL A'r DISTRICT EXPENSE
Question
Nu.mber

Source

High
Yes

High
No

Low
Yes

----------

Lov.r
No

•rotal

-------·--------'----

7

DA

ll

9

0

l

21

15

FLG

9

8

l

2

20

20

17

l

3

41

Total
2

Not significant

= 2.415

X

.

-

'l able
1

DF

'-=

3

·--

II shows a low Chi. Square, indicating that

both high and low retention districts want teachers to
meet and discuss problems and solutions.
TABLE II
CORRELATION B - TEACHER MEETINGS TO DISCUSS PROBLEMS
Question
Number

Source

High
Yes

Low
Yes

8

DA

10

9

l

l

21

14

FLC

10

9

0

1

20

20

18

l

2

~-1

rrotal
x2 = 0.692

Not significant

High
No

DF

=

Low
No

Total

u
:~

3

~

-----=

-

--~----------
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rrable III reports that the ccmsensus is that there
should be no minimu.m class s:l.ze in order to continue foreign
language instruction.

It is the theory rather than practice

that is accentuated at this point.

Financial obligations

[--

~~=-=:-.~-:-;~:::-..;~::;

ir- ------- -----,.
!

researcher and perroonnel encountered.

,.

-.....-

1-

~

Question
Number

Source

High
Yes

Low
Yes

High
No

Low
No

_Total

. -----·--·-----------

10

DA

4

3

7

'(

21

11

:B'LC

7

10

6

3

26

8

HC

1

2

9

8

20

12

15

22

18

67

Total

x2

=

'(5.707

Significant at .001 level

DF

= 6

The. district administrators are divided almost
equally in both the high and the low retentio.n districts
concerning transporting stude:rits to another school to
·combine and continue a foreign language when enrollment
drops.

It is to be noticed that the foreign language

coordin&tors disagree with the district administrators in
both the high and low retention districts.

District

administrators may be reflecting
policy
while the foreign
. .
.

--

f..:--------~~

stated ob,jective_, according to actual conversation by this

CORREIA'l'ION D ·- MINIMUM ON CLASS SIZE
'1'0 CONTINUE FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN GRP.. DES 9-12

-

~----

'

have interfered with desire i.n the fulfillment of thts

-- -- ~~· --

L _ _ __
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language coordinators may be reflecting practice.

'.[IABLE IV
COHRELATION E - TRAVEL TO COMBINE CIJASSES
-----

Low
No

Total

Ll.

5

19

1

7

9

20

6

11

14

39

Source

High
Yes

Low
Yes

ll

DA

5

5

12

FLC

3
8'

Question
Number

Total
x2 = 21.381

High
No

DF =

Signigicant at .001 level

Although

~>ignificant

?.

J

at the .001 level of'

confidence_, it is noteworthy to observe in Table V that
the foreign language coordinators in the high retention
districts do not agree with the administrators on the need
for additional teaching personnel.

TABLE V
CORRELATION F - SHORTAGE OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHERS
Question
Number

High
Yes

Low
Yes

High
No

Low
No

'l'otal

13

DA

1

2

10

8

21

8

FLC

6

2

4

8

20

7

4

14

16

L~l

Total
x2

Source

=

29 .1+59

Significant at .001 level

DF

-

3

LL8

Significance of need for special teachers in grades

I
----------~-

I

K-8 is evident according to Table VI.

i=5

As in Table V,

r---- ----- ----- --- --- --

c- ------------- ----

there is a disparity to be found in FLC answers when

I

compared to those of the DA.

------------------------

1_:

i
I
I

TABLE .VI .

~

--

COHHELA'l'ION G - FOREIGN LANGUAGE A Pi\H'E OF TEACHER
DUTY IN K-8
.

..

Question
Number

Source

High
Yes

Low
Yes

High
No

,.

Low
No

Total

------DA

6

7

4

2

9

FLC

3

l

7

9

20

0

8

11

ll

39

./

f)

V'--

./'>.

·----19

14
rrotal
·-

50.730

S j_gni.ficant at .001 level

!

DF -- 3

--- ----·
...

The use of paraprofessionals appears to be a
'---

desirable asset to the instruction of FL classes as
indica ted by Table VII.

Some districts admit to the need

for such assistance but lack
implement such programs.

\...====

~ufficient

finances to

Districts that lack sufficient

bilingual teachers appear to have the greater need but
also lack the finances to remedy the situation.

~-·

__

._--:.::__:______:_
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. 'l'ABLE VII

~

CORHELATION H - -usg OF' PARAPROFESSIONALS
'I'O ASSIST IN K-8

L: ------- ---

.. · · - -.... ----··

Question
Number

Source

High
Yes

-------·----

Hi.o-b'
No
0

Low
No

------- - - - - -

Total

---·--·

15

DA

6

2

5

1.~

1'7

20

FI,C

3

'+

7

6

20

9

6

12

10

37

Total

x2

Low
Yes

= 9.335

Significant at .05 level

DF -- 3

The correlation reported in Table VIII is that

where :i.n the DA. ques t:i.onnaire relates to elec ti.on of foreign
language_, the HC questionnaire asks the minimum years of
study advocated.

The district administrators believe that

foreign language courses should be elective, while approximately 50 per cent of the counselors advise only two years.
As an elective, a subject will be of little benefit without
encouragement and sound advice from the counseling staff.

-----
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TABLE VIII

·----------------------

~~~-~
!=:3

CORREILA'I'ION I - FOREIGN LANGUAGF.
AS AN ELEC'riVE IN NINTH GRADE

---

Question
·Number

---

Source

--------·
High
Yes

Low
Yes

~------------

L.:: --------------------

w-- -----------

i

Low
No

High
No

Total

---------

-------5

DA

11

10

0

0

21

5

HC

4

5

6

5

20

15

15

6

5

41

Total
x2 = 6L!-. 750

Significant at .001 level

Dli'

= 3

Table IX shows an agreement between DA and HC on
placement of students by grouping and/or proficiency, with
the lOV·i :cetention districtE> at the DA level unanimous in
placement according to proficiency.
and

Su.bjective observation

subsequent conversation on site indicates this to be

desire rather than reality in the opinion of the investigator.
'rABLE IX
CORRELATION J - PhACEMENT ACCORDING
'1.'0 PROFICIENCY OR GROUPING
Question
Number

Source

High
Yes

Low
Yes

High
No

Low
No

Total

9

DA

7

10

4

0

21

10

HC

6

6

4

4

20

13

16

8

4

1n

Total
x2

= 15.162

Significant at .01

DF

::::

3
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Both FLC and HC rate counseling as the main deterrent
to high foreign language retention through four years of
secondary foreign language study accordi.ng to 'l'able
However, with the knowledge that this is so, the

X.

c~---·-

~

-----------------------

-==~'''~- =c===~-

~-------- - - - - - -

,---

---------

~ --------~

G

counseling~

staff report encouraging students who are college preparatory
I-:

---

to select foreign language for a two year period.
'rABLE

;{

COHRELA1'ION K - HEASON FOR HIGH ATTRITION
INFOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL

------·-------·
-

-----··------

Source

High
Yes

Low
Yes

High
No

Low.
No

'rotal

26

FLC

7

8

3

2

20

12

HC

5

3

5

7

20

12

11

8

9

40

Question
Number

--------

'J:otal

x2 - 29.000

Significant at .001

DF = 3

i

l.I
~

Table XI reveals that the DA believe the reason for
continuity through four years of secondary foreign
language is for college preparation, while the HC believe
it to be the result of encouragement.

The fact that it is

encouraged (on·the surface) by HC makes the viewpoint
diametrically opposed to the opinion of DA on the same
question.

- - - - - -------------------~

-

12~.?

TABLE XI
CORRELA'l'ION L - REASON .FOR FOREIGN
LANGUAGE INSTHUC'J'ION IN 9·-12

~--:-:~ :_
r:--------------------.

..

...
Q·uestion
Number

Source

Higil
Yes

Low
Yes

High
No

Low
No

Total

-----·--·--

----~--

25

DA

10

7

1

3

21

13

HC

9

6

1

h

20

19

13

2

'7

41

Total

DF = 3

Not significant

----

...

-----~- -"--..:....__..,;,

__

~--

Both high and low retention districts agree that
they provide for a.rticulation, according to Table XII.
'Ih.:Ls

is not bo:'! ne out by related quest1ons thronghout the

re~:;t

of the questionnaires.
TABLE XII
CORRELATION M - PROVISIONS FOR
CONTINUITY AND ARTICULATION

----

Source

High
Yes

Lovv
Yes

High
No

Low
No

'.rotal

3

DA

8

.7

2

3

20

3

FLC

8

8

2

2

20

16

15

4

5

40

Question
.Number

------

Total

x2 = 1.000

Not signifieant

DF = 3

;;;;;.-=-=-=----=--===------
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Table XIII does not show significance between
cont:Lnuity and articulation, and reason for dropping out
of foreign language.

On the contrary there appears to be

una.nimi ty between the DA and the HC that continuity. and
articulation do exist.
TABLE XIII
CORRE!-1ATION 0 - CON'I'INUI'l'Y AND ARTICULATION

---------Quest:Lon
Number

Source

High
Yes

Low
Yes

High
No

Low·
No

Total

-----·-----------·3

DA

8

7

2

3

20

7

HC

8

8

2

2

20

16

15

i•
.'+

5

40

I

Total
x2 = 1.000

Not significant

DF = 3

Both DA and FLC in the high retention districts
agree that there is a uniform method of instruction as
Table XIV shows.

There is a difference of opinion between

what the lmv retention FLC reports and the answers given
by the low retention DA.

f ---- ----- ----H

TABLE XIV
CORHET.JA.TION P - UNIFORM METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
~----

----

,--

Souree

High
Yes

Low
Yes

High
No

Low
No

3

DA

8

7

2

3

20

10

FLC

8

4

2

6

20

1.6

11

4

9

40

Question
Number

Total
0

X'--

-··

S :Lgnificant at .05

9.000

--

----------

----------- - -

r-:

Total

DF -· 3

,.''

Administrative poliey on specified minimum amounts
of class time is reported in Table XV.

There appears to

be agreement i.n both DA and F'LC responses.

The reader

must understand that thj_s table represe.nts policy wl:J.ich is
not necessarily the same as practice.
TABLE XV
CORHELA'I'ION R - SPECIFIED AMOUNT
OF CLASS TIME REQUIRED

Question
Number

Source

High
Yes

Low
Yes

High
No

Low
No

;------

'I'otal

6

DA

11

9

0

1

21

13

FLC

8

6

2

4

20

19

15

2

5

41

Total
x2 = 13.659

Significant at .01

DF - 3

~=---------=----=--==-=--=-=--=
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Although the statistical significance is high, as
i--1

can be seen in Table XVI, there appears to be a difference

~-

~~

-:-=::--~

P--~--~~~
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of opinion between DA and FLC regarding travel at district

fcr.------- -------p

expense.
TABLE XVI
CORHELl-\'I'ION S - TRAVEL OP FOEEIGN LANGUAGE
rrn-:ACHER. Arr DISTlUCT Ji:XPENSE
------·---~----"------

Question
Number

Source

7

DA

16

FLC

l'otal

1

x2

=

High
Yes
ll

617

''8
~-~,-.)~·:1.5:;

Low
Yes

High
No

Low
No

Total

9

0

1

21

3

1t

5·

18

12

h
'-1-

6

39

Dii: - 3
S :Lgnifi.cant a.t .00}_
__-___ .::__--:::.-----:=----=---=--_____
--_-.=.-:::::_-_--_·-----==---··--=--==-----___-------.---------

-_--_--:_:._-_..::_:-_~_-....=-.::::::_-

Table XVII shows correlation between DA teacher
travel policy with FLC attendance at institutes for
professional improvement.

r:t~hough

not statistically

significant, it is noteworthy that both agree to
improvement of staff which implies district willingness
to provide financial aid.
The missing tables, C, N, and Q were

elimi.nated

because incorrect information was provided for computer
analysis.

- - - - - '-'- ---------- -
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jl'ABLE XVII
CORR.EI~A'J'ION

T - ENCOUHAGEMEN'l' OF

TEACHERS TO ATTEND INSTITUTES

.--:

---

~----

____ ...... .•.. ......

~·.••ov·-·-...-•"~..,,,...,,,,

,

~

,..

High

Low

Source

Yes

Yes

DA

11

9

0

l

21

F:LC

9

10

1

0

20

20

19

1

1

lj.'J_

Q,uestion
N\:unbe:c

1'(

......-·--·-..------------.·-

.. , __ , _ _ ,w.o--••......,,..--~---~..,,, __ ,~--·'"•~-"'--·-·----------·--·--·--'"''"' _ _ _ , _ _ , _ .._a,.,._~-•_,- .... ..,--.,,.

_~-·.;..·-··--·--------------------------------

Total

Not slgn:Lficant

High
No

DF -- 3

______. . ._,.___________....._...,.__..,_,_. _________-=:::=:====

--------·--··---·-·------·-'-··--·-----·---·-·--------..-

Low
No

~~otal

_______________ __.
..

According to the a.bove statist:Lc:al data, there are
eleven :i.tems w:Lth s:Lgn:Lf:i.c&.nce at or above the .05 1eve1
Gf' cunf:l.denc:e)

u.sing the Chi Squa:ce statistical tool with

var:i.ed degrees of freedom.

Table XVIII shows the item

category and-degree of significance of those correlated
q_uest:Lons v'rhj_ch have a Chi Square at or above the . 05
level of confidence.

::

--

- - - -------------

-·------~~~~~

TABLE XVIII
ITEM CATEGORY AND DEGREE OF SIGNIFICANCE OF CORRELATED Q.lTESTIOJ:'fS

Co:r:celation
D

Chi

Q:Jestion

Category
Minimum Class Size

Nm11ber

},()
1l

..J-~

8
l

Source

Sque~re

Level of'
Con:t..,idence

DA
FLC
HC

'('5 .{07

.001

Travel to Combine
Classes

DA
FLC

21.381

.001

12

F

Foreign Language
Teacher Shortage

13

DA
FLC

29.459

.001

G

Foreign Language Part of
Class Duty

14

DA

50.730

.001

E

H

I
J

Use of Paraprofessionals
Foreign Language Election
at Ninth Grade
Proficiency Placement

~

j__

8

a

FLC

20

15

DA
FLC

9.335

.05

5

DA

64.750

.001

./

h

HC

9

DA
HC

15.162

.01

26

FLC
HC

29.000

.001

T\,,

9.000

j

10
K

vJhy Attrition

12
p

Uniform Instruction

~

·<
J

.LU""l.

10

FLC

.05

!-'

[\)

-..J

TABLE XVIII(continued)

Correlation
R

s

Question
category

NtLlYiber

Required Class Time
Travel at District
Expense

rr .... l. .

6

Level of
Confidence

Source

Cl1t
Square

DA

13.659

.01

38.935

.001

FLC
DA
F'LC
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s~"' ___-____ _

Correlation D indicates that there should be no

I

minimum class size, but that instruction should be provi.ded
f'or a student if lack of instruction will cause a break in
the conti.nui ty or articulation of the student's foreign
language program.
Correlation E \.mulct have the administration provide
transportation to another school within the district if
class enrollment falls below the minimum for eff'tcient
operation.
Correlation F brings attention to the need to re.c:rui t
additional teachers in order to insure that sufficient
qualified personrw.l are available to COlJ.duct foreign
language classes.
Correlation G would remLnd the districts that the
teaching of foreign language is a specialty and should not
be the added burden of a regular classroom teacher.

That

the classroom teacher can be of great influence in the
continuity of foreign language is not to be dismissed.
They should not, however, be expected to be a specialist
I

in all fields because they may not ·t>e qualified either by
training or experience.
~--

Correlation H indicates a need for paraprofessionals
as teacher a,j_des.

The native speaker can help to insure

--

--------

---

-

~=-=-

b __--

correct pronunciation, help vrith sentence structure, and
'"'----------~

- - - - - -
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pro~~ride

reading assistance, proviqed. the aide :Ls qua.l.ifi.ed.

By :itself, the aide 1 s ability to speak the language does
not insure correct foreign language instruction.
Correlation I would ha,je forei.gn language courses
elective at the ninth grade level

in order that students

may select a foreign language for reasons other than.
preparation for college entrance.
Correlation

J

indicates the need for correct place-

ment of incoming students according to individual level
of proficiency.

This will be a deterrant to the foreign

langu.age attr:t.tion brought about by the repetition of an
i~"lstruct.ion.al

levf.:l beyond Nhicl1 the B-Ludent may have

already progressed.
Correlation K leaves no doubt as to the need for
counselors to change from recommendations for t;wo years of
foreign language study to recorll!ll.endations for fou:r. years of
:--~

study if foreign language attrition is a problem in the
district.

Both high rete:ntion districts and low retention

districts ind:icate that the counseling process is one of
the reasons for the foreign language dropout. rate in
grades nine through twelve.
Correlation P shmvs a need for continuity in foreign
language instruction method if' student interest is to be
maintained.

Indications are students do not want to be

taught by the audio-lingual method at the elementary level

i-=
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only to be changed to the tradi.tional method upon a:crival
at the high school.

Ne:l.·ther would this same student enjoy

;--=;-

foreign language if the books and other mate.rials were
different at the various schools \•rith:ln a district.
Correlation R would stress the need for sufficient
regu.lar class time which would allow continuity, tr1ereby
preventing the need.f'or complete relearning resulting from
I

lack of sufficient class time.
Correlation S would bring attention to the :need for
teachers and other foreign language staff members to travel.
~l:he

only .,,ray that district travel policy would be effective

is for the d:i..strict to provide released time and adequate
remuneration.

By providing educational travel to other

districts, states, and. possibly foreign countrie.s, the
district administration would insure the conttnued interest
of staff personnel in foreign language instruction which

is

constantly changing in scope and content.
Table XVIII indicates the category and degree of

significance for each correlated question.

o=;-~:--_~~=-=~~--""=-~~-=~:_-,-o_
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III.

CLASSROOJVi.OBSERVATION USING

~-------

~·~~~~

M/\'I'HIEU AUDIO-LINGUAL -CHECKLI.S'I'.

F -- ------------ -- ---- -

::
,:

While visiting each district to conduct j_ntervievn:;
with the district administrators, foreign language
coord:Lnators, and head co1J.nselors, the j_nvestiga tor made
arrangements to sit in on at least one class in each
district.

This was not for casual observation of plant

facilities but an observation of a complete period of
foreign ·language instruction.

In some distr::tcts, when

time v'las available, there were as many as three classes
vis:i.ted, each with j_nstruction in e, different language.
·J."ne

"t"'l-l"'C'lrl~~t
...tl c::: ~-----·...1~~-

of

What
t·'rlc'
JJ.
'-•

",,,d·io·-l·l··r1;:r;,Rl
~'...
0 v_c.,__

li...A.

J

'l'E'''c··ll~·r>
.-Cl . t::::: .....

Should Not Do, 11 developed by Dr. Gustave Mathieu, vras
used to record observation in each foreign language class
visited.

The checklist is composed of 27 items of which

six concerned laboratory work which would not be seen at
the time of the observation and thus were not reported.
The entire checklist is reproduced in Appendix J. The
results were compiled using the Chi Square (x 2 ) 2 x 2
wi.th Yates Correction and one

(1)

degree of freedom (DF').

Question numbers, the tabulated results according to high
retention district and low retenti.on district answers,
and the statistical significance according to the Chi
Square Distri.bution as listed in Probability and

I~
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_?t~~ti§.tics...J

a.re recorded. in Appendix M. ·

It must be remembered that this.· is entirely
subjective and based only on the investigator's experience
and i:nstructio.n received from advisors of the Universi.ty

of the

PB.c if:Lc and.

John Dusel of the California State

Depa:'ctment of Education.
This section of Chapter IV

].s

one that must be

assessed by the reader who should bear in mind that the
entire investigation of this aspect of foreign language
instruction is reported and interpreted subjectively by
tJ:te researcller·.

The tabulation and statistical results

are the only objective part.

The.re was a serlous a.nd

honest attempt at objectivi.ty j_n observation :tn that there
were no lists available to the researcher at the time of
observation which designated the standing of the district
as a high or low retention district.

It must also be

understood that this s"Lumnary is an extrapolation based
on that which the researcher believes should characterize
a;foreign language class.
The reason for reporting these data is to show that
performance at the classroom level !!lay be one of the
criteria that explain why one district may produce and
retain qualified students at a higher ratio than another

55Alder, op. cit.

I
~I

.
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district.

Method and

p~rsonnel

are reflected in the recorded

checklist observations.

G --

Chi Square statistic!s are reported at the

.o~.:;

level

as a minimum acceptable and at the .001 level as the maximum
· recorded.

,~~ - - - - -

The following adjudication i.s based on the

supposition that favorable answers recorded using the Ch:t.
Square formula for signif:Lcanc.e are t.h.ose obtained :tn those
districts listed as having a lower rate of decline in
student enrollment.
The statistical data reported in the Appendix
incUc:at.e an overvihelming subjective rating on most i terns
in favor of the h.!..gh re t.ention d1s t.ric ts, those districts

having f'ore:Lg:n l,:o.. nguage

st1:~dent

retention greater than

10 per cent.

Item 1 -

_Glas~ ·s.smduct~_9:

.almost _entire.J-;y:_ ig _English_.

l'his item was marl\.ed "yes 11 if the teacher

1

-

and class confined the use of foreign
language to specified items of reading or
repetition.

This item was significant at

the .001 level.
Item 2 - Class conducted _in FL except for "real
communication" situations.

This item was

marked "yes" if the class work, such as
reading and translation, was in the foreign
language but communication between teacher

--- - - - - - - - - -

. and student was conducted in English ... rrhis

[_
'

item war significant at the .001 level.

b

.._ ____ - - - - - - - - - - - ---------

~---------

I'
1-!-

and half Engl:l.sh

i~.

E_ame y.tterance. 1'his

--------------

'

item was marked 'iyes" :Lf the teacher mixed
languages in the same sentence using only
certain commonly known words an.d phrases j_n
a repetitious manner.

This item -r,vas

significant at the .01 level.

!!yes" if students used English in the
classroom instruction and/or used the two
languages intermittently.

This i tern

~<vas

significant at the .001 level.
Item 5 -

Str~ight

_translation

exercise~--toreign

"yes" if students were allowed to translate
foreign language on a verbatim basis
without care for cla.ri ty of meaning.

This

item was significant at the .01 level..
Item 6 - More

~:l.me

spent talking about

talking ];.anguage.

langua~

than

This item was marked

"yes 11 if class discuss ions were in English
and concerned explanations of method,

~

-

----

---

----

s~c:=-==-'"'=~.::=
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pronunciation, and so forth, with
explanation and discussion dominating
the greater proportion of class time.
'rhis item was s igni.ficant at the . 001
level.

item wa.s marked

11

yes" if' repor·ts of foreign

language interest ·were made in English
rather than the language being studied.
This item was significant at the .001
level.
Item 8 - Y.~:?..?t~ 2f c~_?.l:.:~~ £O:~d~~}ed ·wt~t~! b<?_oks open.
Th:t.s item vms marked. Hyes 1' if the class
used the book sentences as the main source
of vocabulary and practi.ce.

This item was

significant at the .001 level.
Item 9 - Pattern

practi~e

conducte~_ -~~lusiv~~y

! i tr2:_ books open.

This item was marked

"yes 11 if pattern. practice relied on printed
material as guiue1ine.s for response rather
than teacher-student dialogue.

This item

was significant at the .OOJ. level.
Item 10- Departure from text _resulti.ng in incorrect
language_.

This i tern was marked "yes 11 if

students used incorrect language when not

t:::

Ft---==---=-~::__::.__:_::__=-~

rr

-~

c-

r-=:

')'7
1.. .)
I

using textbooks.

Note that in neither high

nor J..m'l retent3_on distr:Lc.t.s were students

-

~-~~-----':"-"---=-===-___:____::-~--- -- ~
,-;-

adversely affected by departure from the
text.

The results were not statistically

significant and may indicate that departurf:.
from the text Js

c.1,

desirable method of

instruction.
Item 11 -

St~dent_ !Uistc-"!:~.

allowed to go

inc_C2rr~s;_te~.

This item was marked "yes 11 if the teacb.er
did not hear, remark, or correct either a
mispronunc:i.ation or incorrect word arrange-·
rn.e:nt.

lJ:'h:i.s item "Vras significant at the

.COl level.

use~ .fo~

translation, or

monologue.

~?_;nversat~on ~

This item was marked "yes" if

the teacher used sentences, which should
have been used to increase proficiency, as
items for display of knowledge or if the
teacher had one student translate or use a
dialogue as an exercise in translation or
reading skill.

Neither high nor low

districts were affected in this area.
statistical significance was noted.

No

~=======
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.P..;Y

~t}_9ther:_

_st:ndent.

'l'h:Ls item was

marked "yes 11 if tr1e teacher allowed a

~

f:Y==~=====~=====
r~~~~~~
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student to speak in an inaudible voice
without bringing it to his attention.

As

neither group was adversely affected by
this practice the item was not statistically
significant.
Item

14- rrGamesff that waste time which could be used
more effectively in language practice.
'l'his i tern was marked rryes n if games were
used excessively to the exclusion of
structured language practice.

Usually

the "games" required no great display of
a.b'.i.li ty or knovJ'ledge of the fo:ceign 1anguage
being studied.

1'his item was significant

at the .001 level.
Item 15- Class _turned into "de§l-f and dumb 11 s ilen~
study period without student--teacher
ex~_!':ta.nge.

This item was

marl~ed

"yes" if

students were left on their own without
teacher supervision or "feedback"
assistance.

This item was si.gnificant at

the .001 level.
d~~

not reflect culture of foreigQ_

_lan~~<::.

This item was marked "yes r! if

Item 18- Room

~

j -~
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the room was void o:r- nearly voJ:d of i-tems

~:---

------------

of i_nterest about the land(s) ?f whi.ch the
language is native.

Reference is to

decorations, bulletin boards, posters, and
so forth.

~

...

-

-

--

'

~---------

IJ.'his item was significant at the

.01 level.

Item 19-

s·~udent allow~.:_~

~_s!tivity.

_to

.en~e

_in non--pertinent

This item was m0rked "yes'' if

class time was lost by activity not related
to language study or culture.

Reference :i.s

to disregard by teacher of student activity
...... · ..

when not engaged in assigned tasks or
te.a.cher--Btudent exchange.

'I'his j_tem was

significant at the .001 level.
Item 22- Language modeled_ incorrectly. by.. _!_eac her..
This item was marked

11

· - - · - ---------------

yes" if, in the
·--------------- - -

writer's opinion, the teacher v.ra.s not
proficient or capable either with language
content and/or pronunciation.

This item

was significant at the .001 level.
Item 24:- Language mod(!:..ed correctly put with unclear
enunciation.

1'r1is item was marked "yes 11

if the teacher used the correct method but
did not pronounce the words or patterns in
a clear, understandable voice.

Only one

11-tO

teacher vms noted with this trait.

The
,---::
~~

--

. result was not statistically stgnifieant. ·
Item 25

Teacher did .not move about room now and
then.

,~

"---'!;

This item was marked "yes" if the

teacher remained ion one position instead
of moving among the students to mainta:Ln
interest.

Reference is to stilted ma.nner

of content presentation and lack. of
confidence without notes or reference
material on a podium or desk.

'l'his item

was significant at the .001 level.

Ie~pon_9._.

'rhis i tern was

marl~:ed

11

yes 11 if the

class content consir:;ted almost entirely of
set phrar:;es or patterns and provided no
opportunity for deviation from pre-taught
or designated answers and responses.

This

item was significant at the .001 level.
Summary
On the list of reported recorded answers to the
checklist observation·)(- there is indication that ( 1) a
cJ..ass should not be conducted entirely in English; (2) the
foreign language being studied should be used as much as

*Checklist statements corresponding to Appendix J

,.

-

--

---

--

-

----

. is feasib-le; (3) "interv-waving 11 of languages. should not be
used by trJ.e teacher or by· tlle

studE~nt;

( 4) the students

should not translate word for word but should derive

I'______
§'
F-----

r

coherent meaning; (5) a teacher should not devote an
excess5.ve amount of time to discussion of the language if
this discussion results in insufficient time for instruction;
(6) students shou.ld make reports in the language being

studied with attention bejng given to vocabulary usage at
\

the normal class level; (7) class should. not rely on an
open book for every segment of the· teacher-student exchange;
(8) pattern practice should not be by "book" ansvJers which

result in answer delay; ( 9) mistakes of the students must
be corrected a!_

~he

time they

a~~ rna~-

:i..f the student is to

benefit; (10) time \•.rasting games that do not improve
language ability should not be condoned as a regular
practice if they are a deterrant to foreign language
. instruction; (11) student interest would be increased by
the use of the foreign language being studied, indicating
that the students are allowed freedom to have an. exchange
of ideas or diBcussions on a face-to-face basis with the
teacher; (12) the classroom should reflect the culture of
the foreign language being studied, have items of interest
on display, and have color appeal which would indicate that
foreign language is other than a mundane subject matter;

(13)

student activity should be pertinent to foreign

language subject matter;

(14)

teachers assigned to foreign

I·

language i.nstruct:i.on 'should be· restricted to those capable
of such ins truct:i.on and who have foreign language ab:i.li.ty;

(15)

t:

r
~~

the teacher should move about theroom :L:n an antmated

manner to indicate language mastery and confidence as \-'Jell
as to prevent a dull presentation thereby increasing class
participation; and finally_, (16) the st·udent should not be
taught to echo but to use the language as it is being
learned.

rrhe student Should

USe

VIhat he has learned.

The above extrapolation is on only .those items which

1

were significant at the .05 level or above.

It should be

noted that there were four items listed as not significant.
These items a,re those on which both high and low retention
districts agreed: .

(1)

in neither did departure from the

text result in incorrect usage of the language; (2) neither
misused pattern practice as a translati.on exercise or a
conversation dialogue as a monologue;. ( 3) neither allowed
a· student to talk or repeat in such a manner that other
' -·---,

students could not hear; and (4) neither had teachers who
modeled correctly but did not enunciate clearly.
The summary as given above vvi th the statistical
significance recorded, plus observation and experience of
the investigator gives impetus to a suggested checklist
for classroom observation.

This suggested checklist, re-

corded as Appendix K, is not meant to imply that the
"Checklist of Wnat the Audio-Lingual Teacher Should Not Do"

developed by Mr. Mathieu, is in any way in error or that
it is not adequate for recordingpurposes.
checklist is one i<rhich could

appl~'-

The suggested

not only to the audto-

lingual teacher, but to foreign language teachers in
general.

The suggested checklist would not be possible

without use having teen made of tl!e work of Dr. Mathieu.

f:'----
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SU1v1M:ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine which
administrative policies and practices in the foreign
language program of certain unified school districts led
to a

retention of student enrollment after the second

year of study of a designated foreign language.
The need for this study is evidenced by a survey
conducted by the California State Department of Kluca tion
which reveaJ.f.;d that 70 per cent

:Jf

the students enrolled

in ninth grade foreign la.ngu&,ge classes end their enrollment in foreign

l~nguage

within two years.

Moreover,

90 per cent of the students VJho begin their study in the
ninth grade terminate foreign language enrollment before
the twelfth grade.

I

r

Review of the literature revealed that many authors
believe foreign language study is either a decoding process_,
vlherein the main purpose is to gain sufficient foreign
la.nguage knowledge to be able to satisfy a particular
purpose, such as translation, or that it is a method used
to learn a foreign language for purposes of communication
which is

~ot

limited to ·speaking, but includes the other

two requi:rements-·-ilearing 1.vith comprehension, and writing
with abLLity of expression.

The literature revealed that

cc---~

---------------
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cont:Lnuj_ty and articulation of foreign language classes are
a prime requisite to foreign language learning; and district

administration, the policies and procedures of implementation_, are the deciding factors in the outcome of foreign
language classes.
The methodology employed in this

lnvl~stlgati.on

-was

a normatlve survey by questionnaires prepared for use with

the district administrator, foreign language coord1:nator_,
and the head counselor of the district.

The sample con-

sisted of tv·re:nty-t1..vo un:Lfied school districts in geographic
locations selected to give statewide representation.

Each

district chosen met the design of unif:Le:ation, yean;; of
continuous f'o:rE::i.gn. l<:mguage offered_, m"ld required amounts
of entering

student~:

in Jche ninth grade.

E:ach questionnaire

for each of the three above mentioned adminis.trative
officials was filled out by the researcher in a face-to-face
i:nterview i.n which each participant was asked to give data
and/or opinion on j_tems relating to the district policies
and procedures for administering the foreign language
program.

In addi ti.on, the researcher spent a minimum of

one full class time in foreign language instruction in
each di.strict visited.
to elicit

~nformation

Each questionnaire was designed
unique to the position being

:Lnves tigated.
Classroom observation was recorded on an instrument

-----

suggested for such-use by the Caltforn:LaState Department
of gducation's foreign language coordinator.

1--:

,...-,-~--------·--
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Questionnaire

~====
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data received -vere prepared for computer analysis in a manner

j:

required by the director of the data processing center in
Stockton, ·California, as were the data received from class.,..
room observation.

Statistical procedures were implemented

to ascertain the degree of difference between the methods
employed by districts with a high foreign language enroll·ment retention and districts with a low foreign language
enrollment retention.

Classroom observation recorded data

were processed to indicate the degree of statistical
correlation bebreen high and low retention districts and
classroom efficiency rating data as recorded on the
instrument used at the time of observCJ..tion.
The findings of the study \'Jere presented in three
sections.

The fir·st section dealt w:lth the statistical
------

results of data received from the questionnaires used in

·~

interviews with district administrators, foreign language
coordinators, and head counselors, who, for the purpose of
this study, are classified as administrative personnel.
Analysis of data accompanies each item of each questiormai.re.
_The second section of the findings is a statistical
..i_

reporting of questions

on each questionnaire wherein the

data requested is similar in content.

The data for each

tntercorrelated question is then analyzed according to

lh7

---------

·statistical data presented in accompanyi.n.g tables.

'['he

third section of .the findings dealt with the data obtained

;-,

_ __

-

- - - - -
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from classroom observation.

The meaning o:f the items is

discussed and the statistical significance is recorded.
I.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions are arranged accord:Lng to the sequence
in which they were presented in Chapter IV.
Questionnaire items.
1.

Mandated foreign language programs are not
favored without addi ti.onal funds provided by
the State of California.

2.

Uniformity in textbooks, ma,terials, and method
of instruction is deemed necessary to maintain
I__

-- -- -------

student interest in foreign language study.

3.

Counselor advice that students need only two
years of foreign language instruction for
college preparation is a detriment to many
students, who will drop out of t.he foreign
language class even though they know a fouryear sequence of instruction is available.
would appear that this practice must be

It
==-."----e~~-~~~~~

discontinued if foreign language enrollment
retention is to be increased.

h.

The audio-lingual method of instruction is

r-;

--:--·-------

·favored by both the high and low retention
groups.

This i6structiopal method places the

emphasis upon communication rather than in
depth technical study which might be preferred
·at a later date when communication proficiency
is achieved.

5.

There is near unanj.mous agreement that inservice travel restricted to the boundaries
of the state is beneficial to teacher growth.

6.

Student placement at the level of proficiency
is advocated; however, most districts agree
that teacher recommendation is the best method.
to be used to ascertain proficiency.

7.

'l'eachers should be included in curriculum
material selections.

8.

Continuity and articulation are desired
objectives, and the audio-lingual method of
instruction will enhance the achievement of
these objectives.

g.

There is

~

shortage of native speakers of the

langua,ge being taught, although there is no
indicated shortage of foreign language teachers
available.

The majority of the districts

surveyed require a major or minor in the
language o:f instruction.

b.----
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Dist..r.Lct-level a.c1.ministrators are not vd.lling

1'·----------

to provi.de .:'tdd:i.tionEt-1 remuneration for foreign

,----

language teache:::·s.

There is .no need. :for this

ic~::::-----~-=--~~::-·
__ -::- _ _ _ _ _

'
L

_ _ ~----
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added expense if district policy on qualifiCation of teachers is achieved.
11.

Cultural aspects of the ethnic group of the
language being taught should be emphasized.
Such emphasis could increase understanding and
provide some insight j_nto the background of

'~

'

those people with whom the student may wa.nt
or need to communicate.
12 .. Bilingual paraprof'esE.donaJ.

aide::~>

would be

utilized if their use would result 1n no
additional increase i.n the budget.
Classroom observation.
l~nguage

Districts with a high fore5.gn

~---

enrollment rete:ntion conduct foreign language

instruction in a more efficient and productive manner than
those districts with a low foreign language enrollment
retention.

This observation is based on a statistical

analysis of data recorded tn the classroom, using the
instrtment selected for this study (Appendix

II.

M).

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are suggested for use
by school i)ersonnel who are or may be participating in

L
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administration of foreign language instruction programs.

. t====--=-1""' _ _ _ _ _ _

1.'he suggested recommendations are the resultB Qf conc1usions
reached by the data recel.ved from this investigation and
apply to the school districts involved.

Extrapolation may

be used for school districts which have characteristics
similar in scope to those districts selected for this study.
The recommendations are arranged by category and not
by priority of importance.
School district polj.cy.
1.

Each district board of education should have
written policies which clearly outline the
goals, objectives, and expected results to be
achieved in the foreign language program.

The

written policies will give direction to the
administrative and instructional staff in
implementing the program to accomplish the
goals and objectives.
2.

District superintendents, foreign language
coordinators and head counselors should be
unified in their apprcach to the administration
of district policy on foreign language instruction.

The lack of unanimity in administrative

direction may result in consequences similar
to those which result from lack of continuit.y
and articuJ.ation; loss of the full benefit of

~--
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foreign language experience and a weakened foreign
I

~-----=

language retention.

!

Foreign language teachers should be included in

''

!-

making policy decisions affecting foreign

!---;

r~

3.

le.nguage instruction.

---- -------

- -- - - - ---- - - - - - --

The inclusion of teachers

may insure the feasibility of classroom i.mplementation of an adopted policy and may provide
added strength to administrative requirements
and evaluative critique.
Administration.

4.

District administration should institute and be
responsible for the maintenance of foreign
la.nguage continuity and articula ti.on throughout
,_

the school district.

~---

As a result of this the

student will realize the full benefit of

I

experience and will be able to achieve greater

·- _ __

proficiency in a foreign la:nguage.

The lack of

study continuity or method and procedure
articulation will weaken student retention in
the foreign language program.

5.

The board of education, administrators, and
teachers

shou~d

confer on the adoption of a

textbook and curriculum framework, audio-visual
and other equipment and material which are
uniform throughout the district for each level

,__

----

of foreign 1.anguage instruction.

'I'he use of

r-:
~

supplemental material should be at the di.scretion
of tb.e teacher.

'I'his added material should

supplement, not supplant, the adopted material
and curriculum framework.
commonality

y['

Uniformity and

books and muterial.::; w:U.l ease

the assimilation of in-district transfers.

6.

·The distri.ct administrators sho1.1ld appoint or
employ one qualified certificated staff member
to coordinate foreign language instrttction on. a
district-wide basis.

It will be the

responsi~

bili ty cf this person to achieve lJ.niformi ty in
.Procedure and expected resv.lts tn tb.e fulfillment
of district objectives.

7-

District emplo;;rmen.t of foreign. langu.age teachers
should be based upon the results of language
proficiency exami.nations both written and oral.
The prime criterion for employment should be
ability to speak the language of instruction
with such a proficiency that would be accepted
by native speakers of that language.

A background

of foreign language courses obtained to satisfy
the requirements for a foreign language teacher
credential, v·rhile desirable, may not result in
obtaining the most qualified teaching personnel.

-

~

~---0~----~-0 ---~~-~~--~
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An efficient and proficient teacher may well be
· ~ deciding factor in maintaining

st~dent

irtterest

and resultant accomplishment.

8.

'J1he employment of :native speakers for foreign
language instruction

sho~ld

have a high priority

in teacher recruitment endeavors.

Bilingual

teachers employed as teachers of other sub,ject
matter should be encou.raged to apply for foreign
language teaching positionB.

A nati.ve speaker

may provide background in the cultural aspects
o.f the language as well as expertise in prorn.mciation.

9.

The employment )f bilingual paraprofessionals is
advocated to assist foreign language teachers in ·
the performance of instructional duties, as a
resource person to provide native cultural
information and an additional conversational
figure with whom the students may relate.

Aides

may also provide the means for individualized
instruction either as a primary so1Irce or by
relieving the teacher of ;routine

duties whereby

additional time may be spent assisting students.
Instruction.
10. The length and frequency of meetings of foreign

language classes should be uniform throughout

l•

r;_;J.I .

./ t

the district in order that advancement within
the

prc~scribed·

course. of study :i.s

c~nsistent.

rrhis may best be achieved by stated objectives
with a standard ttme schedule of achi.evement.
11. Necessary small classes should be continued i.f
at

c-~LL

pos8 i.ble.

.i:ran:sport9. t.:Lon within the

1

school district should be provided to combine
classes when lack of instruct:i.on will bring
about a break in the continuity or articulation
of the students' forei.g:n language program.
12. Teacher travel to foreign countries, especially
the country of the language be:l.ng taught, should
be encouraged and salary :increment credit allowed.
Experience received by the teacher should be
disseminated district-wide as an incentive to
participation by other-foreign language personnel.
13. Teachers should be encouraged to observe methods
of instruction in other foreign language classes,
attend workshops, foreign language conferences,
and information seminars.

The district should

proyide released time, cost remuneration and
salary increment credit for participation.
ll.J.. IJ.'eachers and· students should have latitude in

travel and time should be allowed for field trips
to available areas where the culture of the
language may be observed.

'~-------------------
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15. Literature from the country

of

the language of

-study should be available for those stt1.dents in
advanced status and as supplemental material
for regular class use.

~---= - - - - - - - - - - -

'l'he diffj_culty level

of the literature should be commensurate with
the level of proficiency of the particular class
of instruction.

16. Foreign language clubs, pairing of pen and tape
pals, and other types of

inter~cultural

should be encouraged by the teaching and
trative personnel.

activity
adminis~

'I'he interest aroused by

cultural participation may carry over to class:r·oom

for achiev·2ment and inter-cultural

d(~sire

participation.

17. The selection of a foreign language ·should be
elective or optional fc:>r the student at the ninth
grade level.

Foreign language academic back·-

ground should not be mandatory for college bound
students.

There are many students who lack

interest in the study-of foreign language and
they should not be

penal~zed

to the extent that

they will fail to achieve an academic goal.

18. Counselors sl).ould encourage students to elect
foreign language instruction for reasons other
than college entrance.

Foreign language

proficiency may provide opportunities that are

--

- -. - - -- --..

-

--~=
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germane for reasons other than advanceme.n.t to
h:l.gher education.

Tl)e cultural factor is

sufficient to warrant cont:Lnued f:;tudy throughout
high school.

19. 1'he minimum of a four-yei:n· sequential program in
one foreign langl:tage should be advoca;ted by the
counseling staff.

Counselors should be cautioned

against informing foreign language students that
a two-year foreign language course of study is
sufficient for advanced education.

rrwo years

of foreign language instruction may be a minimum
require:rr.ent for entrance to some colleges but
there is no basis :for t.he assumption that a twoyear course of foreign language study will
prepare the student to utilize his .foreign
language ability.

High-level proficiency may

~-----

well be the means of increased employability.
20. The placement of students in foreign language
levels of instruction should be by proficiency
and not by grade level.

Placement by proficiency

should affect those stude;nts matriculating from
the elementary grades

~s

well as in-district and
~

out-of-distri.ct transfers.

Method of assessment

should. be a coordinated function by administrative and instructional staff on a district-wide
basis.

'--'

--

--_-_---

_---
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Evaluation.
21. Evaluation procedures should be established in
cooperation w:Lth the instruct:Lonal staff for
assessj_ng the foreign langu.c:J,ge programs.
22. Administrators should evaluate the district-wide
programs with tl1e assistance of an instrument
that

~ncludes

reliable criteria to indicate the

degree to which the school district meets known
requirements for efficient program performance.
The instrument in Appendix L may be used as a
nucleus for developmerit of evaluative criteria.
23. Foreign language instruction should be regularly
evaluated by administrative personnel to
ascertain the degree of instructional proficiency.
An instrument for recording method of instruction,
class activity and general room appearance is
included in Appendix K.

-------------------
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APPENDIX A
Consultant Agreement i;Jith
tl1e California State Departr.nent of Education

'~
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)V.:t' n.P.Yl'EfiTT

FRANCIS Vl. tOYI.!:

.tundonl C'J l'ut•ll.ll lnd~li<>Jfl
q Pl.<~ ol Edi<.WilW~">

OP.puly Sup«rmtondenl: Chi•!.
Divl•ton of Spsdal S<:hool• and S..r·•IC""O•

Vf:FU:-ii' '!'. CAJ.VE.RT

Jl.A Y H. iOHIISON
Aeaociote Su~rmtenchml; Chier.
Divlolon of Puhhc &:hoot Admir.loll">~llon

t{ O..pul)• SuJ>Qrh>l4>nd~nl

WILSON C. RILES

f:UGtNf; GON"ZAU:S

;sla.lant

Pir~cltJr

STATE OF ClQIFQRNIA

Sur,.r1uter.d~nt

(S07 Stat<1 EUd-;.
Loa Anl)oloa 00012)

DONALD E. t:ITCH .
Actin'! Chi of,
Dlvlalon olln•lruction

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
7~1

ol Compona,11ory E:d\J-:a\Ion

CAPITOL MAll, SI.CRAMI-:NTO, CA.Ul'OfUW, 955!0:

ARCHIF; L. McPHERRAN
AcllnQ Chlol,
tlivlllion of HtQhor Educahon

l·ir. John T. Cllandlc1r
39 Gatc\ID.y Cou:..+t
Stockton 1 Cnl:i.forniu

LBar Hr. Chandler:
This letter confirms your agreement to provide professional consultant
services for the Bureau of National Defense Education Act Administration.

--

Drononts in Galj.forn1a._____._
Location:

Ho:r..·ll: out of

__ ______
,

·------·--

headquarters :.tn 22 school d.:l.str:Lda.

---·--------·-----Total Amount: _ _ _ _ _ _ Fee $__:!-one

Travel Allmvance $ J..0:penscn only
exceo,:C~.>J.o56.
In response to Federal Internal Revenue requirements we are directed to
identify and n~pbrt cert&in payments made to individuals and partnerships.
These reportable payments include fees for consultant services. Allov:ances
for travel and per diem are not reportable. In order to comply with this
requirement, please fill in your Social Security number on the attached form
and r~turn it with one copy, signed, of your letter of acceptance. No
receipts will be required.
Innnediately upon completion of your services, please sign and return the
original and two copies of the enclosed Pay1nent Voucher. After the signed
voucher is received by this office, approximately_!~ to si.x ~veeks is
required to process it and issue a warrant.
Si.ncerely,

._9-.!JiLt~.v Jlfl

~

William May, Assistant Chief
Bureau of National Defense
Education Act Administration

I hereby accept the conditions

of·this agreement.
Signed:.

JHM:pa
Enclosures
NDEAA12672000

llOt t. C
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APPENDIX B
Letter to Participating District
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'fRANCiS W. ~JOYU:

•!1\X RJ\fl"l:ttTi'
d~~n~ of Vub!ic In·.o~ruction

[J~puly Sup·):-.:::Pnd···nl; Chit:·!, ,
Divi~ion of Sp£·-~h.:! S :ho.>::.o a::c.! ~.·_.t va:c·~

·

tl•rccto:- of Educulion

:hfT\' T.

EUGENE GONZt\U:S
A:'i50Ciat(: Sup:r:n:,~nd·· nt;

G.·\tV~RT

.LIER McDf.RMON
s~is!.:ult Su;:)·.:-nrdt.•ndent
(607 SI'J~'' 8'd<J.
.
•5 Anqalcs 90012)

Chi(_• f.

Division of in:;:r·.tct,on

)o:.-.puly Sup~rintcndt:onl

. RAY H. JCHNSOc-1
Asso:iaf,:;o Supr•ri:tr~'nd,...rd; Ch1c:·!,
Division of Publ:r.; S·:ho~llv:irntr.l,:)trcz!;-:.r.

STATE OF CALIFOHNIA

DEPAHTMENT C)F EDUCATIC.)N

WILSON C. RILES

Dtreclor

721 CAPITOL MALL, SACRAMWTO, ci,UFORNiA 95814

April 2h)

or Comp-:us.::!o~;· Educcr1~n

;:=::----'"~
--

ARCHIE L. Mo.?Hf.RRfl.N
Ac!inq Ch\~?f.
Division of Hrqh·or Educalron

1968

}'last surveys conducted by the Office of Foreign Language ?rognuns,
Cali:fornia State D2p2..rtment. of' Educe.U.on, concerning foreigr, J.o.nguag.:'!
enroll'-1cnt in t~e schools of this stai.:.e have s};.o·.-rn em enrolb:ent loss
in cxee:s;> of 90~; on a r.tate··'\-ride ba;:;is behreen grades 9 and 12.
J.;r • ._lohn '1.'. ChaodJ.er is a;;sis·cing our office in the gathcr1ns of
:inforni~l t:l.on on f'c,:::eign langt.~.s.e:::e dropouts.
Ir:. or(l;:;r to fad.l:i. tate the
gatherin~ of this info:c';lation_, it >d.ll 'be ncccsse.ry for i'<r. Che.ndJ.e:r:·
to visj_ ~ J..~;.;rsonally each of th~ school systen~s cho8en for ~-.hj.s stu·:l~/.
You.r d:i.strlct has been selected because it is 0!1C of tbe d:i.::;t:dcts
that h!.!s been successful in maint.aining an O}.):?ori:t.m:i. ty for students to
partidpa te in a four-year seq_uential program 1n at least o:;~ fore:i.gn
language. Your coop;;rc.tion and assi.sto.nce in aidir.g z..:r:-. Chs.ndle:;:- in
the ·de.ta w~the:cing ·,rill be greatly appreciated.

'\-lith your p:::rmission, 1-!r. Chandler vill need inform3.t1on frcm
Admln:lstr2.tion, your Foreign I:an;-ue3;e Ccol·c.linatcr, c<.nd Supervtcor of
Cou.nselinJ. ~.w copies of this lett<2r a:>:>e b(~ins enclosed wh:l l'.!h you
may care to give to the~. Would you be villj.ns to p~rticip3te in this
study? i,:l·. Cbanclle:r· ·,rill teler•hone you during the fi. rst veel~ in .r.:2.y
i'or youc aus·.~er.
Yours

·since:c~l.y,

(7~~J-~1:/'
\

'/._"~

'.

~l,.t.•'-

~~1m

<'
,j~

.;

/.

j'' ./ / ... , , ,•.ll-:
........... ~_ ........... (_.\..

P. Dus~l
Acting Coordinator
Fore).3n L2.n~sun.g2 Proera:.rs

J!>D:ts

Enclo:>nre
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Return to:
Foreign Language Programs
State Dept. of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814

1968

STUDY OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE DROPOUTS
IN SELECTED CALIFORNIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

District Administration
1.

Does this district have a written Board of Education Policy on foreign
lang.uage.instruction?
Yes
No

---

If YES, does it encourage a four year sequential program (grades 9-12) for
all students who may benefit?
Yes
No

---

~.

Is there a district policy on foreign language qualification?

If YES, what are the qualifications?

No

Please list. (Example: Fluency, Major, etc.)

A.
B.
~.

Yes

C.
D.

Does the district policy provide for foreign language continuity and articulation
by a uniform method of instruction in all schools within the district?
Yes
No

---

If YES:

If NO: K-8

- - - - Audiolingual
·Traditional
Combination

_____Audiolingual_ _ __
Traditional
Combination

-------

----------

9-12

-------

------

Has one person been delegated the responsibility by the Superintendent for the
foreign language program at all grade levels?
Yes
No

---

If YES, please answer the following:

A.
B.

Title
Qualifications required. (Fluency, Major, Minor, etc.)
1.
3. ______________

----------------------------------------------------

-

-

c.

2.
4.
Other duties, if any. (Teaching, curriculum coordinator, etc.)
1.
Percent of time
2.
Percent of time

--------------------

-------------------------

- 1 -

-

-

-

-·

.
.
-

-

-

----------

5.

6.

Is there a district policy which allows students to elect foreign language
instruction in the ninth grade?
Yes
No

---

.~---

If YES, please indicate:

All students with a passing grade in eighth grade foreign language?
------ - - - - - O n l y students with an A or B grade?
- - - - - - O n l y those students in a college preparatory course?
- - - - - - A t the discretion of the program counselor?
Other (Explain)

------

Is there a district policy on the minimum amount of class time for those
students taking foreign language instruction?
Yes
No_ __
If

YES~

A.
B.

c.
D.

If

NO~

please indicate:
If daily, how many minutes per day?
K-8
- - - - 9-12 - - - If not daily, how many times per week? K-8
-----'- 9 - 1 2 - - - How many minutes per day?
K-8
9-12----Do they meet each semester?
Alternate semesters?
Other (Explain)

----

what are the variations?
Discretion of foreign language coordinator.
Discretion of the principal.
Other (Explain}

Is there a district policy permitting foreign language teachers to travel at
district. expense to meetings~ seminars, workshops~ etc.? Yes
No
If YES, does this include:

A.
-----------B.
C.
------. D.
-------------E.
----- F.

Who may authorize? (Title}

Inter-district
Inter-County
Inter- state
Out-of- state
Foreign countries
All of the above
- 2 -

---

8.

Do the foreign language teachers in the district meet regularly to discuss
problems of instruction?
Yes
No

---

:::::------------=---

If YES:

Do all teachers attend (when possible)?
Do all department heads attend (when possible)?
If YES, do the elementary teachers meet separately from secondary teachers?
Yes
No

---

9.

When the students enter the ninth grade, is there a district policy for their
placement into foreign language courses according to level of proficiency?
Yes
No

---

If YES, please indicate the method{s) of placement.

------ A.
B.
------ c.

-----0.

Standardized tests
Teacher recommendation
Other (Explain)

Is there a district policy on the minimum class size to continue foreign language
instruction in grades 9-12?
Yes
No_ __

If YES, what is the minimum?

Please indicate amount.

First year
------ Second
year

------ - - - - - T h i r d year

------Fourth year
Fifth year

------

- - - - - - Sixth year

l.

Will the administration provide transportation from one school to another to
combine classes if a school falls below the minimum at a particular level in
a foreign language class?
Yes
No_ __

~-

.I~o

foreign language teachers receive added remuneration?

Yes

No_ __

If YES, check basis.

g------

------ Ratio Index -----Index used

------- Flat Rate ---------Amount given

- 3 -

13.

Is there a foreign language teacher shortage in this district?

Yes

No

If YES, indicate the reason.

A.
----- - - - - B.
- - - - - C.

14.

Lack of funds
Lack of available qualified employee applicants
Other (Explain)

Is foreign l'anguage instruction a part of the duties of the teacher in the classroom in grades K-8 (where offered)?
Yes
No

---

If YES, do the teachers receive special in-service education in preparation?
Yes

---

No

---

If NO, does the district employ a traveling foreign language teacher specialist
within a school?
Yes
L5.

---

No

---

District?

Yes

---

No

---

Does the district employ pa:J:a-professionals (aides) to assist the foreign
language teachers in K-8?
Yes
No
9-12? Yes
No
If YES, please indicate the reason.
A.
----- - - - - B.
C.
---------D.

6.

To assist in instruction
Fluent in the language being taught
Used only for mec}J.anical assistance (setting up equipment, etc.)
Other (Explain)

Would the repeal of the mandated (Casey Law) foreign language requirement
affect the foreign language curriculum in grades K-8?
Yes
No

---

If YES, would it:
-----A.
B.
-----C.
D.
-----E.

---------

Eliminate foreign language?
Offer foreign language on an elective basis?
Restrict foreign language to an ability basis?
Curtail the amount of time allowed?
Other (Explain)

- 4 -

7.

Would the repeal of the mandated (Casey Law) foreign language requirement
affect the foreign language curriculum at the secondary level (9 -12)?
Yes
No

---

If YES, would it result in:

------ A.
B.
-----------C.
D.
------ E.
------

8.

More classes?
Smaller classes (per teacher}?
More languages?
More teachers?
Other (Explain}

Does the district advocate increased foreign language opportunities in the
elementary school (K-8) on an elective basis?
Yes
No

---

9.

Does the district administration endorse the provisions of the mandated foreign
language program in the elementary school?
Yes
No

---

If NO, what are the objections?

A..

Insufficient amount of qualified teachers
B. Excess financial burden
- - - - - - C . Crowded curriculum (required subjects).
D. · Unnecessary at the elementary level (K-8)
- - - - - E . Other (Explain)
--~---

-----------

).

Would the district administration advocate increased foreign language instruction
at the elementary level (K-8) if there were greater flexibility in choice of subject
matter allowed at the district level? Yes
No

---

If YES, what subject(s} would be deleted, or restricted, to permit increased
foreign language instruction?

A.
B.

c.

----------------------

-5-

D.

1.

Would the district advocate enhancement of the foreign language program
under the present mandated law if financial aid were furnished by the State?
Yes
No

---

If YES, what change(s) would be implemented?

A.
-------------B.

_____

------C.
.....,.._

D.
E.
- - - - - - F.

------

~2.

Please indicate.

Additional teachers
Added class time (minutes per day)
Added days per year
Additional classes (grades not now included)
Additional realia (supplementary materials, audio-visual aids, etc.)
Other (Explain)

Would the district advocate, and put into effect, greater foreign language
opportunities at the secondary level (9-12) if additional financial aid were
available?
Yes
No

---

If YES, would the change be implemented by:

-----A.

-----B.
- - - - - C.
D.
-----E.
F.

-----

----- - - - - G.

Gre~ter

flexibility as to those allowed in foreign language study?
Increase in teacher pay?
Employment of more teachers?
Smaller classes?·
Increased supervision?
Increased articulation between elementary (K-8) and secondary (9-12)? _--_ _ _ __
Oth~r (Explain)

:3. · What is the estimated cost per A. D. A. for foreign language instruction
(including administration) in the district? K-8
9-12

-----

Would the above A. D. A. funds be sufficient to implement an improved foreign
language program? Yes
No _ __
If YES, would the district advocate increased opportunities in foreign language
i_f the amount were provided?
Yes
No_ __
If NO, on the cost being sufficient, what amount would you recommend per
A.D.A. to continue or increase the benefits of foreign language?
K-8
9-12

-------

-6-

~5.

If YES, what language would be advocated? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Indicate the reason(s):

------ A.
B.
-----------C.
D.
------ E.

------

-----F.

Availability of teachers?
Ethnic environment?
Greater possibility of actual use?
Increased articulation from elementary to secondary?
Increased possibility of foreign language instruction
continuity and ·proficiency?
Other (Explain)

If NO, .how many languages does the administration advocate to constitute a
desirable foreign language program? Please list in order of preference.

A. ___________________________

D. ____________________________

B.
c.
________________
---------------------_

F.

E.

-----------------------------------------

What is the district philosophy for the instruction of foreign language in
the secondary schools (9 -12 )?
Check any that apply:

------ A.
B.
------ c.

------

- - - - - - - D.
E.
------ - - - - - - F.
-...,.------ G.

Preparation for college entrance?
Preparation for college study?
Improvement of human relations among the various ethnic
groups in the community?
Improvement of human relations among the various ethnic
groups in the world?
Improvement of world understanding?
Raising the cultural level?
Other (Explain)

Return to:
Foreign Language Programs
State Dept. of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814
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APPENDIX E
Af'firmatJve Responses to Questionnaire by
District Administrators of High and Lew
Retention Districts
!I

---------

L

k--------

,,

---------

AFFIRMATIVE RESPONSES 'l'O QUES~:IONNAIRE
BY DIS'l,HICT ADMINIS1:I~ATORS OF HIGH AND LOH
RETENTION DISTRICTS
-· :::=::::=::::::::;;;.:;::::::;===:

,~---

-

-·-~-------

Item
-------------·
1. Board policy on FL instruction
(a) four-year .sequential program
2.

r~r~nH~~~~lifica tion
c~ minor
d) other

3. Continuity and articulation
a) audiolingual
b) traditional

!

c) combination
~1 audiolLngual, K-8
2
audiolingual, 9--12
traditional, K-8
it
traditional_. 9-12
~; \ combination~ K-8
J combination, 9-·12

~3

~6

4. Supervisory practices

(a) qualification, fluency
(b) qualification, major

!:;:
__,.
Student selection of FL

(a) all students passing 8th
grade FL
only students with A or B
only students in college
preparatory
(d) at discretion of counselor

~~ ~

6. Instructional time
minutes, K-8

~~j

minutes, 9-12

High
Retention
·-·...
~------

51-~.5%

Low
Retention
--

71.4

50.0%
80.0

81.8
54.5
54.5
27.3
18.2

80.0
20.0
60.0
40.0
30.0

80.0
70.0
0.0
10.0
20.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.0
30.0

70.0
60.0
0.0
0.0
30.0
10.0
0.0
0.0
30.0
30.0

45.4
l~5 · 5
36.3

30.0
20.0
30.0

100.0

100.0

5 1~·. 5

54.5

50.0
10.0

0.0
90.9

10.0
80.0

100.0
37.4
51.2

90.0
37.-5
51.4

100.0
81.8
81.8
72.7
9.1
18.2
18.2

90.0
90.0
90.0
60.0
40.0
0.0
0.0

7. Teacher in-service travel
provisions
(a· inter-district
b
inter-county
c inter--state
d out-of-state
e foreign countries
f
all

177

-----·--......---·-·
·-----rc:~w ·--Retention Retention·

~
-----

r:u;:;.h

Item

8. Teacher in-service provisions

al

!
b
c

all teachers ~ttend all department heads attend
elementary teachers meet
separately from secondary

0

90.9%
81.8
100.0

80.0

63.6

9.1

5'-~.5

100.0
20.0
80.0

10. Class size

36.l.J.

30.0

11. Administrative.effort to continue
classes below minimum enrollment

55.6

50.0

12. Teacher salary provisions

0.0

10.0

13. Shortage of teachers
(a) lack of ftmds
(b) lacl\:. of qualified applicants

9.1
0.0
9.1

20.0
0.0
20.0

60.0

77.8

87.5
100 .o.
83.3

100.0
100.0
100.0

54.5
54.5
54.5

33.3
40.0
20.0

·ca~

standardized tests
(b, teB,cher recomm.endation

==-R
--- ------- -- -

90.0%
90.0
90.0

81.£3

9. Student placement

" ----------~----~-

ll.J.. F'oreign .language a.s added duties

for K-8 teacher·s
(a) special in-service education
preparation
(b) yes, within school
(c) yes, within district

i

I·

15. Use of paraprofessional

personnel in K-8
a) use of aides in 9-12
b) to assist in instruction
c) fluent in language being
taught
(d) used only for mechanical
assistance

9.1

0.0

5l~. 5

50.0

16. Effect of the Casey Law
al eliminate FL
b offer FL on elective basis
c restrict language to ability
d curtail amount of time

66.7
0.0
45.5
0.0
9.1

100.0
10.0
60.0
10.0
40.0

!

l

-

'

-=-~-1
-~-~

--~-~

~-~~

--~----

178
--~-------

.al.
!

Item

1'(. Effect of Casey Law, grades 9-12

b
c
d

more classes
smaller classes
more languages
more teachers

18. Opportunity for selecting FL at
K--8 level

High
Retention

Low
Retention

54.5%
36.4
0.0
0.0

11.1%
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

9,1

R--,~

-

-------

'
'

30.0

50.0

36.4

44.4

30.0

85.7

70.0
60.0
10.0
60.0
0.0

80.0
80.0
30.0
0.0
70.0
0.0

90.9

100.0

27.3
0.0
27.3
36.4
36.4
18.2

30.0
10.0
40.0
80.0
30.0
20.0

0.0

10.0

90.0
90.0
100.0

80.0
80.0
70.0

19. Endorsement of mandated FL program

at K-8 level

20.

Increa~ling

K-8 level

FL program at the

· 21. Enhancing mandated program if

financial aid were available
a.) addit~ona.l teachers
b) a.~ded class time
c~ aaded days per year
fct~ additional classes
(e) additional realia

I

:;:~o

.o

22. Extending FLat secondary level

with additional financial aid
(a) greater flexibility in students
enrolling in classes
b increase in teacher pay
c . employment of more teachers
d smaller classes
e increased supervision
f increased articulation
23. Cost for FL instruction
24. Restricting m:unber of languages

offered
(a) Desirable program order of
preference
ll' Spanish
2 French.
3 German

!

~=--

--- --

__, __ -----=-"="

-

--

-- --- -

179
---------==============================~=;:::== -------·--H:Lgh ·
Item
Retention Retention

--···-r.:o-w·----

--

-------------------------

25. District philosophy for FL
instruction ( 9-12) ·
(a) preparation for college
entrance
(b) preparation for college
study
(c) improvement of human relations
in community
(d) improve human relations
around the world
improve world understa,nding
raise the cultural level

---------------------

'--"

90.9%

70.0%

72.7.

70.0

63.6

70.0

72.7
63.6
100.0

90.0
70.0
70.0
f= --

~------

----

---.-------- --------

':

=====-===========================
,..--

--

-

--

---
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APPENDIX F
For·eign Language Coordinator Questj_onnaire

c- - - - -

:-:====
~-

=------

r1ay

·, 1968

Return to:
. Foreign Language Programs
State Dept. of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814
STUDY OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE DROPOUTS
IN SELECTED CALIFORNIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Foreign Language Coordinator
What is your title?
Do you have other duties in addition to coordinating foreign language instruction?
Yes.
No

---

If YES, please indicate:
Foreign language teacher? Percent of time:?
--- A.
B. Other instruction (class time) duties? Percent of time?
--- - - C . Other supervision duties? Percent of time?
___ D. Other? (Explain.)

What method of instruction is used in the foreign language program?
indicate.
K-8
9-12
___ Audiolingual
Traditional
(Grammar -Translation)
Combination
(Both A and B)
.

-----

Please

j

-----

Is there an automatic placement to the second year in the high school program.
after two or more years of elementary school foreign language instruction?
Yes
No

---

If NO, do you coordinate for proper placement into secondaryl'evel by:

--- A.
B.
--- c.

--~-D.

Standardized test?
District-made test?
Teacher recommendation?.
Other? (Explain.)

- 1 -

..

·---

--·

-~-

---

If there is a different method of foreign language instruction used in elementary
and secondary schools, are all ninth grade students assigned to the same year of
foreign language instruction?
Yes
No_ __

Are incoming (out-of-district) transfers processed the same as students concerned
in question number 5?
Yes
No _ __
·-----------

If students are not processed in a like manner, what method is used?

Explain.

Is the foreign language program coordinated within the district so that an interdfstrict transfer is automatically placed at the same level with little or no
loss?
Yes
No_ __
·'

Do you have enough qualified foreign language teachers to meet the demand of
enrollment in the elementary schools?
Yes
No _ __
If NO, what procedure is used to limit the enrollment at the various levels of
secondary foreign language instruction? Please indicate.
Letter grades (A, B, C, etc.)
minimum.
- - - A.
B. Achievement test. Standardized
District-made
- - - c. Teacher recommendation.
--- - - D. Track (college preparatory) .
.,---E. Other. (Explain. )

---

What are the qualifications required by your office for a foreign l_anguage teacher
in the elementary program (K-8)? Please indicate.
A. Major in foreign language.
- - - B. Minor in foreign language.
- - - C . Native speaker.
- - - D. Fluency.
- - E . Other. (Explain.)

---

Qualifications required for foreign language teachers at the secondary level (9-12)?
A. Major in foreign language.
B. Minor in foreign language.
- - - C . Native speaker.
D. Fluency.
- - E . Other. (Explain.)

--------

- 2 -

I,

Does your foreign language program move sequentially through elementary and
into secondary with the same type of material for each foreign language offered
(same book series, language lab, etc.)?
Yes
No _ __

~--

~

If YES, are the teachers included in the selection?

Yes

---

No

---

If NO, please indicate method of selection:
___ A. By your office?
___ B. By the district administration?
___ C. By out-of-district personnel (county)?
___ D. By individual schools?
___ E. By teachers?
___ F. Other? (Explain.)

What is the maximum and minimum class size for foreign language instr1,1ction?
K-8:
9-12:
Maximum number.
Maximum number.
Minimum number.
Minimum number.
Other? (Explain. )

-----

---

When, and if, a foreign language falls below a minimum does your office:
___ A. Arrange to transport students to another school to combine classes?
Continue below minimum to insure that the students acquire the
- - - B. necessary
instruction?
___ C. Drop the class?
___ D. Other? (Explain.)

- 3 -

,_ _ _ __

__ - - - -

'•

Do all elementary (K-8) schools in the district allot the same amount of time
to foreign language instruction?
Yes
No

---

If YES, what is the schedule? Please indicate.
A. Minutes each day.
- - - B . Minutes per week.
___ C. Alternated with another subject(s):
- - - 1.. Weekly.
- - - 2 . Monthly.
3. Semester.

---

---

If NO, which office regulates the time schedule? Please indicate.
- - - A. District office.
- - - B . Your office (Foreign Language Coordinator).
___ C. School principal.
D. Teacher.
- - - E . Other. (Explain.)

---

Does your office arrange for district-wide in-service education, coordination,
and articulation for foreign language teache'rs?
Yes
No

---

If YES, pleas·e indicate:
___ A. Regular schedule of foreign language teacher meetings (other
than social)?
___ B. Workshops on a district-wide basis?
C. Expert consultants?
D. Special college -credit classes?
- - - E . Other? (Explain. )

-----

Does your office or the district make arrangements for foreign language teachers
to observe other teachers and methods of instruction?
Yes
No
Permitted at district expense?
Yes
No_ __

---

If YES, please indicate:
Inter -school.
- - - A.
B. Inter -county.
- - - C . Intra-county.
D. Inter -state.
- - - E. Out-of -state.
- - F . Other. (Explain.)

---

---

- 4 -

>.

When teachers attend workshops or classes for professional improvement are
they assisted by financial aid from the district?
Yes
No

---

~---~-

Are the foreigt1 language teachers encouraged to attend professional improvement
institutes (N.D. E. A., etc.)?
Yes
No

---

If YES, do they receive advancement on the salary schedule for professional
improvement?
Yes
No

---

How many foreign language teachers do you have in the district?
Full-time:
(Part-time:
Percent)
Elementary
Secondary

-----

How many foreign language teachers in the district are native speakers of the
language they teach (ethnic background, lived in foreign country, etc.)'? Indicate.
___ Elementary system (K-8).
_ _ _ Secondary system (9-12).
Does the district employ para-professional (aides) to assist the foreign language
teachers?
Yes
No

---

If YES, indicate those which apply:
A. Native speakers assisting with instruction.
B. Native speakers who do not assist with instruction.
- - - C . Used only on a non-teaching basis (setting up equipment, etc.).
D. Other. (Explain.)

-------

If you were able to employ para-professionals, would you do so?
Yes
No

---

If NO, indicate those which apply:
A. It is not desirable.
B. It would increase supervision time.
- - - c.
It would reduce money available for other needs.
--- - - D. Other. (Explain. )

---

Would you use para-professionals if by doing so it would not cause the district,
or your department, to lose needed budget allowance?
Yes
No _ __

- 5 -

-

-----

---

Are the cultural aspects (customs, habitation, etc.) of the language part of the
regular instruction?
Yes
No

---

--------------

If YES, please indicate method.

- - - A.
B.

-----C.
___ D.
___ E.
___ F.

'•

Special films,_
Display of realia (articles.of dress, etc,).
Supplementary reading material.
Visits to ethnic surroundings (trips to Mexico, ethnic restaurants).
Role playing.
Other. (Explain. )

Do the foreign language classes communicate by !!Pen Pal 11 or
foreign countries?
Yes
No_ __

11

Tape Pal 11 with

If YES, at what level?
___ A. Elementary (K-8).
___ B. Secondary (9-12).
C. Both A and B.

---

:,

Are there foreign language clubs in:
Each elementary (K-8) school?
- - - A.
B. Eac::h secondary (9 -12) school?
- - - c. Some elementary schools.
Amount?
- - - D. Some secondary schools.
Amount?
~--

'·

Are the foreign language classes encouraged to participate in extra-curricular
activities (school fairs, assemblies, parades, etc,)?
Yes
No

---------

'•

In general, in California why do most students fail to continue foreign language
in the second year of instruction at the secondary level? Please indicate by
rank order of preference, (1. for main reason, 2. next most important, etc.).
A. Too difficult,
B. Different method of instruction.
c.
type of material or lack of material (aud:io-visual, books}.
- - - D. Different
Lack of scheduled time.
- - - E. Advice
from counselors.
- - - F. Preference
for another elective.
- - - G. Not needed for
scheduled se,cond,ary program.
--- - - H . Other. (Explain,)

-----

- - - - -

.
-

-

--

~

-

-- - - - -

- 6 -

Return to:
Foreign Language Programs
State Dept. of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814
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AFFIRMA'l'IVE RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE
BY FOREIGN LANGUAGE COORDINATORS OJ?
HIGH AND LOW RE'l'EN'riON DISTRIC'l S

L~--------

1

,...__,

~---

--

--

==:::=::::=.::::===:::::.::=::::::::::=·· - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - ---------1H.gh ----- LOI~J--Retention Retention

Item
1. Title

2. Additional duties
al foreig:n langua.ge teacher
b
other instruction duties
c other supervision duti.es

l

3. Method of instruction
(a) audiolingual, K-8
b) audiolingual, 9-12

c
d
e
,f

traditional, K-8
traditional, 9-12
combination, K-8
combination, 9.,..12

4. Student placement procedures
(a) teacher rec ommenda:t ion

(b) standardized ·Lests

5. Different instructional methods
used in K-8

6. Incoming transfer process
(a) counselor
(b) teacher
'"(. Program coordination within
district

8. Shortage of FL teachers
(a) method to limit
(1) letter grades
(2) teacher recommendation
li'L teachers, K-8
major in foreign languages
minor in foreign language
native speaker
flue.ncy

L
oO.O%
I

rro. 09b

.o

30.0
0.0
40.0

80.0
70"0
0.0
0.0
20.0
20.0

80.0
80.0
0.0
0.0
10.0
10.0

66.7
~-33 • :J
0.0

30.0
70.0
30.0

25.0

57.1

70.0
20.0
10.0

rr .8

100.0

90.0

60.0

20.0

20.0
30.0

70.0
70.0

30.0
10.0
20.0
20.0

10.0
40.0
0.0
30.0

.30 .0
0.0
1.~o

10.0
10.0

9. Qualifications of

!

a~

blc
d

...

------~~- ------~----··--~·----

-.

-

_ _ __

------·------------...L--------------·-~-------------·- Hlgh_____Lov/ ____

~------·----·

Item

--------------10. Program continuity
(a) teacher selection of materials
(b) teacher not included
(l) by your office
(2) by district administrator
11. Class size
{a) maximum number, K-8
b) minimum number, K-8
S) m~x~mum number, 9--12.
1a) m1n1mum number, 9-12
c:.
l ')

0

Retention

Retention

80.0
90.9

50.0

0.0
0.0

10.0
20.0

~.o

.o

31.8

34.5

rr.o

22.3
32 .lt
17.8

Procedures, below minimum enrollment
(a) arrange transportation to
other school
30.0
70.0
'bl continue the class
0.0
c drop- the class
d combine classes
50.0

10.0
30.0
30.0
60.0

16. :_)
30.9

l

13. Instructional time allotment, K-8
(a) minutes each day
· · (1~ scho61 principal
(2; district office
14. Teacher in-service prov1s1ons
(a) regular schedule of teacher
meetings
bl workshops on district basis
0
expert consultant
d special college credit classes

!

15. District arrangement for in-service

a
b
c
d
e

~f

district expense
inter-school
inter-county
intra-county
inter-state
out-of-state

i

80.0
30.8
10.0
10.0

60.0
30.6
20.0
10.0

100.0

90.0

100.0
90.0
90.0
20.0

70.0
80.0
70.0
40.0

10.0
0.0

80.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
50.0
20.0
0.0

60.0

37-5

90.0
100.0

100.0
90.0

90.0
80.0
80.0
50.0
}_~0

.o

16. Financial aid for teacher

improvement
17. Teacher professional l.mprovement

(a) advancement on salary schedule

-------,--: - _
_ __

I ----------

c

b_______
,.
i
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Item

--M-----..------~·---------·---:

Low
High
Rr.;tention
Retention
--------f:

18. Full time FL teachers
(a) elementary, K-8
(b) secondary, 9-12
Part time FL tea~hers
(a) elementary, K-8
(b) secondary, 9-12

l~J+. 6
l~ 3 .1

83.0
42.7

4.0
15.0

s.o

19. Number ·of native speakers
(a) elementary, K-B
(b) secondary, 9-12

17.4
23.2

23.7
30.5

20. Employment of parap:cofessionals

30.0

lJ.O. 0

0.0

0.0

(a) native speakers assist~ng
with instruction
(b) ~at~ve spea~ers not assisting
ln lnstructlon
(c) used-only on non-teaching basis
21. Desire employment of
paraprof e s s ir.:)nal s

(a) not desirable
(b) increase supervision
(c) reduce money

f--:;

-

-

-

4.0

~-------

0.0
30.0

20.0
30.0

'70 .0

10.0
0.0
20.0

80.0
0.0
20.0
20.0

90.0

90.0

100.0
100.0
90.9
90.9
81.8
72.7

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0

70.0
10.0
30.0
40.0

40.0
20.0
30.0
0.0

10.0
30.0
20.0
70.0

30.0
70.0
20.0
30.0

(d) 11.se of pevraprofessj_o:nals

without losing budget allowance
22 .. Inclusion of cultural aspects

al special films
b display of realia
c supplementary reading material
d~ visits to ethnic surroundings
e) role playing
23. Student correspondence with

foreign countries
a) elementary
b) secondary
c) both

!

24. Foreign language clubs

l

al
b
c
d

each
each
some
some

elementary school
secondary school
elementary schools
secondary schools

,.

----
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-
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----------"""'-~·---""

Item

'

..

··=======

---·--·---------nigh
··r,a:w-----

-------~---

__________. _____________________________
_
Retention Retention

25. Extra-curricular activity
encouragement

88.9

~-------

-

~

- - ------ - - -

- - ----

8'7. 5

26. Failure of students to continue

la:nguage after sE7cond year
'70.0
~a~ too difficult
\lc1 different method of D1struction 10.0
0.0
(
different type of material
30.0
Lack of scheduled time
100.0
advice from counselors
f
preference for another elective 4-5.5
!e
g not needed for scheduled
secondary program
45.5

dl

eo.o
40.0
10.0
10.0

4-0.0
80.0

60.0
---------

-------

APPENDIX H
Head Counselor Q,ue.stionnaire

~------

tiay

Return to:
Foreign Language Programs
State Dept. of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814

, 1968

r-:-------.---.--

STUDY OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE DROPOUTS
IN SELECTED CAL!FORNIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Head Counselor
Do the counselors assist eighth grade students in course selection prior to
entrance into the ninth grade?
Yes
No

---

Are all eighth grade 'students allowed to select a foreign language at the
ninth grade level?
Yes
No_ __

If YES, are they encouraged to continue with the language studied at the
elementary level?
Yes
No _ __
If NO, what are the restrictions that your district places upon continuing
foreign language instruction? Please indicate.
Achievement level(by letter grade)
- - - -Minimum
Teacher recommendation
Minimum I. Q.
Ability level {standardized test)
D. Track selection (college preparation, etc.)
- - - - - E . · Parent objection
_ _ _ _ _ F. Other {explain)

- - - - - A.
B.
---------C.

----

-----

- - - -- __
_ __

Do the counselors administer foreign language proficiency tests in order to
facilitate proper placement level at the secondary {9-12) school?
Yes
No

---

If NO, please indicate method.
_ _ _ _ _ A.

Automatic placement at second year in high school foreign language
class (after two or more years of foreign language instruction at
the elementary level).
B. Teacher recommendation.
- - - - - C . Level of foreign language attainment while in elementary school?
How ascertained? Please indicate.
1. By years of study
_ _ _ _ _2. Other (Explain)

-----

-----

- 1 -

Do the counselors inform the ninth grade entrants that only two years of
foreign language at the secondary (9-12) level is required for college preparatory?
Yes
No

---

---------

In general, how many years of foreign language instruction does the high
school counselor advise an entering student to take? Please indicate.
______ A.
B.

------ c.
------ - - - - D.

~.

Minimum of two years
Three years
Four years·
Other {Explain)

Is an explanation to butline benefits of continuing a four year course of foreign
language given to the incoming student?
Yes
No

---

When working with the ninth graders for a tenth year program, do the counselors
request a reason for the student's dropping of a foreign language?
Yes
No

---

If YES, is the reason recorded?

Yes

---

No

---

If recorded, indicate reason{s) most frequently given

------ A.
B.
------

------C.
D.
------E.
-----F.

------

•

Too difficult
Different method of instruction
Different materials (audio-visual, books, etc.)
Did not like the teacher
Not interesting
Other {Explain)

Are the counselors notified of the number of students to be allowed in foreign
language study?
Yes
No _ __

If YES, is it for each level of instruction?
Yes
If YES, who makes the determination? Please indicate.
------A.
B.

------ c.
------ - - - - - D.

Your office {Head Counselor)
District Administration
Curriculum Coordinator
Other (Explain)

- 2-

No

---

--------

Does the counseling staff assist in foreign language grouping of elementary
students by ability?
Yes
No_ __
If YES, do the several classes of foreign language taught by different teachers
generally keep together in the amount of work they cover? Yes
No_ __
Does the district use ability grouping for foreign language instruction in the
secondary schools?
Yes
No

---

If YES, please indicate. method.

------A.
B.
------C.
-----D.

------

l.

What are the indicated criteria used by teachers for referring students to the
counselors to change a student from a foreign language course to another subject?
Please indicate.

------ A.
B.
--------_,..__
c.

____

-----D.

~.

By standardized foreign language proficiency tests
By district-made tests
By teacher recommendation
Oth~r (Explain)

Lack of foreign language ability
Low grade point (C, D, F, )
Student decision
Other (Explain)

From the counseling viewpoint, what is the reason for high attrition in the
foreign language program at the secondary (9 -12) level? Please indicate.
A.
------ - - - - - B.
C.
------ - - - - D.

-----E.

Different method of instruction.
College preparatory students know that only two years of
foreign language are required.
The advanced classes are too difficult.
The non-college preparatory students are discouraged
from continuing.
Other (Explain)

-··----

~~-~~~~~~

!1

- 3 -

~.

In your experience, what do you believe identifies the student who continues
foreign language study for the entire secondary (9-12) school period (4 years)?
Please indicate.
-----A.
- - - - - - B.
- - - - - - C.
D.

------

- - - - - E.

They have high foreign language ability
They are college preparatory
They have been encouraged to continue
They had competent command of the foreign language prior
to entry into the secondary (9 -12) program
Other (E;xplain)

~

Return to:
Foreign Language Programs
State Dept. of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814

- 4 -
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APPEND IX I
J\ffj_rmati.ve Responses to Questionnaire
by Hc:&d Counselors of H:Lgh and Lov·J

Hotentio:n Districts

~--·-·-·

----

~

--

---

--

- - - - -

AF'FIRMATIVE RESPONSES 'TO QUESTIONNAIRE
BY HEAD COUNSELORS OF HIGH AND LOvJ
RETENTION DISTRICTS

~·- _ _ __

High
Retention

Item
1. Assistance in eourse selection

Low-Retention

100.0

100.0

60.0

55.6

40.0

30.0

70.0
80.0
60.0
30.0
10.0

30.0
50.0
20.0
10.0
30.0

0.0

10.0

100.0

100.0

40.0
30.0
60.0

50.0
10.0
40.0

2. Policies for student selection

of FL
(a) encouragement to continue
language
(b) restrictions
1 achievement
2 teacher recommendation
3 parent objection
4 ability
5 teacher selection

3. Student placement procedures

h. Information provided students

by

counselor

5. Counselor advisement for FL study

~

aj\ minimum of hro years
b
three years
.

c

four years

6. Explanation of four-year
benefits given

7. Procedures for dropping FL course
ac) reason recorded

lb

de
lf

too difficult
different method of instruction
different materials
did not like teacher
not in.teresting

8. Nwaber of students allowed

fa) for each level of instruction
~b) head counselor makes
determination
(c) district administration makes
determination
(d) curriculum coordinator makes
determination

~=·~--::-::::-·-

L
60.0

81.8
80.0

80.0
37.5
20.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.0

20.0
0.0
0.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
100.0

20.0
100.0

0.0

0.0

10.0

10.0

0.0

0.0

~·2

.9

---.---------

,.
~--

---------
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------·-----------------·
---·-------·--------------------------·-··----High
- - - Low___
____._It_e_m__________________________Re ~--,e_n_t_t._o£~ __
He_t_J~_D_.tj.:oQ._
9. Counselor groupi.ng by ability

(a) several classes taught b~
different teachers cover same
amount of vwrk

10. Grouping for instruction

(a) by standardized FTJ
proficiency tests
(b) by district-made tests
(c) by teacher :recommendat:i..on

88.9

40.0

62.5

100.0

60.0

60.0

20.0
0.0

30.0
0.0
40.0

'70 .0

90.0
80,0

ho.o

11. Teacher referral criteria for

student drop
(a) lack of foreign language
ability
(b) lm"r grade point
(c) student decision

90.0
'70.0

Lw .o

12. Reason for high attrition rate at

secondary 1evel
~.
different method of instrt~c tion
lb
know o:n ly tv.ro years needed
1
rl
rl c.Lasses
.,
'
d. . l. ff"
>c
Eh,vance~,
-coo
_ l.CU ] .1~'
\d) non-college studen.ts
discouraged

al

50.0

30.0
50.0
80.0

50.0

30.0

50.0
7'0.0

13. Characteristics of students

continuing four years
a~ have foreign language ability
bJ college preparatory
c) have been encouraged to
continue
(d.) had competent command of
language prior to program

!

:...,_-·------~----

---

90.0
80.0

60.0
50.0

100.0

70.0

50.0

20.0

- ------

-----

-===-,.

----------

"~

---------------

,_

~~

;--;

,_

- - - - -

-------

APPENDIX J
Chec k.l:Ls t of
What the Audio-Lingual Teacher Should Not Do
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CHECKJ~IS'l' OF
\'11-IAT THE AUDIO-LINGUAL 'I'EACHER SHOULD NO'l' DO

.. y

1.

Class conducted almost entirely in English

2.

Class conducted in FL except for "real
conununication" situations such as nwho has a
question?" - nTurn to next page" - and
assignment of home work . . . . . . .

N
~

3.

y

N

. Y

~~

. y

N

y

N

IntervTeaving--i. e., half' FL and half English in
same utterance_, e.g._, "Por favor_, turn to next
page . n . • . • • • .

•

•

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

.

"

l.+.

Students allowed to use English and/or to
. . . .. . .
interweave . . .

5.

Straight translation exercise FL to English

6.

More time spent in talking about language than
talking language
. . . . : .
. . . Y N

7.

Ora.l report by student in

8.

Most of class conducted with books open

g.

Pattern practice conducted exclusively with
books open . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10.

~'nglish

y

N

y

N

. . Y N

Departure from text resulting in incorrect
la·.ng-uage .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Y

N

11.

Student mistakes allowed to go incorrected .

Y N

12.

Mi.suse of exercise_, such as pattern practice
used for translation_, or conversation as
monologue . . . . . . .
. . . . .

Y N

Impossibility for student to hear what was said
by anothe_r student . . . . . . . . . .

y

13.

N

14.

"Games!! that waste time which could be spent
more effectively i~1 langua[';e practice . . . . . Y N

15.

Class turned into 11 deaf and dumb" silent study
period without student-teacher exchange
.. Y N

16.

Lab practice conducted with books open .

. y

N

--

-------------
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1?.

I,ab practice with materials not previously
presented -to class . . . . . . .
. ..

y

N

18.

Room does not reflect culture of FL

y

N

. y

N

.. y

N

. y

N

.. y

N

. . . . . . . . . Y

N

Language modeled correctly but with unclear
enunciation
. . .
. . . ...... Y

N

19.
20.

21.

Student allowed to engage in non-pertinent
_ac ti.v:i ty . . . . . . . . . . .

.

Administration of test which does not
reinforce specific skills taught . . .
Students not given enough time to perform in
taped drill practice . . . . . . . . . .

22.

Language modeled incorrectly by teacher

23.

I1anguage modeled correctly but with inaudible
voice

24.

. . . . . . . . . .

.

25.

Teacher did not move about room now and then . . Y N

26.

Speaking witb. students ·while they speak.

Y

N

2'7.

'Teacher speaks with students who echo or
.... y
respond

N

.

Dr. Gustave Mathieu
(from the Vermont FL Bulletin)

-

-

-

--------

APPENDIX K
Chandler's Checl<::list of
Foreign I,anguage Instruction Observation

"- - - - - - - - - -

.--;
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CHANDLER 1 S CHECKLIS'l' OF
FOREIGN LANGUAGE INSTR.UCTION OBSERVATION
CLASSROOM METHODOLOGY
1.

Classroom reflects FL culture(s)

+

2.

Seat~ng arrangement rigid (non-flexible for
change to semi-circle or small group> etc.)

+

Entering students mannc:;r animated (contrasted
to a subdued ma.nner).

+

Teacher attitude relaxed (friendly in manner,
not stilted, cheerful, etc.)

+

5,

r:L'eacher bili.ngual (nat:Lve speaker).

+

6.

Teacher native of culture of instruction
(where language of instruction is mother tongue).

+

7.

'l'eacher 1 s use of Engl:i.sh good (Is English usage
difficult to understand?)

+

8.

Teacher enunciates clearly (Eng:Lish or FL).

+

9.

'Iieacber
etc.)

3.

4.

10.

11.
12.

13.

be~ins
·~

class in FIJ

f\

o·r,::.etinas
~
· o
·' questions,

o-

+

Time allowed for rapport (contrasted to down
to business attitude) .

+

Teacher well organized (not necessarily
structured but plan of achievement) .

+

Class conducted in FL (according to degree
of' expeeted sophistication).

+

Diversified presentation (Pattern practice,
audio-visual, laboratory, culture, etc.)

+

14. Voluntary· student participation.

+

15.

FL usage by students corrected when appropriate.

16.

Student FL usage appropriate to year of instruction.+ -

17.

Class time devoted to FL instruction and related
cultural activities (plus marked if other
activities discu0r:.ed tn FL of instruction).

+

+

205

+

18.

Class time sufficient (30 minut88 or more).

19.

~reacher-student

20.

Class conducted audio-lingual (compared to
"traditional" method of readh1g translation).

+

Paraprofessionals used (native speakers used
in K-8).

+

l.

FL teacher by choice.

+

2.

Other duties in addition (subject matter
other than FL).

+

3.

Foreign language club(s) on campus (active).

+

4.

Teacher allows time for in-service activity
(self-improvement, new materials).

+

5.

Field trips authorized.

+

6.

Entrance to FL classes restricted by grade
or num.ber.

+

Supervision and administrative assistance
adequate.

+

8.

Materials of instruction adequate or available.

+

9.

'l'eacher wants to continue in FL.

+

Teacher satisfied with present method of
instruction.

+

21.

dialogue.

+

,,----

c:::-~-----

7.

10.

QUESTIONS FOR OBSERVER
1.

Is teacher competent?

+

2.

Is class well handled?

+

3.

Does teacher have class control?

+

4. Would .you recommend teacher?

+

,.

APPENDIX L
Criteria Sheet for Evaluation of Administrative
Policy Rc;lated to Foreign Language Instruction

.~--

CRITERIA SHEET FOR EVALUATION OF ADMINISTRA1'IVE
POLICY RELATED TO FOREIGN LANGUAGE Il\TSTRUC'I'ION

District

C~ounty

Date

School ---------------------

------------------------------- Evalllator
Ratin~
'
0

Nu...raber
1

2

-~ever

Question

!Almost
!never

- Indicate Degree
Some- jAlmost
Alvmys
times
ahrays
~

I

Is there a minimum class size
for FL instruction within the
district?

I

Is transportation provided to
another school if FL class
retention falls below minimu...rn
for efficient operation?

I

l
I

I

I
I

3

Are sufficient teachers available to insure qualified FL
instruction?

4

Are FL teachers required to
teach other than foreign
language?

I

I
I

----,--

I

I

l

: i.l.,

I

l

I

I

Does the district provide
paraprofessionals as aides to
FL teachers at the elementary
level?

I

I

t

5

I

r\.)

0

---1

Questi.on

Nu.Inber

6

Are FL classee elective at the
ninth grade level or restrict~Scl
for college preparatory?

'7

Are incoming students to high
school (9-12) placed accordi~g
to FL level of proficiency?

8

Do. counselors advocate a fouryear FL study to ninth grade
entrants?

Q

Are methods of FL ~nstruction
uniform in elementary and
secondary schools within the
district?

I

-'

10

_

Are FL books and materials
unifo::cm at each level wj_ thin
the district?

l l_,_

Are FL class-time al~:...ow.ances
uniform in all elementary
schools within the district
(K-8)?

12

Are FL class-t:Lme allowances
uniform in al1 secondary
schools within the district
(9-12)?

II

:- --·---

1-

,, .•:

:T,- '

!
II

I
.. rr

T~-=-----n\~~~~~~~._:-s~;:~~~c:;-.::::\f.£ifg~~~r --=~=
Questj_on

N1J.lnber

f T'
,_., \J• '.....
-'-' ..,.,
-~ '··
1.

,

Does FL class time correspond
·vJi th other ace..ciemi;:; classes at
the secondary level?

14

Is educational travel for inservj_ce training advocated for·
FL staff?

15

Is remunerat;i':":rt for FL staff

tr~vel

provided at district
expense?

l-·.J ·:~~-""
c. c
... : !.'(.: • ....;

_#

I
~~----·--!_____
I

13

1 '1"' ,._" .- ·::. 1~
... .~. ....... \) c

1

I
.
1J

I

I

Ii

·

i
i

I
'
I
I
I

I
1
'

:
:

I
I
I

I

t

I!

I

i

" ..~L
.z~.

I

v.ra:rs

. -·-

l

I

!

i

·
I
\

.!

I

1

II

II

I
I
I
I

I

1

i

f

II
:

l

i

i
l
I
I

II

I

1
1

II

I'

I

!

I

l

.,

I

I'

I

1
11

I

',

!
I

1

I

I

I

I

I

j

1

·;!

i

~·

I

i
I

II

.~ ·1 , T(r-l. .vJ, • ~-·
c
a_~''

-----~-----------y-----

I

I

1

:

i

Ii
I

jl
i

,Jri

i

I

.IIH

f\)

0
\.C·

1:.........-~------

APPENDIX M
Statistical Analysis Data of
ClaDsroom Ob;::;ervab.Oii. Using

Mathieu Audio-Lingual Checklist

STATISTICAL

ANA1~YSIS

DATA OF

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION USING lVlA'I'EIEU AUDIO-LINGUAL CHECKLIST

--

-.~---

-

••

I

l

11.:1

'' i

High
Yes

Question
Nu.rnber

Low
Yes

High
No

Low
No

Xc.

Significance

r.

14

0

7

10

3

42.500

.001

15

0

5

11

·3

28.229

.001

18

1

4

10

6

7-747

.01

19

0

6

11

4

33-724

.001

0

6

9

4

27.126

.001

24

0

l

11

';j

.....

0.550

NS*

25

1

8

a_.,

2

42.500

.001

.0

8

10

2

56.500

.001

16**
17**

20**
21**
22
23**

26**
27

[\)
~

*Not Significant
*·*Not Observed

.I

[\)

I

,···I

:.~ II "
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE OFFERINGS AND ENROLLMENTS
IN PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS, FALL 1968
Prepared by
John P. Dusel, Consultant
Foreign Language Education
f-: _ _ _ __

I.

Number of public secondary schools offering foreign languages in 1968-69:

Offerings
lo

foreign languages

>nly classical languages
Latin, classical Greek)
>nly modern foreign
.anguages

~otals

2

3

16o

Jr.Sr. HS
7-12

4-Yr.
HS
9-12

Sr. HS
10-12

Totals

11

11

27

-

-

-

-

-

254

28

292

97

831

3

96

10

215

131

455

165

353

38

518

239

1,313

Number of districts wnich include secondary schools offering languages other
than French, German, Latin,and Spanish:
Chinese
Greek
(Classical)

III.

Jr. HS
7-9

~;---

:lassical and modern
'oreign languages

II.

Jr. HS
7-8

13
1

Hebrew
Italian
Japanese

3
14
2

Portuguese
Russian
Swahili

4
43
1

This report is based upon data obtained from all of the 354 California unified
.and high school districts.
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TII.

The table of enrollments by languages, included on page 2, indicates
of all the languages taught in California secondary schools, Spanish
in first place with 64~ of the enrollment; French is in second place
22~; German is in third place with lO%; and Latin is in fourth place

2.8%.
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:II.

The seventh and eighth enrollments in French and Spanish are down from last
year, although both held up well in grades nine through twelve. Courses II,
IV, and V in French show a rise as do all the high school courses in Spanish.
Many students from grade eight are going directly into the II or III-year
courses in high school.

IX.

The numbers of students in the IV and V-year courses in almost all languages increased, demonstrating that more students are studying foreign
languages for a longer period of time.

~ ~--!

I
r--~

i-

x.

Consistent increases in German (grade seven through course V) and in
Russian (grade seven through co.urse IV) enrollments are noted.

i

~-
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XI.

Enrollments increased in certain language areas over 1967 figures as
follows:
Chinese
French
German
Hebrew
Italian
Japanese
Latin
Russian
Spanish

Grade 8, Courses I and II.
Courses II, IV and V.
Grades 7 and 8, Courses I, II, III,
IV and v.
Courses I, II, and III.
Grade 7, Courses II, III, and IV.
Course II.
Grade 7, Course IV.
Grades 7 and 8, Courses I, II, III, and
IV.
Courses I, II, III, IV, and v.
- 3 -

~
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IV.

Foreign language

enrollme~t

COJIIII8.1'8d with total school enrollment, 1968-69:
L--------

h

TYPe

:rau 1967

of •nrollment

Total school enrollment (7-12)
Total foreifn language
enrollment 7-12)

v.

i=o

Fall 1968 Increase "' of Increase

1,539,6o6 1,588,8ol

49,195

3.2"'

584,652

8,8o7

1.5"'

575,845

Percent of increase or decrease in foreign language enrollment by language
{grades 7·12 in secondary schools only). T.he percentages for 1966-67 and
1967-68 are shown for purposes of comparison.
!.6nsuage

1966-67

1967-68

1968-69

Chinese
French

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+ 2.4"'
1.7"'
4.3"'
+ l. 7"'
+ 1.~
9·5"'
- 14.6~
- 4.1"'
+ .4~

- 25.0"'
- 3.8"'
+ ll.O~

German

Hebrew
Italian
Japanese
La.tin
Russian
Spanish

35.1"'
2.4"'
12. 7"'
6.~
9.6~
86.9~
16.0~

10.4"'
12 .3"'

--

· ( *'lbe 1967-68 district reporting of Hebrew enrollments
inaccurate.)

VI.

Chinese
French
German

Italian
Japanese
Iatin
Russian
Spanish

~-

~

+l9Q.O~*

+ 4.2~
- 5·7~
- 13·7"'
+ l3 ·5"'
+ 2.6~

~ be
\.

'lhe increase in total foreign language enrollment (1.5"') did not keep pace
with the increase in total student enrollment (3 .2~) in California's secondary schools • 'lhe difference DUey" be expressed by subtracting 1. 5~ from 3 .2~ with
a resulting - 1. ~. 'lhis difference DUey" then be computed with the gross percentages shown in number VI u follows:

-25.~ - 1.~ ..

- 3.8"' - 1.~

=

-13.~ - 1.~
+13.5"' - 1.7,

=
=

+ll.~- 1.~.
+ 4.2"' - 1.~ •
- 5.~ - 1.~ ..

+ 2.~- 1.~.

-

~

'" ,,. • -·-··-••••,.oc•••·•- ••

"'·'"~--~
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE nTROLWENTS IN GRADES SEVEN THROUGH TWELVE
IN SEX;ONDARY SCHOOL SYST!MS, FALL 1968

Grades
Language
Chinese
(IWldarin}

7th
Grade
71

8th
Grade

Total
7-8

179

9

t h r ough

I
1st Yr.

II

III

2nd "Yr.

3rd Yr.

IV
4th Yr.

336

169

43

15

250

12

v

VI
6th Yr.

5th Yr.

French

15,56()&

13,93~

29,492

43.196e

34,947

14,885

5,793

612h

Ge:zman

4,675

3,751

8,426

24,504

17,214

6~366

2,168

110

9

Greek
(Cl&aaical)
He'brew

Italian

30

30

J'apaneae

259

latin

2<46

5)5

Spanish

71,19l'b

60

57,001d

145

75,169

50,362

58,788

9

9

517

680

289

120

22

1,111

1,141

253

153

34

440

440

7,972

5,<460

1,698

15,919

16,424

62

62

2,246

2,391

246,868

375,060

30

30

417,612

584,652

628
88,1e;og

115,823f

167,040

128,977

517

782

7

249

71

31,046

10,426

1,30ii

112

30

91,871

99,485

8

Swahili

Totals

813

37

1,298

128,192

563

107

62
85

To.tal
7-12

365

Portuguese
, .Ruaaian

52

Total
9-12

194,528

147,127

54,478

19,285

2,030

164

(a)

Includes 28 students taking Conversational French, 108 taking one semester 2.nd 236 tald.ng a one-quarter course in French.

(b)

Includes 1,408 students taking ConYerS& tional Spanish, 549 taking one semester, and 596 taking a one-quarter course in Spanish.

(c)

Inoludea 26 students taking Coriverse.tional French and 316 taking a one-semester course.

(d)

Includes 1,096 students taldng CoiiYersational Spanish and 609 taking a one-seme8ter course.

(e)

Includes 53 8tudenta taking CoiiYersational French.

(:t)

Inoludea 298 students taking CoUYersational Spanish.

(g)

Includes 76 8tudenta taking Spanish :tor native speakers.

(h)

IDoludes 51 students taking AdT&nced Placecent french.
-
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